
destructive-constructive “weapon” which their social function
gives them.21

In a very different context, when some riots in the United States
re-appropriated goods, they remained on the level of consumption
and distribution. Rioters were attacking commodity, not capital.22
Communisation will deal with the heart of the matter: value pro-
duction. But the insurgents will only use this instrument if they
transform it at the same time. Such a process can only take place
on a worldwide scale, and first of all in several countries where so-
cial contradictions are more acute, which means communisation is
more likely to be initiated in Western Europe, North America, and
Japan.23

The question is not the seizure of power by the workers. It is
absurd to advocate the rule of the working class as it is now: a
partner in the valorisation mechanism, and a subjected partner.24

21 Dauvé and Denis Authier, The Communist Left in Germany, 1918–21, avail-
able at libcom.org; on Spain 1936–39, Dauvé, When Insurrections Die, available at
www.troploin.fr.

22 Situationist International, “TheDecline and Fall of the Spectacle Commod-
ity Economy,” Situationist International no. 10, 1966.

23 Since 1973, the ex-ThirdWorld and the ex-”socialist bloc” have given birth
to several “emerging countries.” We do not equate industrialisation with commu-
nist potentials. However, a social system first reaches its breaking point where
its fundamental contradictions (capital/labour, in the case of capitalism) are the
sharpest and can have the most explosive impact. Though class struggle erupts
everywhere, communist revolution is more likely to be initiated in the United
States than in the Congo, and in China more in Shanghai than in Karakorum. Af-
ter this, Congolese and Mongolian proletarians will contribute as much as those
from the United States and from Chinese metropolises.

24 Of course workers “as they are now” have managing capabilities, as
proved by the continual creation of cooperatives. Myriads of co-ops have ap-
peared in the last decades (Portugal after 1974, Towers Colliery in Wales, Ar-
gentina in 2001…) and many more spring up every year. We do not deny that they
often help people get jobs, self-help, community services, and sometimes function
on the principles of equal pay and decision-sharing. Still, they make up for the
deficiencies of capital and State, and a million co-ops will never will be a threat
to Big Business… except for a few successful co-ops lucky or unlucky enough to
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Insurrection implies carrying out a historical mutation in the
way we live, which includes how and what we produce. In the
shifting sands of troubled times, the outcome is unpredictable, but
the insurgents’ ability to confront police and army guns and ar-
moured cars will depend on the social content of their endeavour.
To neutralise and overcome their enemies, the proletarians’ main
propelling force will be their communising ability.

Modern strategy means the emancipation of the bour-
geoisie and the peasantry: it is the military expression
of that emancipation. The emancipation of the prole-
tariat will also have a particular military expression
and a new specific warfare. That is clear. We can even
analyse such a strategy from the material conditions
of the proletariat.20

Insurrection cleaves the normal course of events and opens
up make-or-break times. Up to now, insurgents have hardly
ever reached the tipping point where creating an altogether new
society could coincide with a corresponding armed action. In its
culminating moments, for instance in Germany between 1919
and 1921, the proletariat never reached a communisation stage.
Whereas the bourgeoisie resorted to its “natural” weapon—the
economy—by dividing the working class through unemployment,
the proletariat was unable to reply on the same scale by means of
its blocking power over society. Though it went as far as to create
a Red Army in the Ruhr in 1920, its military “offensive” remained
socially defensive: the insurgents did not transform what they
had taken control of. They did not raise the stakes by using the

20 Engels, Conditions and Prospects of a War of the Holy Alliance against a
Revolutionary France in 1852, 1851.
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submission. (Most buildings too, schools particularly.) Communist
revolution is a dis-accumulation. Communism is opposed to pro-
ductivism, and equally to the illusion of sustainable development
within the existing economic framework. The official spokesper-
sons of ecology never voice a critique of the economy as value-
measuring, they just want to keep money under control. Economy
and ecology are incompatible.

Communism is not a set of measures to be put into practice
after the seizure of power. It is a movement which already exists,
not as a mode of production (there can be no communist island
within capitalist society), but as a tendency to community and soli-
darity never realised in this society: when it is implemented today,
however innovative it can be, this tendency causes little else than
marginal social experiments incapable of structural change. What
they usually breed is more alternative lifestyles than new ways of
life.19

Some past proletarian movements were able to bring society to
a standstill, and waited for something to come out of this univer-
sal stoppage. Communisation, on the contrary, will circulate goods
without money, open the gate isolating a factory from its neigh-
bourhood, close down another factory where the work process is
too alienating to be technically improved, put an end to battery
farming, do away with school as a specialised place which cuts
off learning from doing for fifteen-odd years, pull down walls that
force people to imprison themselves in three-room family units—in
short, it will tend to break partitions. Eventually, communism will
not even know what value was.

19 Since the 1970s, modern democratic advanced societies have become a lot
more flexible in accepting alternativist social experiments. There are more and
more examples of passive housing and ecobuilding. On the Vauban “sustainable
model district” in Freiburg (Germany), see Green Gone Wrong: The Broken Promise
of the Eco-Friendly Economy (London: Verso, 2010), chap. 3, by Heather Rogers
(by no means an anti-ecologist). A thorough investigation.
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which it has not yet fully turned into money and wage-labour re-
lationships. Old forms of social communal life still exist. Commu-
nism would regenerate a lot of them—as Marx expected the Rus-
sian peasant commune might do—with the help of some “Western”
technology applied in a different way:

If revolution comes at the opportune moment, if it con-
centrates all its forces so as to allow the rural com-
mune full scope, the latter will soon develop as an el-
ement of regeneration in Russian society and an ele-
ment of superiority over the countries enslaved by the
capitalist system.18

Inmany respects, “backward” areasmay prove easier to commu-
nise than huge motorcar-adapted and screen-addicted “civilised”
conurbations.

To pre-empt glib critique, let us add that communisation is of
course not instantaneous: its effects will take time, at least a gen-
eration. But it will be immediate: it will proceed without the me-
diation of a “transition period” which would be neither capitalist
nor non-capitalist. The process of living without value, work, and
wage-labour will start in the early insurrectionary days, and then
extend in depth and scope.

Communism is mankind’s appropriation of its wealth, and im-
plies an inevitable and complete transformation of this wealth. It
is not a continuation of capitalism in a more rational, more effi-
cient, and less unequal, less uncontrolled form. It does not take
over the old material bases as it finds them: it overthrows them.
We will not get rid of the “bad” side of capital (valorisation) while
keeping the “good” side (production). Capital accumulates value
and fixes it in the form of stored labour, past labour: nearly all
present workplaces are geared to labour productivity and labour

18 Marx’s letter to Vera Zasulich, first draft, April 1881. The whole draft de-
serves to be read.
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at times, vegetable gardening no exception, and communism will
never fully abolish the difference between effort and enjoyment,
creation and recreation.The all-leisure society and the push-button
factory are capitalist utopias.

10) Communisation

In Marx’s time and until much later, communist revolution was
conceived as if its material preconditions were still to be created all
over the world, and not just in “backward” countries like Russia or
China: in the industrialised West as well. Nearly all Marxists—and
a few anarchists—believed that when it took power, the working
class would have to further develop the economy, in a different
way from the bourgeois of course: it would reorient production in
the interests of the masses, put the petit-bourgeois to work and
generalise factory-type labour. In the best of schemes, this went
along with worker management, equal pay and substantial reduc-
tion of working hours. But revolution did not come, and its German
stronghold was crushed. Since then, such a programme has been
fulfilled—over-fulfilled—by capitalist economic growth. The mate-
rial basis of communism now exists. There is no longer any need to
pack off clerks and shop-assistants to the shop floor, to turn white
into blue collar: our problem will be to create a totally different “in-
dustry”… and to close quite a few factories. Compulsory labour is
out of the question: what we want is the abolition of work as such,
as an activity separate from the rest of life. For example, putting an
end to garbage collection as a job some have to do for years, will
be a lot more than job rotation: it will imply changes in the process
and logic of garbage creation and disposal.

Underdeveloped countries—to use a capitalist phrase—will not
have to go through industrialisation. In many parts of Asia, Africa,
and Latin America, capital oppresses labour but has not subjugated
it to what Marx called “real” submission: it dominates societies
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wards; this enjoyment is disconnected from the actual content of
the work, which is a means of supporting one’s life (workaholics
are more numerous among taxation experts than street cleaners).

Communism dissolves production relations as separate and re-
integrates themwithin the whole of social relations.The obligation
of doing the same work for a lifetime, of being a manual or an in-
tellectual worker, or of forced multi-tasking, disappears. Commu-
nism supports neither play against work, nor non-work against
work. These limited and partial notions are capitalist mutilated re-
alities. Activity as the production-reproduction of the conditions of
life (material, affective, cultural, etc.) is the very nature of human-
ity, bearing in mind that “production” is a lot more than object-
making: for instance, travelling produces ideas and experiences
which transform people and contribute to inventions and new ac-
tivities.

Some tasks will be taken in charge by everyone, and we can
trust human inventiveness to come up with a wealth of new occu-
pations. Automation probably will help. But believing in automa-
tion as the solution to the age-old malediction of work would be
trying to address a social issue by technical means (actually, this is
what capitalism pretends to be doing).

First, fully automated production (including huge computer net-
works) requires so much raw material and energy that overextend-
ing it would be wasting even more resources than contemporary
industry does.

Secondly and more importantly, the human species collectively
creates and transforms the means of its existence. If we received
them frommachines, we would be reduced to the status of a young
child who is given toys without knowing where they come from:
their manufactured origin does not even exist for him.

Neither does communism turn production into something
perpetually pleasant and playful. Human life is effort and plea-
sure. Poetry-writing involves stress and pain. Learning another
language implies a degree of exertion. Lots of things can be boring
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separate from me as production is cut off from consumption. Need
is rarely understood as social, as something positive that connects
me with others, me with the rest of the world, and me with the
fulfilment of the need. Except if I am starving, my satisfaction in
eating includes the fact that I have been longing for food. Providing
one does not wait in vain, pleasure lies also in the waiting.

The natural urge to grow food, potatoes for instance, will bemet
through the birth of social links which will also result in vegetable
gardening. The question is not how to grow potatoes because we
have to eat. Rather, it is to imagine and invent a way to meet, to get
and be together, that will include vegetable gardening and be pro-
ductive of potatoes. Maybe potato growing will require more time
than under capitalism, but that possibility will not be evaluated in
terms of labour-time cost and saving.17

Communism is not an entirely different economy: it is the end
of the economy as a separate and privileged domain on which ev-
erything else depends, and where work is—like money—the source
of a universal love-hate relationship. Humankind produces and re-
produces its conditions of existence. Ever since the disintegration
of primitive communities, but in an extreme form under capital-
ism, the activity through which man appropriates his environment
has taken the form of work—both an obligation and a compulsion.
On the one hand, it is a curse, a constraint opposed to leisure and
“true” enjoyable life. On the other, it is so pervasive that it often
pre-empts the worker’s capability for other activity outside work-
ing hours, and many proletarians feel at a loss in their “free time,”
or when they retire. Work is a blessing and a curse. With capital,
production, i.e. production for valorisation, has become our master.
It is a dictatorship of production relations over society. When one
produces, one sacrifices one’s life-time in order to enjoy life after-

17 Le Communisme—tentative de définition, part IV (1998): www.hicsalta-
communisation.com. Also by Bruno Astarian, Crisis Activity and Communisation,
2011, libcom.org.
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Preface to the Japanese edition
of No.1 and No. 2 of ‘Le
Mouvement Communiste’

The first two essays in this book were translated and published in
Japan in the 1970s. Here is the 1973 preface, modified and abridged
with new notes added.1

In France, as everywhere else, what is usually known as Marx-
ism has nothing to do with revolution. In this topsyturvy world,
wage-labourers are exploited in “socialist” countries, while “com-
munist parties” support capitalism in more ways than one. Com-
munism has become a synonym for working hard and obeying
one’s “socialist” boss. Most parties called communist have been and
are nationalist, colonialist, and imperialist. As Paul Mattick wrote
at the close of the Second World War: “Today every programme
and designation has lost its meaning; socialists speak in capital-
istic terms, capitalists in socialistic terms and everybody believes
anything and nothing. This situation is merely the climax of a long
development which has been initiated by the labour movement it-
self… Only by standing outside the labour movement has it been
possible to work towards decisive social changes.”2

1 Le Mouvement Communiste was a bulletin published in France, 1972–
74. There was also a book with the same title (1972). An extract, “Capital
and State,” can be read in English on the For Communism–John Gray site,
www.reocities.com.

2 Paul Mattick, “Otto Rühle and the German Labour Movement,” 1945,
www.marxists.org.
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The first condition for a minimum revolutionary action is
indeed to “stand outside” and break with all forms of Marxism,
whether they come from CPs or left-wing intellectuals. Marxism
is part of capitalist society in its theory as well as its practice.3

Nowadays, when the long counter-revolution which followed
the post-1917 revolutionary movement is finally coming to a close,
a new movement is rising.4 At the same time, capital is trying to
defang it, and is preparing to destroy it violently if it cannot be de-
flected. The re-emergence of revolution is accompanied by many
forms of superficial criticism which do not go to the heart of the
matter, and help capital adapt itself. Obviously radicalisation re-
sults from diverse experiences. But pseudo-revolutionary groups
deliberately gather people on partial demands in order to prevent
them to go any further.They claim to go back to revolutionary prin-

3 Academia is not what it used to be. As a prominent production place of
established knowledge, the university has kept its prestige, but lost its privilege
when it merged with business and media. Acamedia would be a better word. Be-
cause it is a reflection of society, the university differs in 2013 from 1913 or even
1953. Marx was rarely taught in most Western countries until after World War II,
the (less and less Marxist, actually) “Frankfurt School” in the United States being
an exception. It all changed in the 1960s, for better (lecturers discussing Marx’s
concept of alienation), or worse (comparing the merits of Mao with those of Al-
thusser). After the 1970s, with the demise of the western worker movement, pub-
lic class discourse became outmoded. A global universal shapeless critique now
prevails, where Debord meets Spinoza and Deleuze, alongside radical geography,
unorthodox economics, peace studies, environment studies, gender studies, post-
colonial studies… A century ago, Arthur Cravan said there would come a day
when everyone in the street would be an artist. We are all critics now. Capitalist
democracy excels in self-examination.

4 Though it may look odd to qualify the 1920s–30s as “counter-
revolutionary,” the fact is that after the post-1917 earthquake, revolution suffered
one defeat after another, in different contrasted forms: bureaucratic dictatorship
in Russia, fascism in Italy, powerful social-democrat and Stalinist parties in the
West, authoritarian regimes in Eastern Europe, and Nazism to cap it all. In 1936,
the Spanish revolutionary wave—one of the highest points ever reached by pro-
letarian action—occurred in such a negative context that the insurgents were ul-
timately doomed.
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9) Communism as the End of Economy and
Work

For the dispossessed masses, the capitalist socialisation of the
world creates an entirely new reality. Unlike the slaves, serfs, or
craftsmen of the past, the wage-labour (often wage-less, as we said)
“immense majority” is potentially unified for collective action ca-
pable of overthrowing capitalism and creating a cooperative social
life. Such is the crux of communist theory.

What Marx called capitalism’s “historical role” was to create
conditions which enable human beings (providing they make a
revolution to that effect) to do without mediations that up to
now have organised and imprisoned them. Value is one of those
mediations: it materialises the social character of human activity.
Value, concretised in money in all its forms, from the simplest
(small change in your pocket) to the most sophisticated (credit
lines on a trader’s computer screen), results from the general char-
acter of labour, from the individual and social energy produced
and consumed by labour. We can now dispense with an element
external to social activities yet (up to now) necessary to connect
and stimulate them. Communism does not reduce the components
of social life to a common denominator (the average labour time
contained in them): it compares utility to decide what to do and
what to produce. Its material life is based on the confrontation and
interplay of needs—which does not exclude conflicts and possibly
some form of violence. Human beings will never be selfless angels,
and why should they?

We can only approach social reality with words inherited from
a few millennia of exploitation and deprivation. When we speak of
needs, the term immediately conveys the idea of a lack, an absence,
a deficiency. “Need” is what one wants but does not have, whether
it is something obviously vital (food for the hungry) or deemed
superfluous (a designer suit). It refers to an object or service as
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society and thereby emancipating all other spheres of
society, which, in a word, is the complete loss of man
and hence can win itself only through the complete
re-winning of man.15

Of all the classes that stand face to face with the bour-
geoisie today, the proletariat alone is a really revolu-
tionary class. The other classes decay and finally dis-
appear in the face of modern industry; the proletariat
is its special and essential product.16

If these two quotes do not contradict each other, the emphasis
is undoubtedly different. The 1843 “radical humanist” or “universal
class” approachmorphed four or five years later into the “class anal-
ysis” of the Communist Manifesto. These quotes are but two among
many, and not just in Marx’s time: such theoretical ambiguity re-
flects the practical contradiction that the proletariat actually is:

If it was above all working class, how could it abolish work?
How could a class primarily fighting another class (the bourgeois)
defeat its enemy and at the same time get rid of all classes?

On the other hand, if the proletarians were just a couple of bil-
lion dispossessed people defined by what they are not, have not
and do not, how could such an infinite but entirely negative mass
achieve anything positive? Communisation is rejection and cre-
ation. Both.

Therefore proletarians are the wage-labour class, though this is
often brought down to a wage-less condition. The definition has to
be positive and negative: they are both in and out of this world.
Only communist revolution will prove communist theory right,
and solve the contradiction for good.

15 A Contribution to the Critique of Hegel’s Philosophy of Right: Introduction,
1843.

16 Communist Manifesto, chap. I
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ciples, but are ignorant of them. At best, their view of communism
mixes a partial social re-shuffling with democratic worker control
or management, plus automation. In other words, no more than
what capital itself talks about. They “critically” support the official
CPs, socialist parties, the USSR, China, Cuba, etc. These groups are
counter-revolutionary. The argument that they organise workers
is irrelevant: CPs do the same, which does not prevent them from
repressing workers when they think it necessary. Trotskyism,Mao-
ism, even anarchism in some bureaucratic and degenerated forms,
are counter-revolutionary.

Past experience shows why demarcation lines are necessary. In
1939, the capitalist system could only recover through a full-scale
worldwide war. Russia had been forced to develop capitalism after
the defeat of revolution in Europe, and was ready to ally with one
side or the other according to its State interests. Germany, Italy,
and Japan were fascist. In the Western democracies, socialist and
“communist” parties managed to rally the masses and persuaded
them that unlike 1914–18, the new world war was to free mankind
from the horrors of dictatorship. Trotskyism also supported this
view andmost Trotskyists took the side of the allied powers against
Germany and Japan. Yet the triumph of democracy in 1945 has
proved destructive. People no longer die in concentration camps—
except where there are concentration camps, as in Russia, China,
etc. But millions starve.The extreme left (Trotsky andmany others)
had helped capitalism rejuvenate itself.

Marx had to fight against Proudhon. Lenin, Pannekoek, Bordiga
had to fight against Kautsky. Pannekoek and Bordiga had to fight
against Lenin, and later against Trotsky.5

5 In the 1970s, the official left consisted of social-democrat and Stalinist par-
ties. The CPs were still quite strong in France, Italy, Spain, Portugal, and several
Latin American countries like Argentina or Chile, and supported by a predomi-
nantly militant yet reformist working class, so these parties were able to blunt the
edge of class struggle. By “pseudo-revolutionary groups,” we meant Maoists and
Trotskyists. Now the picture has changed. Hardly any comment is needed on the
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The present communist movement needs to assimilate its past,
to fully grasp what really happened in 1917–21 and how today dif-
fers from yesterday. Communist revolution will not promote a fur-
ther development of production: capital has already accomplished
this in a large number of countries. The transitional phase will con-
sist of the immediate communisation of society, which includes
armed insurrection: the State’s military might cannot be underes-
timated. Besides, the working class has become such a potential
social force that it is vital for capitalism to control it: this is the job
of the unions andworkers’ parties, so onemust prepare to confront
them.

This is only possible through the implementation of the commu-
nist programme: abolition of the market economy; creation of new
social relations where labour does not rule the whole of life, but is
integrated into it; destruction of economics as such, of politics as
such, of art as such, etc.

Speaking of theory, one can and must use Marx’s works (which
includes translating and publishing them when they are not avail-
able). Our motto is: Do not read the Marxists, read Marx!6 It is also
useful to study those who resisted counterrevolution: people like
Pannekoek, Bordiga, etc., who despite misconceptions are relevant
to our problems. Other groups, like the Situationist International,

decline of Western CPs. The CPUSA and the CPBG have self-euthanised. There
is not much left of the Italian CP, and the French one only retains some power
in local government and the CGT union federation. The far left has been unable
to fill the vacuum, in spite of its constant effort to appear less radical and more
acceptable: revolutionary pretence is over, and social ambitions have been down-
sized to a “Share the riches” programme, of course with an ecological touch. This
does not mean that political forces like the German Linke, the French Left Front
(which the much declined CP is part of, and where its members meet up with ex-
Trots) or the Greek Syriza have lost all political significance. Though “frontlines”
have shifted and demarcations are blurred, the left and far left retain a capacity
to contain and stifle many an autonomous movement.

6 Advocating a “return toMarx” is as imperative now as it used to be, provid-
ing Marx himself is addressed too. See chapter 5: “Value, Time, and Communism:
Re-reading Marx.”
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situation to revolutionise it. Only in this sense do “blue collar” (man
and woman) workers keep a central role as initiators and precip-
itants, in so far as their social function enables them to carry out
different tasks from others in an insurrection. Yet with the spread
of unemployment, casual labour, longer schooling, training peri-
ods at any time of life, temp and part-time jobs, forced early re-
tirement, and the odd mixture of welfare and workfare whereby
people move out of misery into work and then again into poverty
and moonlighting, when dole money sometimes equals low pay, it
is getting harder to tell work from non-work.

Wemay well soon be entering a phase similar to the dissolution
Marx’s early writings referred to. In every period of intense histor-
ical disturbances (the 1840s as after 1917), the proletariat reflects
the loosening of social boundaries (sections of both working and
middle classes slip down the social ladder or fear they might) and
the weakening of traditional values (culture is no longer a unifier).
The conditions of life of the old society are already negated in those
of the proles. Not hippies or punks, but modern capitalism makes a
sham of the work ethic. Property, family, nation, morals, politics in
the sense of periodic re-sharing and re-shuffling of power between
quasi-similar bourgeois factions, all social props and pillars tend
to decay as they are negated, delegitimised, “swamped” as Marx
wrote, in the proletarian condition. In other words, the proletariat
is not the working class, but

a class with radical chains, a class of civil society
which is not a class of civil society, an estate which
is the dissolution of all estates, a sphere which has
a universal character by its universal suffering and
claims no particular right because no particular
wrong, but wrong generally, is perpetuated against it;
which can invoke no historical, but only human, title;
… a sphere, finally, which cannot emancipate itself
without emancipating itself from all other spheres of
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low-paid producers, but from being “cut off,” alienated, with no con-
trol either over their lives or the outcome and meaning of what
they have to do to earn a living. The proletariat therefore includes
the unemployed and many housewives, since capitalism hires and
fires the former, and utilises the labour of the latter to increase the
total mass of extracted value. The proletariat is what reproduces
value and can do away with a world based on value. Without the
possibility of communism, theories of “the proletariat” would be
tantamount to metaphysics. Our only vindication is that whenever
it autonomously interrupted the running of society, the proletariat
has repeatedly acted as negation of the existing order of things, has
offered it no positive values or role, and has groped for something
else.

The bourgeoisie, on the other hand, are ruling class not because
they’re rich and the rest of the population aren’t. Being bourgeois
brings them riches, not the other way round. They are ruling class
because they control the economy—employees as well as machines.
Individual ownership strictly speaking is only a form of class domi-
nation in particular variants of capitalism. Private property did not
exist in State capitalism: the bureaucratic ruling class collectively
owned the means of production.

Although a lot of proles work, the proletariat is not the working
class, rather the class of the critique of work. It is the ever-present de-
struction of the old world… potentially: the potential only becomes
real in moments of tension and upheaval. It only acts as the sub-
version of established society when it unifies and organises itself,
not in order to become the dominant class like the bourgeoisie did,
but in order to destroy the society of classes: when that prospect is
achieved, there will be only one social agent: humankind. Till then,
our historical terrain will remain one of clashing class interests.

Communist theory is not worker-centred orworkplace-centred:
it does not eulogise the working class, nor regards manual work as
infinite bliss. It gives productive workers a decisive (but not exclu-
sive) part because their place in production puts them in a better
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are also important, though they lack an understanding of capital.7
Also it is important for revolutionaries everywhere to study the
revolutionary past of their country.

Such activity implies a break with politics. Revolutionaries do
not only have different ideas (or even actions) from pseudorevolu-
tionaries. What they are is different, and the way they act is. They
do not try to enrol people in order to represent them and be a power
in their name. Revolutionaries are not leaders, educators, memory
keepers or information providers. We neither lead nor serve the
proles.

Communists are not isolated from the proletariat. Their action
is never an attempt to organise others, only to express their own
subversive response to the world. Ultimately, revolutionary initia-
tives will interconnect. But our task is not primarily one of organ-
isation: it is to convey (in a text or an action) an antagonistic rela-
tion to the world. However big or small it may be, such an act is an
attack against the old world.

7 Today I would not write that the IS had no “understanding of capital.”
While its critique focused more on commodity than on capital, on alienation than
on exploitation, it did not ignore the wage-labour/capital relation, hence class
struggle, though Situationists approached it via an emphasis on commodity.
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Foreword to the 1974 Black &
Red edition

Author’s note: Small changes have been made and new notes
added.

In spite of its shortcomings, the Situationist International has
shown—among other things—that it is important not just to under-
stand the historical movement and act accordingly, but also to be
something different from the attitudes and values of the society
the revolutionary wants to destroy. The militant attitude is anti-
revolutionary: it splits the individual into two, separating his needs,
his real individual and social self, the reasons why he cannot stand
the present world, from his action, his attempt to change this world.
The militant refuses to admit that he rebels against this society be-
cause he needs to change his own life as well as society in general.
He represses the impulse which made him turn against the present
world. He engages in anti-capitalist activity as if it were external to
him: the sacrificial character of this attitude is plain to see. The mil-
itant as an individual, and political groups as organisations, suffer
from a displaced personality.1

Whatever the situation may have been fifty or a hundred years
ago, the present revolutionary movement does not aim to bring
about the conditions of communism: these have been fully created

1 “Militant” is positive in English: it denotes true commitment and eagerness
to fight.The French meaning is closer to Latin etymology: the termwas borrowed
from army vocabulary: the militant acts like a political soldier. See the now-classic
“Militancy: The Highest Stage of Alienation,” by the French group OJTR, 1972,
available at libcom.org.
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8) Proletariat and Revolution

Any revolution originates in material living conditions which
have become unbearable. This also applies to the proletariat.

If one identifies proletarian with factory worker (or with man-
ual labourer), or with the poor, one misses what is subversive in
the proletarian condition. The proletariat is the negation of this
society. It is not the collection of the poor, but of those who are
dispossessed, “without reserves,”14 who are nothing, have nothing
to lose but their chains, and cannot liberate themselves without de-
stroying the whole social order. The proletariat is the dissolution
of present society, because this society deprives the proletarians
of nearly all its positive aspects: the proles only get their share
of capitalist material, mental, and cultural wealth in its poorest as-
pects. All theories (bourgeois, fascist, Stalinist, Labourite, left-wing,
or far-leftist) which somehow glorify and praise the proletariat as
it is and claim for it the positive role of defending values and re-
generating society, are anti-revolutionary. Enlightened bourgeois
even admit the existence of class struggle, providing it never ends,
in a self-perpetuating bargaining game between labour and cap-
ital, where the proletariat is reduced to the status of an element
of capital, an indispensable wheel within an inevitable mechanism.
The bourgeois does not mind the worker as long as he remains a
partner.

Defining the proletariat has something but little to do with so-
ciology. Indeed, most proles are low paid, and a lot work in pro-
duction, yet their existence as proletarians derives not from being

14 The concept of “those who have no reserves” was formulated by Amadeo
Bordiga in the years following World War II. Bordiga’s purpose was not to create
a new definition of the proletariat, but to go back to the general definition. Marx’s
Capital can only be understood when read with earlier analyses of the proletariat,
for instance The Economic and Philosophic Manuscripts of 1844, the Contribution
to the Critique of Hegel’s Philosophy of Right: Introduction, 1843, and the 1857–58
manuscripts, often referred to by their German title: The Grundrisse.
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The economic “take-of” of some formerly less-developed coun-
tries, like Brazil, is quite real, but can only be achieved through the
partial or total destruction of former ways of life. The introduction
of the commodity economy deprives poor peasants of their means
of subsistence, leaves them landless or drives them to the misery
of overcrowded towns. Only a minority is “lucky” enough to find
a factory, shop, or office job, or to work as a servant; the rest is
under-employed or unemployed.13

tent of the labour performed. Besides, reformers deplore the “evil” world of mar-
keting and advertising, but fail to realise the parasitic nature of the ever-growing
armies of psychosocial specialists (alleviators of social ills, mediators, trainers,
coaches, facilitators, etc.), of communicators, of researchers, of media workers…
and of security personnel (one million in the United States). A society where a
“correction industry” employs more people than Ford, GM, and Walmart com-
bined does not merely “waste” natural resources: human ones as well.

Moreover, “Nobody in the 1950s or 1960s could have guessed that the
average Americans in 2000 would be working longer hours or that their incomes,
in real, inflation-adjusted terms, would not have risen in a generation.” (Michael
Lind, Land of Promise, New York: Harper, 2012), chap. 16.

We’ll let the naïve delude themselves with the belief that sensible, eco-
friendly Denmark does far better than outrageous, cruel America. It may well
be, but a century of Scandinavian social-democracy has proved unable to uproot
poverty: local reformers only pride themselves on getting rid of extreme poverty.
Capitalism remains a grinding system: “The organisation of the workers and their
constantly growing resistance will possibly stem the growth of misery to a certain
extent. But the insecurity of existence will surely grow.” (Engels, Critique of the
Erfurt Programme, 1891).

13 Brazil’s last decades of growth seem to contradict this bleak picture, espe-
cially since ex-metal worker Lula was elected president in 2003, and promised to
put an end to “social apartheid”: thanks to agro-business and local manufacturing
for multinationals, wealth would “trickle down” to the poor. More modestly, his
successor at the head of the “world’s seventh economy” has merely claimed to
have done away with dire misery. So much for ending social apartheid. In 1844,
the future Napoleon III published The Extinction of Pauperism. No emperor, no
union leader turned statesman can get rid of the dispossession which lies at the
root of—and is reproduced by—capitalism.
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by capitalism. Our objective is no longer to further promote the
development of productive forces or to maintain and support this
development with coercive action by the proletariat over the petite
bourgeoisie: it is the immediate communisation of society. Capital
has managed to invade and dominate our lives to such an extent
that—at least in so-called developed countries—we are now revo-
lutionary because we can no longer stand our relationship to our
work, our friend, our environment, namely to everything from our
next-door neighbour to our cat or radio programme. We want to
change the world because it becomes increasingly difficult to re-
alise and assert oneself in it. Our most vital need: others, seems so
close and so far at the same time. A human community is at hand:
its basis is present, a lot more so than a century ago. Passivity pre-
vents its emergence. Mercantile ties are both fragile and strong.

Capitalism reacts by diverting social impulses from revolution
to politics: revolutionary activity which strives to realise people’s
needs is deviated towards a mere quest for power. For instance,
people want to control their own lives, which are now regulated
by the logic of commodity production and value. Political groups
come and explain that the alternative is real democracy, or workers’
government, or even anarchy-inspired institutions: in other words,
they wish to alter the decision-making apparatus, not the social
relations which determine it.They always reduce social aspirations
to a problem of control or command, which ought to be given to
a proletarian party, or to the masses, or shared by everyone, and
they express every real problem in terms of power.

Yet this is only part of the question. Communising society is
more than a sum of piecemeal actions. Though capital will be de-
stroyed by general subversion through which people appropriate
their relationship to the world, nothing decisive will be achieved
so long as the State (i.e. all States) retains some of its power. The
State has to be destroyed by acting on its central bodies in addition
to the action which destroys its power everywhere. Both are nec-
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essary. The use of force is a relevant question: insurrection won’t
be peaceful and non-violent.

Capital would be only too happy to see us change our lives lo-
cally while its active process continues on a general scale. This is
not a moot point: many people are desperate to modify their per-
sonal life now, even it boils down to a remodelled lifestyle. Capital-
ism can tolerate a lot (decomposition of the traditional family and
hierarchy, even of mercantile relations on a limited scale) as long
as these changes do not prevent it from realising its cycle, from ac-
cumulating value. The coming revolution will paralyse it by devel-
oping direct communist relations and by systematic action against
State bodies and private bourgeois militia.2

As for the present, what we can do is reject all forms of militan-
tism and politics, all groups standing as mediations between the
proletariat and communism, and which believe and make people
believe in political solutions.

Such groups are of course different from one country to another.
In France and Italy, the traditional Communist Parties are very
powerful, and the unions they control differ from North American,
British, or northern European unions.3 Therefore the text on “The
Class Struggle and Its Most Characteristic Aspects” might seem ir-
relevant to the American, German, or English contexts. But the es-
sential process is the same.Whenwe speak of the end of reformism
we refer to a general trend, and do not mean that reformist strug-
gles are becoming rare. On the contrary, many people, inside and
outside the working class, are fighting for reforms, but these strug-
gles are manifestations of something deeper. Though few strikes
are similar to the one at Lordstown in the United States (1972), such
an event was symptomatic of a social tendency.4

2 On the one hand, “security” has become a boom industry. On the other,
police in the streets now often look and sometimes act like soldiers.

3 See above preface, n.5.
4 Ken Weller, 1970–72: The Lordstown Struggle and the Real Crisis in Produc-

tion, Solidarity Pamphlet, 1973. Contrary to what we believed at the time, “the
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• unproductive workers, the vast majority of whom are only a
source of waste;

• and the mass of non–wage earners, some of them in “rich”
countries or areas, but most of them in less capitalist-
developed “poor” countries. Since it has no means of
livelihood because it is deprived of any means of production,
a large part of the world’s population has to sell its labour
power in order to live… but it can’t: capital only buys labour
that brings in profit, so this labour power remains forcibly
idle.12

12 This passage has been left nearly as it was written in 1973. It might make
strange reading after a few decades of growth and crisis, but is the world picture
immensely different in 2013 from the one we painted forty years ago? As be-
fore, capitalism’s Promethean progress is paralleled with an equally innovative
catastrophic power. Life expectancy has gone up, yet nearly one billion people
go hungry every day, and it’s easier for the Indian poor to use a cell phone than
have access to clean water.

However, we will not look for vindication in the “worst” aspects of this
world (dire misery, over-exploitation of Asian or Latin American labour, etc.).
Capitalism’s supporters have their twofold answer ready: “These people’s lot used
to be worse, and soon it’ll get better.” (Curiously, this is what the defenders of Stal-
inist Russia used to say.) Therefore we will not focus on the most visible forms
of poverty in “rich” countries, like what Michael Harrington wrote on The Other
America in 1962. Our indictment will not deal with environmental issues either,
however serious they are: there’s enough ecological talk going round for every-
one to see capitalism’s waste propensity. We’d rather take a look at the suppos-
edly “best” or “good” aspects of contemporary society.

Let’s not consider what capitalism denies or destroys, but what it offers.
It prides itself on giving us rewarding jobs: for once, let us judge a system in ac-
cordance with its own values. Here are the top ten jobs that most people do in the
United States, according to the official Bureau of Labor Statistics (2010): 1) retail
salespeople, 2) cashiers, 3) office clerks, 4) combined food preparation and serv-
ing workers (fast food workers), 5) registered nurses, 6) waiters and waitresses,
7) customer service representatives (mostly telemarketing), 8) manual freight and
stock movers (as opposed to people who move things with forklifts), 9) janitors
and cleaners (not including maids), 10) stock clerks and order fillers. Apart from
nurses, this list does not only mean low pay, job insecurity, and lack of recogni-
tion, but monotony, techno-slaving, physical discomfort, and low “human” con-
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It is commonplace to bemoan the sad facts that office blocks are
built more readily than lodgings for the homeless, that while hun-
dreds of millions go hungry, food production is mainly promoted
where it suits agro-business, or that the automotive industry re-
mains a hyper-developed sector in spite of the damage it causes.
This is crying out against the evils of a system as if we could only
benefit from its virtues. The global network of enterprises—as cen-
tres of value which must yield a required profit rate—has become a
power towering above us, and people’s needs of all kinds (lodging,
food, “culture”) are subjected to valorisation and ultimately shaped
by it.

In capitalism, productive designates what expands value, i.e.
what produces either means of production, or means of livelihood
for the proletarian, both accruing the sum of value. As a result,
capital takes possession of science and technique: in the produc-
tive field, it orients research towards what will minimise labour
cost; in the unproductive field, it stimulates management and
marketing.

Thus mankind tends to be divided into three groups:

• productive workers, often physically destroyed by their
work, by having their “life-time transformed into working-
time,” in the words of American worker Paul Romano in
1947;11

is certainly at the centre of the present world and it is hard to imagine a non-
industrial capitalism. The “post-industrial society” is a myth now as it was in
1970. Yet industry is not the centre of capitalism. We are not faced with a self-
propelled freewheeling mega-machine, but with a value-driven productive sys-
tem. The techno-bureaucratic-industrial monster has to abide by the constraints
of labour productivity and capital profitability. Big business only wants larger fac-
tories and more machines if they bring in more value: otherwise, it leaves them
to rot, moves elsewhere, speculates, or stays idle. Capitalist history is as much
industrial wasteland (the U.S. rust belt, or the empty European factories zoned
for reclamation) as formidable mega-machinery.

11 The American Worker, 1947, chap. 2, www.prole.info.
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The relative backwardness of France and Italy in relation to the
United States or Britain has created a number of mediators which
play a more open role than in other countries. In the still fairly
traditional and formal French or Italian politics, the left and the far
left are hardened bodies which pretend to oppose the State. They
still retain some ability to organise people. In other countries, many
extremist groups have disappeared, the American and German SDS
for example.5

The difficulty lies in the need to go beyond traditional “Marx-
ism” while not rejecting relevant concepts. It is not enough to
understand that Marcuse, Mandel, Sweezy, and Magdoff have
hardly anything in common with communism.6 Breaking new
ground means drawing a line between what to rubbish and where
to begin a thorough re-think.

The nub of the debate is how we envisage communism. For ex-
ample, underdeveloped countries—to use a capitalist vocabulary—
will not have to go through an industrialisation phase similar to

union controlled the anger of the worker.” See “In the Heart of the Heart of the
Country: The Strike at Lordstown,” available at www.prole.info.

5 TheU.S. Students for a Democratic Society disbanded in 1969, the German
SDS in 1970. They had been born out of student rebellion against nuclear arma-
ments, the Vietnam War, racism, masculine domination, consumerism, authority,
etc. Both were broad organisations covering a wide range of issues and involving
a large number of participants with frequently conflicting views.

6 Ernest Mandel (1923–95): one of the leaders of the Trotskyist Fourth
International and its main economist: see the critical review of his Marxist
Economic Theory (1968, 2 vols.) by Paul Mattick, Mandel’s Economics (1969),
www.marxists.org. Paul Sweezy (1910–2004), academic Marxist, specialist of
monopoly capitalism, Harry Magdoff (1913–2006), antiimperialist and Third-
Worldist socialist. Like Sweezy, one of the editors of The Monthly Review. These
writers are not widely read anymore, and their place has been taken by an array of
similar critics who describe what’s wrong with this world without knowing why.
They want wage-labour to be fair and money to be invested in the “real economy.”
They are aware that big business runs democracy, and would like it the other way
round. They have one thing in common: they are economists. Communist theory
is a critique of the economy: this is a marker delineating the parting of the ways.
Today’s soft left is as anti-revolutionary as hard Stalinists used to be.
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what advanced countries experienced in the past. In many parts
of Asia, Africa, and Latin America, capital has not yet completely
subjugated labour to its domination. Old forms of social life still ex-
ist (for how long?). Communism will give them a new birth—with
the help of “Western” technology, applied totally differently from
the way it was used in theWest. We cannot be content with a mere
demonstration of the capitalist nature of China and North Vietnam:
we must also just as clearly assess the role Asia could play in a fu-
ture revolution. The Ceylon uprising of 1971 was indeed a modern
movement.7 Utopia is back. We can already hear news from every-
where.

7 Ceylon: The JVP Uprising of April 1971 (London: Solidarity, 1972), available
at libcom.org.
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present-day China and Russia where bad harvests still have devas-
tating effects on the economy and the people.9

Capitalist crisis, on the other hand, is the product of the forced
union of value and production. Take a car maker. Competition
forces him to raise productivity and get a maximum value output
through a minimal input (cheapest possible raw materials, ma-
chinery, and labour). A crisis arises when accumulation does not
go with a sufficient decrease in the costs of production. Thousands
of cars may come off the assembly line every day, and even find
buyers, but manufacturing and selling them does not valorise this
capital enough compared to other car makers. So the company
streamlines production, invests more, makes up profit loss with
the number of cars sold, resorts to credit, mergers, government
subsidies or tariffs, etc., eventually produces as if demand was to
expand for ever, and loses more and more. Crises lie neither in
the exhaustion of markets, nor in overgenerous pay rises, but in
falling profits (to which workers’ militancy contribute): as a sum
of value, capital finds it increasingly hard to valorise itself at a
socially acceptable rate.

Pre-capitalist crises originated from an unavoidable reality (wet
winter and freezing, for instance) which mercantile relations only
madeworse. Modern crises have no such natural origin: their cause
is social. All the elements of industrial activity are present—raw
materials, machines, workers—and left to lie fallow. They are not
just things, material objects: they only exist socially if value brings
them to life. This phenomenon is not “industrial”; it does not come
from technical requirements. It is a social relation: productive ap-
paratus and social structure are ruled by mercantile logic.10

9 In the 1946–47 famine in Russia, estimates vary from one to two million
deaths. At the end of the 1950s, millions starved in China. In both cases, climatic
factors and government policy coalesced to create chaos and catastrophe.

10 Since we wrote the first version of “Capitalism and Communism” in 1972,
“anti-industrialism” has come to the fore. The anti-industrial critique points to
an essential feature of capitalism, but mistakes the part for the whole. Industry
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is profitable, and produce to sell as much as possible. Value
accumulation leads to over-accumulation, and value production
to over-production. Growth is over-growth. Each enterprise tries
to valorise its capital in the best possible conditions. Each tends
to produce more than the market can absorb and hopes that its
competitors will be the only ones who suffer from overproduction.
As business grows more concentrated and centralised, monopolies
postpone overproduction problems while further aggravating
them until crisis re-adjusts supply to demand… only solvent
demand, since capitalism only knows one way of circulating
products: buying and selling.

We do not live simply in a world of commodities, but in a cap-
italist world which “presents itself as an immense accumulation
of commodities,” as written in Das Kapital’s first sentence. Capital-
ist crises are more than commodity crises: they link production to
value in such a way that production is governed by value, as shown
by comparing them with precapitalist crises.

Until the nineteenth century, a bad grain harvest would cause
a decrease of agricultural production. The peasants bought fewer
manufactured goods such as clothing or equipment, and industry
found itself in trouble. Merchants speculated on corn and kept it
in storage to drive prices up. Eventually there were famines here
and there. The very existence of commodities and money is the
condition for crises: there is a separation (materialised in time) be-
tween the two operations of buying and selling. From the stand-
point of the merchant trying to increase his wealth, buying and
selling corn are two distinct matters in time, the interval being de-
termined by the amount and rate of his expected profit. In the inter-
val between production and consumption, people starved: during
the Irish famine of the 1840s, one million died while Ireland was
a food net exporter. The mercantile system only acted as an ag-
gravating circumstance in a crisis caused by climatic factors. The
social context was pre-capitalist, or that of a weak capitalism, as in
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Foreworld: Out of the Future
(1997)

This was the preface to the Antagonism Press edition in London
(1997). Some changes and additions have been made to the text and
notes.

1) The Untraceable

One of the best films about class conflict includes a ten-minute
sharp and biting shot, taken on June 10, 1968, outside the gates of
the Wonder factory—a battery-maker—on the outskirts of Paris.1
Most of the workers were unskilled, low-paid, looked-down-upon
women, often handling dirty chemicals.They’d been on strike since
May 13th and were just about to go back in. What concessions
they’d snatched from the boss were a lot in terms of better work
conditions, and little compared to the energy put into the struggle.
In themiddle of the arguing group is a woman in her twenties—half
shouting, half crying—whowon’t be talked into returning: “No, I’m
not going back. I’ll never set foot there again! Go and see for your-
self what a shit-hole it is… what filth we work in…”

In 1996, a documentary interviewed people involved in that
strike: men and womenworkers, foremen, a Trotskyist typist, shop
stewards, union activists, the local Communist Party leader who
tried to convince the young woman to resume work. She, however,

1 The French documentary Reprise, by Hervé Le Roux, was released in 1996.
youtu.be
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is untraceable. Few remember her well. She left the factory soon
after the events and nobody knows what became of her, or even
her full name, only the first one: Jocelyne.

We’re left with one decisive question unanswered, the question
posed by Jocelyne’s reaction: in “normal” peaceful life, habits and
guidelines weigh upon us, and it is practically inevitable to submit.
But when millions of strikers build up collective strength, render
the State helpless and media words worthless, bring a whole coun-
try to the verge of overall change, and realise they’re given pay
rises which will soon be eaten up by inflation, why is it that they
step back into what they know amounts to dire or soft misery for
the next twenty years?

Many a radical school of thought will come up with its ready-
made answer and solution. Some will reply that Jocelyne and her
workmates had been betrayed by the wrong sort of leaders, or
brainwashed by the media, or manipulated by the unions, some
will assert workers suffered from an absence of organisation, oth-
ers that they lacked spontaneity and autonomy, while wise guys
will explain May ’68 was bound to fail because capitalist evolution
had not yet created the prerequisites of the conditions of true com-
munist revolution, which fortunately are now coming to full mat-
uration………

This is no maths exercise where you have to find the right clue.
In the words of a Persian poet, “this deep riddle will ne’er be solved
by science and research.”2 The following essaysmerely ask this first
and foremost question:

How does class struggle (under capitalism, history’s prime
mover) connect with human emancipation which goes beyond
class? Class struggle concerns us in so far as it can produce its
own end: communism. As we know, that struggle can also feed
on itself, forcing the capital-labour relation to change, to get both

2 Shams al-Din Hafez, fourteenth century.
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competitive furniture manufacturer would have gone bankrupt. In
Poland, the State protected companies against bankruptcy. Yet no-
one can fiddle the logic of valorisation for too long. One firm, ten
firms, a thousand could be saved from closure, until one day it
was the whole society that went bankrupt. If her Majesty’s govern-
ment had kept bailing out every unprofitable company from the
early days of industrialisation, capitalism would now be defunct
in Britain. The “law of value,” viz. regulation by the social average
time, functioned in very different ways in “bureaucratic” and in
“market” capitalism, but it did apply to both.7

Value (de)formation was the inner weakness of the USSR, and
this Achilles heel, as much as the war of economic attrition with
the United States (the Russian State spent between one third and
one half of its income on the military) caused the demise of bureau-
cratic capitalism.

7) Crisis

On the one hand, capital has socialised the world: all products
tend to be the result of the activity of all humankind. On the
other hand, our planet remains divided into competing corpo-
rations (backed by national States8), which try to produce what

7 On value formation and de-formation in the USSR, see Aufheben no.9,
2000.

8 Though there are exceptions, most of those companies called multina-
tional are first and foremost U.S., Japanese, Chinese, etc. The theory of a world
company, an international ruling financial oligarchy, or a post-nation-State em-
pire (as in Negri and Hardt’s 2000 bestseller), is not documented by facts. As
demonstrated by the pre-1914 economic internationalisation, closer interconnec-
tions on the world market go together with competingmonopolies and antagonis-
tic political entities or blocs. In the twenty-first century, national States are still
warring with one another economically… for the moment. The bourgeoisie may
be cosmopolitan, and capital indeed flows worldwide online every second, but
the planet remains divided between contending political entities, large or small,
with the oddity of an economic giant that remains politically feeble: Europe.
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cial system that prides itself on its pacifying features makes us live
between one impending conflict and the next.

6) Bureaucratic (or “State”) Capitalism

Nothing changes so long as there exist production units each
trying to increase its respective amount of value. If the State
(“democratic,” “workers’,” “proletarian,” etc.) takes all companies
under its control, while keeping them as companies, either State
enterprises obey the law of profit and value, and nothing changes;
or they try to bend the rule, with some success… which cannot
last for ever.

This is what happened to bureaucratic capitalism. In spite of
“established” prices set by a State body, by the industrial sector,
by the firm, or by some bargaining between the three, “socialist”
firms could not go on unless they accumulated value at a socially
acceptable rate. This rate was certainly not the same in Zamosc as
in London. As in England, Polish firms were managed as separate
units, with the difference that in Zamosc (unlike London) there was
no private proprietor free to sell or buy a factory at will. Still, a Pol-
ish company manufacturing furniture did not just produce tables
and sofas supposed to fulfil a function: it had to make the best prof-
itable use of all the money that had been invested to produce these
tables and sofas. “Value formation” mattered differently in Zamosc
and London, but it did matter. No sofa was given free to the inhab-
itant of Zamosc for him to take home: just like the Londoner, he
paid for his new sofa or went back home without.

Of course, the Polish State could subsidise sofas and sell them
at too low a price, i.e. below production cost: that game could last
a while… until value finally staked its claim. Russian and Polish
planners kept bending the rules of profitability, but these rules
asserted themselves in the end, through poor quality, shortages,
waste, black market, purging of managers, etc. In England, a non-
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softer and stronger, and this is what class struggle does most of
the time.

The crux of communist theory is to know if, how, and when the
proletarians wage a class struggle that is able to produce more than
itself.

Communist revolution is not just an intensified extension of the
labour v. capital confrontation: it intensifies this confrontation and
breaks away from it.

One of the texts, “The Class Struggle and Its Most Characteris-
tic Aspects in Recent Years,” was first conceived not long after the
Wonder plant, like many others, returned to work. “Leninism and
the Ultra-Left” goes back to 1969. “Capitalism and Communism”
came out in 1972 at the request of a number of workers who circu-
lated the first draft, at the Paris Renault plant among others.

2) Wall Street v. Berlin Wall

These three essays aimed at reasserting communism against an
ideology named “Marxism”—official, leftist, or academic.

Why call ourselves communist?
The more a lexical item means, the more likely it is to be put

into hard labour by the ruling order.3
Like “freedom,” “autonomy,” “humanity,” and a host of other

words, communism has been twisted, turned upside down, and is
currently a synonym of life under a benevolent/dictatorial totalitar-
ian State. Only a free, autonomous, human, communist awakening
will make these words meaningful again.

Although commonwisdom proclaims that radical thought is ob-
solete, the last twenty-five years offer ample proof of its relevance.

What obsolescence⁈
Class and class struggle? No need to read two thousand pages by

Marx to realise that those dispossessed of the means of production

3 “Captive Words,” in Situationist International no. 10, 1966.
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have fought (and so far been defeated by) those who control them.
In the early nineteenth century, a utopian socialist reformer like
Saint-Simon as well as academics were among the first to theorise
class: bourgeois historians analysed the French revolution as the
conflict between aristocracy and bourgeoisie. Two hundred years
later, the strength of the ruling class is to make us forget it exists.

Value defined by the average social time necessary to manufac-
ture goods? It’s plain our civilisation has an obsession with short-
ening time. Computerisation, electronic highways and cell phones
on every street corner speed up circulation. Work, shopping, and
leisure alike treat every act of life as though it had to be turned
into an ever-faster flow. Paul Virilio describes how economy does
not produce just objects but speed, and indeed objects only as far
as they produce speed. Though his stance is completely different
fromMarx’s, Virilio points at a world that prides itself on reducing
the time needed to achieve everything, i.e. a world run by minimal
time—by value.4

Profit making as the driving force of this world? Anyone who
has lost his job in a firm he gave twenty years of his life to, can
see that a company is accumulated value constantly looking for its
own accretion and crushing whatever hinders it.

The decreasing numbers of Western factory workers, the com-
ing down of the Berlin Wall, and the withering away of far-left
groups mean the final downfall of communism only to those who
portrayed blue collar workers as the salt of the earth, equated so-
cialism with planned economy, and enjoyed marching in the street
under the North Vietnam flag.

The collapse of so-called socialist countries proved how econ-
omy rules. East and West have both gone through accumulation
crises. Trying to regain profitability required a new system of pro-

4 Paul Virilio has invented dromology, the science and logic of speed (Speed
and Politics, 1977). In true postmodernist fashion, he is quite good at sometimes
brilliant descriptions of social phenomena the structure and cause of which he
does not perceive, nor is really interested in.
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but the minimum time it could possibly be produced
in, and the minimum is ascertained by competition.”6

Competition is the cornerstone of capitalism, the dynamic that
makes it not only produce a lot more than other systems, but makes
it the world-system where labour productivity is a priority. Each
corporation meets its rivals on the market, each fights to corner
the market.

Competition disjoints productive systems into autonomous cen-
tres which are rival poles, each seeking to increase its respective
sum of value, which exists against the others. Soft and “fair” com-
petition is not uncommon, but any firm will resort to cut-throat
methods if it has to. Neither “corporate governance,” nor “ethical
guidelines,” nor “democratic planning” can pacify economic war-
fare. The motive force of competition is not the freedom of individ-
uals, nor even of the capitalists, but the freedom of capital: it lives
by devouring itself. The form destroys its content to survive as a
form. It destroys its material components (living labour and past
labour) to survive as a sum of value valorising itself.

Each competing capital has a specific profit rate. But capitals
move from one branch to another, looking for the best possible
profit opportunity, for the most rewarding sector or niche. When
this sector is saturated with capital, its profitability decreases and
capitals are eventually transferred to another one. When CDs won
the day, very few record companies kept mass-manufacturing
vinyl. This unceasing dynamic process is modified, but not abol-
ished, by the establishment of monopolies and oligopolies, which
play a permanent war and peace game between themselves.

“Social Darwinism” expresses a world where one has to battle
to sell and to sell oneself. Economic violence is complemented by
armed State violence. Capitalist built-in tendencies combine with
“push” political factors to make the world safe for war, and the so-

6 Marx, Poverty of Philosophy, 1847, chap. 1, section 2.
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must be sold. Even if it was feasible, labour-managed value would
still operate according to valorisation. The bourgeois hardly con-
trol value: “people’s power” would not fare any better.

The company is the locus of capitalism: each industrial, trading,
or agricultural company operates as a rallying point for a quantum
of value looking for expansion. The enterprise must make profits.
Profitability has nothing to do with the evil doing of a few “big”
capitalists, and communism does not mean getting rid of fat cigar
smokers wearing top hats at horse shows.5 Old and new reformism
always targets the rich, yet what matters is not individual profits,
however outrageous they may be, but the constraint, the orienta-
tion imposed upon production and society by a system which dic-
tates what and how to produce and to consume.

This is why it is so difficult to draw a line between speculative
and productive investment. In capitalist logic, productive means
value production, whether value comes out of a Wolfsburg assem-
bly line or a Wall Street trader’s office. The aim of production is
not to satisfy human wants, nor provide labour with jobs, nor to
please the engineer’s inventive mind, but to accumulate value. Of
course this enables the bourgeois to amass fortunes, but only in so
far as he fulfils his function. There is no point in contrasting the
“real” economy that manufactures clothes with “parasitic” finance
that plays with derivatives. The bottom line reality is to be read at
the end of the financial statement that shows net income or loss.

5) A World of Companies

“It is important to emphasize the point that what deter-
mines value is not the time taken to produce a thing,

5 Sorry for the old-fashioned cliché. Today’s bourgeoisie has been updated
and even increasingly genderised: a woman became head of the IMF in 2011, an-
other is currently Facebook’s COO, etc.
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duction in Cleveland, a new political regime in Moscow. State cap-
italism did not fail because people got fed up with totalitarianism,
but when it was no longer able to support itself and give substance
to its oppression.

Centralised economic planning was just about all right for de-
veloping capital goods industries; and bureaucratic power rested
on a compromise with the peasants on the one hand (after the hor-
rors of forced collectivisation, the kolkhoznik was left free to at-
tend to his allotment), and the workers on the other (job for life
plus minimal social security, in exchange for political submission).
This unspoken bargain may have been OK for Russia in 1930, but
not in 1980, let alone for East Germany or Czechoslovakia in 1980.
Capitalism needs some degree of competition between conflicting
poles of accumulated value confronting each other, and a certain
dose of political competition as well. Eventually State-led capital-
ism exhausted its propulsive force and even bureaucrats no longer
believed their own lies.

The breaking up of the USSR is not the definitive refutation of
Marx, but the verification of Das Kapital. The Politburo could fid-
dle its own internal market but not evade world trade pressures.
The same market forces that were laying off thousands in Liver-
pool were busy smashing the bureaucratic dykes that blocked the
streams of money and commodities in Leningrad. The spectre still
haunts us, the Wall Street Journal wrote in 1991, in reference to the
1848 Manifesto: “Marx’s analysis can be applied to the amazing dis-
integration of communist regimes built on the foundations of his
thought but unfaithful to his prescriptions.”

3) 1968 and All That

There had been workers’ uprisings before, openly confronting
both the State and the institutionalised labour movement, and
many far more violent, after 1917 for example. But around 1970,
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the upheaval had something more global and deeper about it.
Contrary to 1871, 1917–21 or 1936–37, capital had penetrated the
whole of life in industrialised countries, turned more and more
everyday acts and relationships into commodities, and unified
society under its dominion. Politics as the confrontation of utterly
opposed political programmes was on the way out. In ’68, French
unions and labour parties were able to stifle a four or five-million
three-week strike, but could no longer put forward a platform
alternative to that of “bourgeois” parties. Those who had taken
part in the general strike did not expect much more from a possible
left government than a more generous welfare. Mixed economy
was the order of the day, with an emphasis on State intervention
when the left was in power, on market forces when votes swung
to the right.

In the 1960s less than now, but a lot more than before the
1939–45 war, commodity relationships mediated the simplest
human needs. The American dream is yours if you’re rich enough
to buy it: even so, the most desirable car is never the one you’ve
just bought, rather the next one on the TV commercial. Goods are
always at their best on posters. Just when a Russian-style workers’
paradise was no longer valid, the consumer heaven appeared out
of reach. So no future could be found through the factory, neither
the nightmare the other side of the Iron Curtain, nor the dream-
land this side of the screen. As a result, the workplace declined
as a place where to start building a better world. Although the
Situationist Society of the Spectacle had few readers at the time, its
publication in 1967 was a forerunner of critiques to come. True,
that period also meant unionisation for many downtrodden poorly
paid workers who finally got into the twentieth century, and only
a minority of the working class voiced a refusal of society, rebels
with a cause on the fringe of the labour force, the young especially.
But the worldwide strike and riot wave remains incomprehensible
without its underlying characteristic: mass disaffection for factory
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Past labour is valorised by living labour. To invest, to
accumulate—these are the mottos of capital, and the priority
given to heavy industry in “socialist” countries is a sure sign
of capitalism. But the system only multiplies steel mills, mines,
airports, docks, etc., if and when they help accumulate value.
Capital is first of all a sum of value, of abstract labour crystallised
in the form of money, finance capital, shares, bonds, etc., in search
for its own expansion, preferably in liquid form which makes
capital as universally transferable as can be. An x sum of value
must give x+profit at the end of the cycle.

The appropriation of surplus-value by the bourgeois is an inte-
gral part of the system, which is logically run by the class who ben-
efits from it. But this inevitable fact is not the heart of the matter.
Supposing the capitalist and the wagelabourer were fused into one,
if labour truly managed capital, re-oriented production in the inter-
est of everyone, if wages were equal and fair, etc., and value logic
continued to operate, it would not go beyond capitalism: it would
be a (short-lived) worker-led capitalism.

The point is not that a handful of people take a disproportion-
ately large share of surplus-value. If these parasitic profiteers were
pushed aside, while the rest of the system remained, part of the
surplus-value would be given to the workers and the rest invested
in collective and social equipment, welfare, etc.: this is the age-old
programme of the left, including the official CPs. Unfortunately,
the logic of the value system involves developing production for
maximal valorisation. In a society based on value, value dominates
society, not the other way round. The change brought about by
capital is to have conquered production, and thus to have socialised
the world since the nineteenth century, spreading industrial plants,
warehouses, ports, telecommunication networks, etc., all over the
world, which results in goods being available in shops. But in the
capitalist cycle, the fulfilment of needs is only a by-product, never
the driving force of the mechanism. Valorisation is the aim: fulfil-
ment of needs is at best a means, since what has been produced
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production could not provide the stability, the durability required
by the socialisation and unification of the world. Only capitalism
created, from the sixteenth century on, but mainly in the nine-
teenth and twentieth centuries, the necessary basis for a durable
world-unified economy, when the Industrial Revolution turned
labour itself into the Number One commodity.

4) Capital

Capital is a production relation which establishes a completely
new and dramatically efficient bond between living labour and past
labour (accumulated by previous generations). In several Western
European countries after the Middle Ages, merchants had accumu-
lated large sums of money, perfected systems of banking and credit,
and found possible to use these sums by hiring labour to work on
machines. Masses of former peasants or craftsmen dispossessed (by
debt or brute force) of their instruments of production were forced
to work as wage-labourers on accumulated, stored-up labour in the
form of machines, particularly in the textile industry. Past labour
was set in motion by the living labour of those who had not been
able to realise such an accumulation of raw materials and means
of production.

There is no valorisation without work. Labour power is quite
a special commodity: its consumption furnishes work, hence new
value, whereas means of production yield no more than their own
value. Therefore the use of labour power furnishes a supplemen-
tary value. The origin of bourgeois wealth is to be found in this
surplus value, in the difference between the value created by the
wage-labourer in his work, and the value necessary for the repro-
duction of his labour-power.Wages only cover the expenses of that
reproduction (the means of subsistence of the worker and his fam-
ily).
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and office life. “Who wants to work?” Newsweek asked in the
mid-1970s.

Still, nearly all sit-downs occupied the workplace and went
no further. There were many transgressing gestures: takeover of
gas and transport services by Polish strikers in 1971, Italian self-
reduction, squatting, “giveaway” “social” strikes by bus drivers,
hospital staff, and supermarket cashiers providing transport,
health care, and food free of charge, electricity workers cutting off
supplies to bureaucrats or firms, and a thousand other instances.
Yet hardly any turned into a beginning of communisation. The
disruption of work and the trespassing of commodity did not
merge into an attack on work-as-commodity, i.e. wage labour as
such. From prison to child education, everything came under fire,
yet the assault remained mainly negative.

The lack of creative attempts to transform society gave the im-
petus back to capitalism.

Historical upheavals have no date of birth or death, but surely
Fiat was more than a symbol—a landmark. For years the Turin firm
had been plagued by permanent stoppages of assembly lines, mass
absenteeism and meetings on the premises. However, organised
disorder did not transcend negation into something positive. Thus
the management was able to break a (fairly large) minority, with
the passive help of a weary majority fearing for their jobs. Radi-
cals had disrupted a social logic, not shifted into a new one. Vi-
olent (even armed) actions gradually disconnected from the shop
floor. In 1980, the company laid off 23,000 out of 140,000: the fac-
tory went on strike for thirty-five days, until a mix of 40,000 Fiat
workers, clerks, and middle managers took to the streets against
the strike. The unions signed a compromise whereby the 23,000
got State compensation money, and later many more thousands
were sacked through rationalisation. On such turning points was
the social surge of the 1960s–70s reversed.

Logically, worker class defeat was translated into political
terms, on all sides of the political spectrum. On the right, Thatcher
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and Reagan epitomised the liberal swing. On the left, the French
Socialist Party came to power in 1981, only to turn to austerity
after two years. British Labour embraced market economics. The
Italy CP used to get as much as 30 percent of overall vote in the
1970s: it gradually gave up any extremist appearances, became
the Party of the Democratic Left, dropped the hammer and sickle,
evolved into the Democrats of the left and later a mere Democratic
Party.

4) Working Man’s Blues

Since then, the defeats of the European, North American, and
Japanese working class have been due to its defensive position
against a constantly mobile opponent. However deeply entrenched
in mines or workshops, workers’ militancy could not resist restruc-
turing. Labour is strong as long as it’s necessary to capital. Other-
wise, it can delay redundancy, sometimes for years with support
from the rest of the working community, but it can’t stay on for
ever as an unprofitable labour force. In the 1970s and ’80s workers
had number and organisation, later they lost because the economy
deprived them of their function, which is their social weapon. As
proved by the English miners’ strike in 1984–85, nothing will force
capital to hire labour that is not useful to it, and ten years later
there were more university lecturers than miners in England.5

For years, assembly line workers had rejected being treated
like human robots, while a minority turned away from work and
the consumer society. Capital replied by installing mechanical
robots, suppressing millions of jobs and revamping, intensifying,
densifying what was left of unskilled labour. At the same time, a
widespread desire for freedom was converted into freedom to buy.
In 1960, who imagined that one day a twelve-year-old could get

5 AndrewMiles andMike Savage,The Remaking of the BritishWorking Class,
1840–1940 (New York: Routledge, 1994).
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labourer is his own private proprietor, legally free to choose who
to work for, at least in principle and in democratic capitalism.

Money made value “visible” and transferable (though coinage
was unknown until the seventh century BC).The abstraction, value,
is materialised in money, becomes a commodity, and tends to be-
come independent, to detach itself from what it comes from and
represents: use values, real goods. Compared to simple exchange
(x quantity of product A against y quantity of product B), money
permits a universalisation, where anything can be obtained for a
quantity of abstract labour time crystallised in money. Money is
labour time abstracted from labour and solidified in a durable, mea-
surable, transportable form. Money is the visible, tangible manifes-
tation of the common element in all commodities—not two or sev-
eral commodities, but all possible commodities. Money allows its
owner to command the work of others, any time any place in the
world. With money it is possible to escape from the constraints of
time and space.

A tendency towards a universal economy occurred around
some great centres from Ancient times to the Middle Ages, but it
failed to reach its aim. The propensity of empires to overstretch,
and their subsequent break-up or destruction, illustrate this
succession of failures.4 Rome was not the only huge geopolitical
entity to rise and fall. Exchange relations periodically came to
an end between the various parts of the civilised (i.e. statist and
mercantile) world, after the demise of one or several empires.
Such interruptions might last for centuries, during which the
economy seemed to go backwards, towards a subsistence econ-
omy, until gold and sword combined to generate another aspiring
all-encompassing power. Commerce alone, simple commodity

4 Paul Kennedy, The Rise and Fall of the Great Powers: Economic Change and
Military Powers 1500–2000 (New York: Random House, 1987); Immanuel Waller-
stein, Historical Capitalism (London: Verso, 1983); Giovanni Arrighi and Beverly
Silver, Chaos and Governance in the Modern World System (Minneapolis: Univer-
sity of Minnesota Press, 1999).
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putting him to work and profiting from it. It is not technique we are
talking about, but social division: class. Work is inseparable from
the fact that a group has no other way of subsistence than working
for a group who controls the means of production.

A new sort of community was born: with the autonomisation
of value, via wage-labour, “money appears in fact as the thing-like
existing community” (Marx).3

3) Commodity

Up to our time included (so far), with the advance of the effi-
ciency of human organisation and its capacity to associate the com-
ponents of the labour process, first of all labour power, history has
coincided with the difference (and the opposition) between those
who work and those who organise work and profit from it. The
first towns and great irrigation projects were born out of an in-
creased productive efficiency. Commerce appeared as a special ac-
tivity: some people do not make a living by producing, but by me-
diating between the various activities of the separate units of pro-
duction. An increasing proportion of items, artefacts, places, ideas,
emotions, souvenirs become commodities. To be used, to put into
practice their ability to fulfil a need, they must be bought, they
must fulfil their exchange value. Otherwise, although they exist
materially, they do not exist socially, and no-one has a right to use
them, because commodity is not just a thing, but first and foremost
a social relation ruled by the logic of exchange. Use value is the sup-
port of value. Production becomes a sphere distinct from consump-
tion, andwork a sphere distinct from non-work. Private property is
the legal framework of the separation between activities, between
men, between units of production. The slave is a commodity for
his owner, who buys a man to work for him, whereas the wage-

3 Fredy Perlman,The Reproduction of Daily Life (Detroit: Black & Red, 1969).
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cash out of a dispenser with her own plastic card? Her money—her
freedom… The famous slogans of ’68: Never work! and Ask for the
impossible! were mocked when people were forced out of secure
jobs and offered ever more plentiful and frustrating goods to buy…
often on credit.

Many compare today’s situation to the 1920s and ’30s—fascist
threat included.6 However, unlike the insurrections and armed
counter-revolution that took place between 1917 and 1937, the
present proletarian setback has been a protracted and gradual
absorption of vast sections of the working class into joblessness
and casualisation. “If there was hope, it must lie in the proles,”
Winston said in 1984. It’s as though a lot of the proles of the real
1984 year had been fighting for two decades, nearly taken the
world into their hands but refused either to accept or change it
until the impetus ran out of steam. In the 1920s, their grandfathers
had locked themselves behind factory gates, sometimes with guns
(Italy, 1920), fought and died, and class conflict ended up with
bosses’ victory.7 This time only a handful got their guns (and even
less with mass unemployment: one does not shoot at a closing
plant). So, more a failure than a defeat, actually. Like a player

6 When social ties come unloose and no human community is yet emerg-
ing, closed-in communities spring up.The swelling tide of nationalist, regionalist,
ethno-religious, xenophobic grouplets and parties since the 1990s is not to be
minimised, nor their ability to exploit ethnic fault lines and pit one group against
another. In future turbulent times, they will complement the official repression
agencies in breaking strikes, disrupting meetings, beating up radicals, planting
bombs, etc. However, this is different from interwar fascism. Mussolini and Hitler
smashed a worker movement which the bourgeoisie perceived as a threat (a bit
rightly, mostly mistakenly, but after all the Russian revolution did wipe out the
bourgeois ruling class, before installing a new kind of—bureaucratic—capitalist
class). Today’s far right is a marginal anti-revolutionary force compared to po-
lice and army, whether they get their orders from a right-wing or a left-wing
government. So far.

7 Paolo Spriano, The Occupation of the Italian Factories: Italy 1920 (London:
Pluto Press, 1975), available at libcom.org.
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stepping aside from a fixed game: he can’t or won’t smash the
place, and lets the fixers win.

That game was lost, there’s no use denying it. Capitalism tri-
umphs, more fluid and immaterial than twenty-five years ago, uni-
versalising everything in an abstract, passive, screen-wise, nega-
tive way. A ’60s commercial, reproduced in Situationist Interna-
tional no. 7, pictured factory workers commenting a newspaper
page with an advertisement for a washing machine, and wonder-
ing: “Who makes this model?” Forcibly part-time or flexible, the
year 2000 car worker will watch Crash on TV while his kid plays a
video game that uses chips which could one day “downsize” his fa-
ther or himself. Never before has humankind been so unified and di-
vided. Billions watch the same pictures and live ever more separate
lives. Goods are at the same timemass produced and unavailable. In
1930, millions were out of work because of a huge economic break-
down. Now millions are on the dole, the economy cannot make
profits out of them as it did in the post-1945 recovery, the prof-
itability crisis of the 1970s is not over, and labour productivity has
risen so much that capital needs less labour to valorise itself.

5) High Hopes…

Theworkers’movement that existed in 1900, or still in 1936, was
neither crushed by fascist repression nor bought off by transistors
or fridges: it destroyed itself as a force of change because it aimed
at preserving the proletarian condition, not superseding it. At best
it got a better life for the toiling masses: that seemed to tame the
system… before the system produced its worst in the form of two
world wars.

The worker movement as we knew it is now as dead as British
Old Labour, and the popularity of films about workers’ culture is a
sure sign of its passing from reality into memories and museums.
Stalinists turn social-democrat and social democracy goes centre-
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While it developed exchange, the community tried to restrain
it. It attempted to control or destroy surpluses or to establish strict
rules to control the circulation of goods. Some Ancient Greeks op-
posed economics, i.e. exchanging goods between producers at a “fair
price” (what could now be called “the real economy”), to chrematis-
tics, accumulating wealth for its own sake. For a long while, only a
fraction of exchangewas based on value, viz. on a reasonably sound
calculation of equivalent average labour time. Nevertheless, value
triumphed in the end. Wherever it did not, society withdrew into
itself until it was eventually crushed by the invasion of merchant
conquerors.

As long as goods are not produced separately, as long as there is
no division of labour, one does not and cannot compare the respec-
tive values of two items, since they are produced and distributed in
common. The moment of exchange, during which the labour times
of two products are measured and the products exchanged accord-
ingly, does not exist yet. The abstract character of labour appears
only when within human groups, some members trade their prod-
ucts with each other and also with other groups. With these two
prerequisites, value, i.e. average labour time, becomes the instru-
ment of measure.

Value is a linkage, because the average socially necessary labour
time is the one element all different tasks have in common: they
all have the property of consuming a certain quantity of human
labour power, regardless of the particular way in which this power
is used. Corresponding to the abstract character of labour, value
represents its abstraction, its general and social character, apart
from all differences in nature between the objects labour produces.

Value was not born because it is a convenient instrument of
measure. It appeared as an indispensable mediation of human ac-
tivities because these activities were separated and had to be linked
by some means of comparison. Labour became work, viz. a physi-
cal or mental effort meant to be as productive as possible, not in
the interest of the worker, but for the benefit of the one who was
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produced to be exchanged, and for their exchange value. Com-
merce first appeared between communities, then penetrated inside
communities, giving rise to specialised activities, trades, socially
divided labour. The very nature of labour changed. Productive
activity was no longer integrated into the totality of social activ-
ity: it became a specialised field, separated from the rest of the
individual’s life. What somebody makes for himself is set apart
from what he makes for the purpose of exchange. The second
part of his activity means sacrifice, time-counting, working hours
as opposed to free time, and constraint: society becomes not just
diversified into different trades, it is divided between workers and
non-workers. Work is class.

Exchange relations help the community to develop and to sat-
isfy its growing needs, but they ultimately destroy what made the
community immediately communal. People now treat each other,
and themselves, mainly as suppliers of goods. The utility of the
product I make for exchange no longer interests me: I am only in-
terested in the utility of the product I will get in exchange. But for
the person who sells it to me, this second utility does not matter:
his sole concern lies in the usefulness of what I produced. What is
use value for the one is only exchange value for the other, and vice
versa.

Community started to erode when its members became inter-
ested in each other only to the extent that they benefited from each
other. Not that altruism was the driving force of the primitive com-
munity, or should be the driving force of communism. But in one
case the movement of interests drives persons together and makes
them act in common, whereas in the other it individualises them
and compels them to be indifferent or antagonistic to one another.
Even when we do not treat each other as enemies, most daily en-
counters are ruled by the urge to save time and “get things done.”
With the birth of value exchange in the community, labour is no
longer the realisation of needs by a collective, but the means to
obtain from others the satisfaction of one’s needs.
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left. Everybody shifts to the right and soon Trotskyists will name
themselves radical democrats.8 As for us, we won’t feel nostalgic
about a time when crowds paraded the streets singing “The Inter-
nationale” when they were in fact supporting groups trying to be
the extreme-left of the left.

The purpose of the old labour movement was to take over the
same world and manage it in a new way: forcing the leisure class
to work, turning unproductive into productive work, developing
industry, introducing workers’ democracy (in theory, of course).
Only a tiny minority, “anarchist” as well as “Marxist,” held that a
different society meant the destruction of State, commodity, and
wage labour, although it rarely defined this as a process, rather as
a programme to put into practice after the seizure of power, often
after a fairly long transition period. These revolutionaries failed to
grasp communism as a social movement whose action would un-
dermine the foundations of class and State power, and misunder-
stood the subversive potential of fraternal, open, communistic rela-
tionships that kept re-emerging in every deep insurrection (Russia
1917–19, Catalonia 1936–37…).

There is no need to create the capitalist preconditions of com-
munism any more. Capitalism is everywhere, yet much less visible
than one hundred or fifty years ago when class distinctions ostensi-
bly showed up. The manual worker identified the factory owner at
one glance, knew or thought he knew his enemy, and felt he’d be
better off the day he and his mates got rid of the boss. Today classes
still exist, but manifested through infinite degrees in consumption,
and no-one expects a better world from public ownership of indus-
try. The “enemy” is an impalpable social relationship, abstract yet
real, all-pervading yet no monster beyond our reach: because the
proletarians are the ones that produce and reproduce the world,

8 In 2009, the French Trotskyist Ligue Communiste Révolutionnaire became
the Nouveau Parti Anti-Capitaliste. If language means anything, giving up the
revolution denotation was significant, as was trading a reference to a positive
programmatic content for a general statement of opposition to capitalism.
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they can disrupt and revolutionise it. The aim of a future revolu-
tion will be immediate communisation, not fully completed before
a generation or more, but to be started from the beginning. Capital
has invaded life, and determines how we eat, sleep, love, visit, or
bury friends, to such an extent that our objective can only be the
social fabric, invisible, all-encompassing. Although capital is quite
good at hiring personnel to defend it, social inertia is a greater con-
servative force than media or police.

The 1991 Los Angeles riots went further than those of Watts in
1965. The succession of estate riots shows a significant fraction of
youth cannot be integrated. Here and there, in spite of mass un-
employment, workers won’t be blackmailed into accepting lower
wages as barter against job creation. South Korean factory workers
have proved the “World Company” spreads shop-floor restlessness
at the same time as it accumulates windfall profits, and “backward”
Albania gave birth to a modern rising in 1997.9 When a sizeable
minority fed up with virtual reality starts making possibilities real,
revolution will rise again, terrible and anonymous.

This is dedicated to Jocelyne, the unknown worker.

9 In the early 1980s, supposedly docile South Korean labour grew into an
insubordinate social force. A few landmarks: the 1980 Gwangju popular rising
crushed by the army; the 1987 “Great Labour Struggle”; the 1996–97 general strike.
On Albania in 1997, see “Upheaval in the Land of the Eagles” (TPTG, 1998), avail-
able at libcom.org.
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of idle time—though our “time” would have had little relevance to
these people.1 As theWest explored and conquered the world, trav-
ellers and anthropologists observed that searching for and storing
food took a rather small portion of a “primitive’s” day. After cal-
culating that in just one hour, in the eighteenth century, an En-
glish farmer produced 2,600 calories and some Indonesians 4,500,
Gregory Clark draws a parallel with hunter-gatherers who only
“worked” a few hours a day: “Thus the average person in the world
of 1800 was no better off than the person of 100,000 BC.”2 Quite a
striking comparison, but is it relevant to use the same notion, work,
for a Papuan hunter-gatherer and a Yorkshire rural day-labourer?
Clark has the mindset of an economist.Themain point is that prim-
itive “productive” activity was part of a global relationship with the
group and its environment.

Eventually, not all but most of humankind moved from
hunting-gathering into agriculture and ended up developing
surpluses, which communities started swapping.

This circulation was achieved by taking into account what is
common to all goods.The products of human activity have this one
thing in common: every one of them results from a certain amount
of exertion of physical and mental effort. Labour has an abstract
character: it does not only produce a useful thing, it also consumes
energy, both individual and social. The value of a product, indepen-
dently of its use, is the quantity of abstract labour it contains, i.e.
the quantity of social energy necessary to reproduce it. Since this
quantity can only be measured in terms of the time spent, the value
of a product is the time socially necessary to produce it, namely the
average for a given society at a given moment in its history.

With the growth of its activities and needs, the community
came to produce not only goods, but also commodities, goods

1 Marshall Sahlins, “The Original Affluent Society,” in Stone Age Economics
(Chicago: Aldine, 1972).

2 Gregory Clark, A Farewell to Alms: A Brief Economic History of the World
(Princeton University Press, 2008)
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things they produce, is the social relation that regulates them, as
well as its necessary and possible evolution.

2) “Value” as a Destroyer… and Promoter of
Community

What is known as “the primitive community” matters to us be-
cause it shows that the rule of money is a historical—not natural—
reality, far less widespread and fairly more recent than we are usu-
ally taught. But there is no point in eulogising it. Superficial critics
of contemporary capitalism would like to get rid of its bad side
(cars, banks, cops…) while developing the good side (cycling lanes,
schools, hospitals…). Similarly, though many primitivists would
certainly appreciate the harmony with nature enjoyed by the Na-
tive Americans portrayed in Dances with Wolves, few would toler-
ate living under the domination of patriarchy and myth. While the
North American potlatch happened in a non-market environment,
it went along with hierarchy and power.

Anyway, there is no going back: we will not re-enact the past.
As far as anthropology is to be trusted, it seems that human

beings first lived in relatively autonomous and scattered groups,
in families (in the broadest sense: the family grouping all those
of the same blood), in clans or tribes. Production consisted essen-
tially of hunting, fishing, and gathering. There was no individual
production, as the individual did not exist, nor freedom as we are
used to it. Activities were decided (actually imposed on the group
by the group) and achieved in common, and their results shared
in common. Not everyone got a “fair” share, but “production” and
“consumption” took place without the mediation of comparing sep-
arately produced goods.

Many a “primitive” community had the “technical” means to
accumulate surpluses and simply did not bother. As M. Sahlins
pointed out, the age of scarcity often meant abundance, with lots
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1. Capitalism and Communism

The first 1972 version of this essay underwent various changes in
1997. It has been considerably modified again for this new edition.

Communism is not a programme one puts into practice or
makes others put into practice, but a social movement. Apart from
perhaps a clearer understanding, those who develop and defend
theoretical communism are moved by the same practical personal
need for communism as those who are not especially concerned
by theory. They have no privilege whatsoever: they do not carry
the knowledge that will set the revolution in motion. On the other
hand, they have no fear of taking initiatives. Like every other
revolution, the communist revolution is the product of real living
conditions and desires. The points made in this text are born out
of social contradictions and practical struggles which help us
discern the possibilities of a new society amidst and against the
monstrosity and fascination of the old.

Communism is not an ideal to be realised: it already exists,
not as alternative lifestyles, autonomous zones or counter-
communities that would grow within this society and ultimately
change it into another one, but as an effort, a task to prepare
for. It is the movement which tries to abolish the conditions of
life determined by wage-labour, and it will abolish them only by
revolution.

We will not refute the CPs, the various brands of socialists,
the far left, etc., whose programmes call for a modernisation and
democratisation of all existing features of the present world. The
point is not that these programmes do not go far enough, but that
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they stay within the boundaries of the present society: they are
capitalist programmes.

1) Wage-Labour as a Social Relation

If one looks at modern society, it is obvious that in order to
live, the great majority of people are forced to sell their labour
power. All the physical and intellectual capacities existing in hu-
man beings, in their personalities, which must be set in motion
to produce useful things, can only be used if they are sold in ex-
change for wages. Labour power is usually perceived as a commod-
ity bought and sold nearly like all others.The existence of exchange
and wage-labour seems normal, inevitable. Yet the introduction of
wage-labour involved conflict, resistance, and bloodshed. The sep-
aration of the worker from the means of production, now an ac-
cepted fact of life, took a long time and was accomplished by force.

In England, in the Netherlands, in France, from the sixteenth
century on, economic and political violence expropriated crafts-
men and peasants, repressed indigence and vagrancy, imposed
wage-labour on the poor. Between 1930 and 1950, Russia decreed
a labour code which included capital punishment in order to
organise the transition of millions of peasants to industrial wage-
labour in less than a few decades. Seemingly normal facts: that an
individual has nothing but his labour power, that he must sell it to
a business unit to be able to live, that everything is a commodity,
that social relations revolve around market exchange… such facts
now taken for granted result from a long, brutal process.

By means of its school system and its ideological and political
life, contemporary society hides the past and present violence on
which this situation rests. It conceals both its origin and the mech-
anism which enables it to function. Everything appears as a free
contract in which the individual, as a seller of labour power, en-
counters the factory, the shop or the office. The existence of the
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commodity seems to be an obvious and natural phenomenon, and
the periodic major and minor disasters it causes are often regarded
as quasi-natural calamities. Goods are destroyed to maintain their
prices, existing capacities are left to rot, while elementary needs
remain unfulfilled. Yet the main thing that the system hides is not
the existence of exploitation or class (that is not too hard to see),
nor its horrors (modern society is quite good at turning them into
media show). It is not even that the wage labour/capital relation-
ship causes unrest and rebellion (that also is fairly plain to see).The
main thing it conceals is that insubordination and revolt could be
large and deep enough to do away with this relationship and make
another world possible.

What characterises human society is the fact that it produces
and reproduces the material conditions of its existence. Other
forms of life—bees, for example—make their own material condi-
tions, but, at least as far as we can understand them, their evolution
remains at a timeless standstill. Human activity is a continually
changing appropriation and assimilation of man’s environment.
In other words, humankind has a history. The relation of humans
to “nature” is also a relation among humans and depends on their
relations of production, just as the ideas they produce, the way
they conceive the world, depend on their production relations.

Production relations into which people enter are independent
of their will: each generation confronts technical and social condi-
tions left by previous generations. But it can alter them. What we
call “history” is made by people.This is not to say that the windmill
created the feudal lord, the steam engine the bourgeois industrialist
and that, in due time, with the same implacable logic, automation
and electronics will free the toiling masses. If this were true, there
would be no revolutions. The new society bred by the old can only
emerge through a violent decisive break through the entire social,
political, and ideological structure.

What must be exposed, behind the material objects, the ma-
chines, the factories, the labourers who work there every day, the
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In all revolutions up till now the mode of activity al-
ways remained unscathed and it was only a question of
a different distribution of this activity, a new distribu-
tion of labour to other persons, whilst the communist
revolution is directed against the preceding, does away
with labour … and abolishes the rule of all classes with
the classes themselves, because it is carried through by
the class which no longer counts as a class in society,
is not recognised as a class, and is in itself the expres-
sion of the dissolution of all classes, nationalities, etc.
within present society. (Marx)7

In a bourgeois revolution, the fundamental problem may well
be power. In a communist revolution, power certainly matters… in
so far as it helps create a “mode of activity” that “does away with
labour,” and this creation is fundamental.

The Bolshevik bureaucracy took the economy under its control.
Council communists want democratically-organised workers to do
this. It remains on the same ground as Leninism: it once again gives
a different answer to a similar question: how to run the economy.
Let’s replace that question with a different one: the destruction of
that economy, which is capitalist.8

3) The Historical Limit of the Ultra-Left

Communist revolution is the process by which the proletariat
terminates the historical course of capital. The proletariat does
more than seize the world: it puts an end to the objective dynamics

7 Lenin, On the Duality of Power, April 9, 1917; Marx, German Ideology, Part
I, D, 1845–46. For more on power, see chap. 1, section 12 in this volume.

8 Council communists would reply that the workers’ management they en-
visage is entirely different from capitalism. As we will argue in the next chapter,
their scheme maintains the fundamentals of capitalism, because it is based on
labour time counting.
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Under the dominion of wage-labour and company, worker man-
agement is just capable of moderating the dictates of capital. The
dictatorship of the existing working class cannot be anything but
the dictatorship of its representatives, i.e. the leaders of the unions
and workers’ parties. This is the programme of the democratic left.

Theories of “workers’ government” or “workers’ power” only
propose alternative solutions to the crisis of capital. Revolution
transforms society, i.e. relations among people, and between peo-
ple and their means of life. Organisational problems and “leaders”
are secondary: they depend on what the revolution achieves. This
applies as much to the start of the communist revolution as to the
functioning of the society which arises out of it. Revolutionwill not
happen on the day when 51 percent of the workers become revo-
lutionary; and it will not begin by setting up a decision-making
apparatus. Management and leadership dilemma are typical cap-
italist obsessions. The organisational form of the communist rev-
olution, as of any social movement, hinges on its substance and
development. The way revolution gets organised, constitutes itself
and acts, results from the tasks it performs.

11) States and How to Get Rid of Them

Marx’s early works suggested a critique of politics, and opposed
“political” to “social” revolution: the former rearranges links be-
tween individuals and groups without much change in what they
actually do; the latter acts upon how people reproduce their means
of existence, their way of life, their real condition, at the same time
transforming how they relate to each other.25

become Big Business themselves. Likewise, micro-credit is finance adapted to the
poor (not the very poor).

25 Especially inTheKing of Prussia and Social Reform, also inThe JewishQues-
tion, and in his analysis of Jacobinism as the paroxysm of the political over the
social spirit. In the 1840s, Marx immersed himself extensively in the French Rev-
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One of our first spontaneous rebellious gestures is to revolt
against control over our lives from above, by a teacher, a boss, a
policeman, a social worker, a union leader, a statesman… Then pol-
itics walks in and reduces aspirations and desires to a problem of
power—be it handed to a party, or shared by everyone. But what
we really lack is the power to produce our life. A world where all
electricity comes to us from mammoth (coal, fuel-oil, or nuclear)
power stations, will always remain out of our reach. Only the polit-
ical mind thinks revolution is primarily a question of power seizure
or redistribution.

Understanding this critique of politics is essential to grasp the
issue of the State.

We described value as an element external to social activities
and up to now necessary to connect and stimulate them.

In a similar way, the State was born out of human beings’ inabil-
ity to manage their lives. It is the unity—symbolic and material—of
the disunited: some social contract has to be agreed upon. As soon
as proletarians start appropriating their means of existence, this
mediation begins to lose its function, but destroying it is not an
automatic process. It will not disappear little by little as the non-
mercantile sphere gets bigger and bigger. Actually, such a sphere
would be vulnerable if it let the central governmental machinery
go on, as in Spain 1936–37. No State structure will wither away on
its own.

Communising is therefore more than adding piecemeal actions.
Capital will be sapped by general subversion throughwhich people
take their relationships with the world into their own hands. But
nothing decisive will be achieved as long as the State retains its
hold on the essential. Society is not simply a capillary network: re-
lationships are centralised in a force which concentrates the power
to preserve this society. Capitalism would be too happy to see us

olution, and many of his notes and comments can be now read as an implicit but
direct critique of Bolshevik policy after 1917.
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its watchword.TheGerman-Dutch left concluded that bureaucratic
management could not bring about socialism—which was true, and
whichmany people (Trotskyists for instance) failed to understand—
and it advocated workers’ management, which is inadequate. A
self-contained conception was born, with workers’ councils at its
centre: the councils act as the fighting organs of the workers under
capitalism and as the instruments of workers’ management under
socialism. Thus the councils play the same pivotal role in ultra-left
theory as the party in Leninism.

The theory of workers’ management analyses capitalism in
terms of who runs it. But is capitalism first of all a mode of man-
agement? The analysis of capitalism initiated by Marx does not
lay the stress on who manages it: Marx described both capitalists
and workers as functions in a productive system: “the capitalist
as such is only a function of capital, the labourer a function of
labour power.” The Russian bureaucratic leaders do not “lead” the
economy; they are led by it, and the development of the Russian
economy obeys the objective laws of capitalist accumulation. A
manager is no autocrat. Capitalism is not a mode of management
but a mode of production based on specific productive relations,
and revolution targets these relations. Russian and American
managers only wield power in as much as they pander to the
requirements of value and productivity.

Of course production relations are personified in the concrete
existence of worker v. boss, but the leader/led opposition is a form
of the fundamental capital/wage-labour relation. The function of
capitalist tends to be separate from the function of worker: “order-
takers” will never be “order-givers,” to use a vocabulary favoured
by Castoriadis and the late Socialisme ou Barbarie.

Let us confront Lenin with Marx:

The fundamental problem of any revolution is the
problem of power. (Lenin)
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of the party. Yet Lenin’s theory was not the cause of the revolution-
ary failure in Russia: his conception prevailed because the Russian
revolution failed, mainly because of the absence of revolution in
the West, and there was a power vacuum in Russia that only the
Bolsheviks were there to fill. Why discard all theories of the party
because one of them (Lenin’s) was a counter-revolutionary instru-
ment? Councilism gave a different answer to the same warped
question: for or against party-building. The ultra-left remained on
the same ground as Lenin. Lenin’s view is not to be reversed, but
abandoned.

Modern Leninists set themselves the Sisyphus goal of organis-
ing the masses. Contemporary ultra-left groups (ICO, in particular)
only circulate information and avoid adopting a collective position
on all the issues we are confronted with. As opposed to this, we be-
lieve it necessary to formulate what the SI called a unitary critique
of the world, which implies collective activity with an attempt at co-
herence. Any permanent group of revolutionary workers logically
looks for a theoretical basis for its action. Theoretical clarification
is an element of, and a necessary condition for, practical unifica-
tion…

…bearing in mind that in each period, communist theory ex-
presses two things: the highest level reached by the previous insur-
rectionary phase; and the elements in contemporary proletarian
struggles which seem to herald the content of new insurrections to
come.Therefore radical theory can never avoid expressing its over-
all “historical” perspective within the inevitable limits of its time.
The incompleteness of communist theory reflects the in-between-
two-worlds situation of the proletarians.

2) Managing What?

The Russian revolution died when it ended up developing cap-
italism in Russia. To create an efficient body of managers became
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change our lives locally while it carries on globally. Because it is
a central force, the State has to be demolished by central action.
Because its power base is ubiquitous, it must be extinguished ev-
erywhere. Communisation will combine both dimensions… or fail.
The communist movement is anti-political, not a-political.

Writing and reading about violence and even more so armed
violence is easy, and carries the risk of mistaking the pen for a
sword. All the same, no reflection on revolution can evade the issue.
Our purpose is neither to prepare for a revamped RedArmy, nor for
worker militia modelled on the 1936 Spanish experience, where the
participants received pay: traditional military they were not, yet
like soldiers they were given money to live on. This alone showed
the absence of communisation.

In any deep historical change, the nature, extent, degree, and
control of violence depends on what is changed, by whom and how.

Since the communisation of society would begin at once and
gradually involve more and more people, its inevitable violence
would be different fromwhatMarx or Rosa Luxemburg could imag-
ine. The proletarians will be able to make the bourgeoisie and the
State, i.e. the political props of capitalist economy, utterly useless
and ultimately defenceless, by undermining the sources of their
power. The bourgeoisie is aware of it: modern States are steeling
themselves for “low-intensity operations,” which imply a lot more
than police work, and include population and resource control. Of
course counter-revolution has never been only military and po-
litical, but its social dimension is now a condition of the rest. In
1972, though it dealt mostly with wars in the Third World, Michael
Klare’s War Without End: American Planning for the Next Vietnams
provided useful insights into the strategy of the big capitalist States
preparing for civil war on their own soil. If we considered the prob-
lem from a purely material point of view, the State’s superiority
would be outstanding: guns against tanks. Our hope resides in a
subversion so general and yet so coherent that the State will be
confronted by us everywhere, and its energy source depleted.
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Communist revolution “destroys” less than it deprives counter-
forces by draining them of their function. The Bolsheviks did the
opposite: they got rid of the bourgeois, left the basics of capitalism
survive, and ended up fulfilling the capitalist function in the place
of the bourgeois. Lenin and his party started 1917 as political ac-
tivists, became efficient soldiers, and after winning the war turned
into managers.

On the contrary, as communisation is immediate (in the
sense defined in the previous section), it does not separate ends
from means: it does not aim at political power, for instance by
creating a stronger military force than the State’s army: it aims
at the power of transforming social relations, which include the
self-transformation of the insurgents themselves.

12) Democracy?

Communism may be called “democratic” if democracy means
that everyone has a say in the running of society, but this will not
be so because of people’s ability and desire tomanage society, or be-
cause we would all be educated enough to master the art of sound
administration.

Our problem is not to find how to take truly common decisions
about what we do, but to do what can be decided upon in common.
A Taylorised factory will never come under the management of its
personnel. Neither will a farm based on value productivity. A Gen-
eral Motors plant, a nuclear power station, Harvard University or
the BBC will never operate democratically. A company or an in-
stitution run like a business accepts no leadership but that which
allows it to valorise itself. The enterprise manages its managers,
and capitalists are the officials of capital. The elimination of the
limits of the company, the destruction of the commodity relation
which compels every individual to treat others as a means to earn
his living, here are the main conditions for self-organisation. In-
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are not greatly inclined to reading, and show little interest in the-
ory.This is a fact, a transitory fact. But “revolutionaryworkers” and
“revolutionary theoreticians” are two aspects of the same process.
It is wrong to say that the “theoreticians” must lead the “workers.”
When ICO maintains that collectively organised theory could re-
sult in leadership over the workers, it takes a position opposed to
but symmetrically opposed to Lenin’s. The revolutionary process
is an organic process, and although its components may act sepa-
rately for a certain time, the advent of any historical tremor starts
getting them together.

What happened in May 1968 in the worker-student action com-
mittees at the Censier centre in Paris? Some (ultra-left) commu-
nists, who before these events had devoted most of their revolu-
tionary activity to theory, met up with a minority of radical work-
ers. Before May 1968 (and since then), they were no more separate
from the workers than every worker is separate from his fellow
workers in a non-revolutionary situation. Marx was no more es-
tranged from the working class when he was writing Das Kapital
than when he was active in the Communist League or the First
International. In these organisations, he felt neither the urge (as
Lenin), nor the fear (as ICO), to become the leader of the workers.

Marx’s conception of the party as a historical product taking
different forms according to the evolution of society enables us
to go beyond the dilemma: need of the party/allergy to the party.
The communist party is the spontaneous (i.e. totally determined
by social evolution) organisation of the revolutionary movement
created by capitalism. The party is a spontaneous offspring of the
soil of modern society.There is no point in attempting to “build the
party,” nor in refraining from it.

Marx had a theory of the party. Lenin had another, which con-
tributed to the Bolsheviks’ seizure of power, and then played its
part in the defeat of the revolution, as it cemented together a ruling
elite which thought of itself as separate from and superior to the
toiling masses. This encouraged the ultra-left to reject all theories
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This “party” is neither created nor not-to-be-created: it is a prod-
uct and an expression of the proletariat (often identified with the
working class in Marx’s writings), and less an organisation than a
programme, a perspective, held by at least an active minority. This
is miles away from Kautsky’s and Lenin’s conception of a “socialist
consciousness” which must be “brought” to the workers.

Lenin misunderstood class struggle. In a non-revolutionary pe-
riod the proletariat cannot change capitalist production relations.
It therefore tries to change capitalist distribution relations through
its demand for higher wages. Of course the workers do not “know”
that they are changing the distribution relations when they ask for
higher wages. Yet they do try, “unconsciously,” to act upon the cap-
italist system. Kautsky’s and Lenin’s theory of class consciousness
breaks up a process and considers one of its transitory moments:
for them the proletariat “by its own resources alone” can only be
reformist. In this education-centred view of history, the workers
are promising children who yet have to go to school. In actual fact,
revolutionaries as well as their ideas are born in workers’ struggles.

In a non-revolutionary period, revolutionary workers, isolated
in their factories, do their best to expose the real nature of capital-
ism and the institutions which support it (State, unions, “worker”
parties). They usually do this with little success, which is quite nor-
mal. And there are revolutionaries (workers and non-workers) who
read and write, who do their best to provide a critique of the whole
system. They usually do this with little success, which is also quite
normal. This division is a result of capitalism: a characteristic of
capitalist society is the division between manual and intellectual
work. This division exists in all social spheres, therefore also in the
revolutionary movement, which is a product of our society and
bears the stigma of capitalism.

Only the complete success of revolution will do away with this
division: until then, we must challenge this separation, but we can-
not help it having effects on our movement as much as it affects
society as a whole. It is inevitable that numerous revolutionaries
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stead of making management a priority, communism will regard
administration as an activity among others.

Democracy is a contradiction in terms, a lie and indeed
sheer hypocrisy… This applies to all forms of govern-
ment. Political freedom is a farce and the worst possi-
ble slavery; such a fictitious freedom is the worst en-
slavement. So is political equality: this is why democ-
racymust be torn to pieces as well as any other form of
government. Such a hypocritical form cannot go on. Its
inherent contradiction must be exposed in broad day-
light: either it means true slavery, which implies open
despotism; or it means real freedom and real equality,
which implies communism.26

Most utopian socialists looked for some pre-ordained external
factor which would compel individuals to live in harmonious unity.
Despite their visionary foresight, imaginary communities often re-
sort to strict planning and “soft” despotism. To avoid chaos and
exploitation, utopians devised schemes to organise social life in
advance. Others, from an anarchist standpoint, refuse any insti-
tution and want society to be a permanent re-creation. But the
problem lies elsewhere: only non-mercantile non-productivity re-
lations can make harmony among individuals both possible and
necessary. “Fair” and “efficient” links depend on the way we asso-
ciate to do something together, be it planting fruit trees or having
a party. Then individuals can fulfil their needs, through participa-
tion in the functioning of the group, without being mere tools of
the group. That being said, harmony does not exclude the likeli-
hood of conflicts.

26 Engels, “Progress of Social Reform on the Continent,” The New Moral
World, April 4, 1843. Decades later, he suggested “that Gemeinwesen [“common-
alty” or collective being] be universally substituted for state; it is a good old Ger-
man word that can very well do service for the French Commune” (letter to A.
Bebel, March 18–28, 1875).
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To avoid discussing in the abstract, let us wander if the demo-
cratic principle applies in social life.The 1986 French railway strike
was to a large extent (at any rate, a lot more than is commonly the
case) self-organised by the rank and file. At Paris-Nord, a train en-
gine drivers’ meeting had just voted against blocking the tracks
to prevent trains from running. Suddenly the strikers saw a train
come out of the station, driven by middle managers under police
protection: they rushed to the tracks to stop it, undoing by sponta-
neous action hours of democratic deliberation.

What does this (and hundreds of similar instances) prove? Cer-
tainly not that any rash initiative going against collective decision
is positive. It simply reminds us that collective is not synonymous
with what is usually often referred to as democracy: a deliberation
process organised according to a set of pre-planned rules.

Communism is of course the movement of a vast majority at
long last able to take actions into their own hands. To that extent,
communism is “democratic,” but it does not uphold democracy as
a principle. Politicians, bosses, and bureaucrats take advantage ei-
ther of a minority or a majority when it suits them: so does the pro-
letariat. Workers’ militancy often stems from a handful. Commu-
nism is neither the rule of the most numerous, nor of the wise few.
To debate or start acting, people obviously have to gather some-
where, and such common ground has been called a soviet, com-
mittee, council, shura, etc. The means turns into an end, however,
when the moment and machinery of decision-making prevail over
action. This separation is the essence of parliamentarianism.

True, people must decide for themselves and, at some point or
other, this requires a “discursive” time and space. But any decision,
revolutionary or not, depends on what has happened before and
what is still going on outside the formal deciding structure. Who-
ever organises the meeting sets the agenda; whoever asks the ques-
tion determines the answer; whoever calls the vote often carries the
decision. Revolution does not put forward a different form of organ-
isation, but a different solution from that of capital and reformism.
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This was in stark contrast to Marx’s conception of the party.
There is no text which sums up his ideas on the subject, only scat-
tered remarks, yet a general view emerges: capitalist society gener-
ates a communist party, not in the primarily political sense, but as
the organisation of the objective movement that is at work within
society and can lead to communist revolution.Thismovement is ob-
jective because it is not created by consciousness, though of course
it is expressed consciously in various conflicting ways.

After the “League” had been disbanded at my behest
in November 1852, I never belonged to any society
again, whether secret or public; … the party, therefore,
in this wholly ephemeral sense, ceased to exist for me
eight years ago … since 1852 I had not been associated
with any association and was firmly convinced that
my theoretical studies were of greater use to the work-
ing class than my meddling with associations which
had now had their day on the Continent. Because
of this “inactivity” I was thereupon repeatedly and
bitterly attacked. … Since 1852, then, I have known
nothing of “party” in the sense implied in your letter.
… The “League”, like the Société des Saisons in Paris
and a hundred other societies, was simply an episode
in the history of a party that is everywhere springing
up naturally out of the soil of modern society. … I
have tried to dispel the misunderstanding arising out
of the impression that by “party” I meant a “League”
that expired eight years ago, or an editorial board that
was disbanded twelve years ago. By party, I meant the
party in the broad historical sense.6

6 Marx’s letter to Ferdinand Freiligrath, February 29, 1860. “Marx and En-
gels derived the characteristics of the party form from the description of com-
munist society.” (Jacques Camatte, “Origin and Function of the Party Form,” 1961,
available in English www.marxists.org). An illuminating comment.
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thinkers of the period: “labour movement” and “socialism” (rev-
olutionary ideas, Scientific Socialism, Marxism, etc.—it goes by
many names) are two different realities. Compare Kautsky’s The
Three Sources of Marxism (1907) and Lenin’s Three Sources and
Three Components of Marxism (1913): both interpret the making
of modern proletarian revolutionary thought as the fusion of
German philosophy, English political economy and French social-
ism and utopianism, i.e. an intellectual construct, elaborated by
bourgeois-born intellectuals.5 Labour movement and revolution-
ary movement must be united through the leadership of the latter
over the former. Therefore revolutionaries must get organised
and act on the working class “from the outside.” Unless socialists
“introduce” socialism into the working class, that class can only
fight bread-and-butter issues.

Kautsky-Lenin’s starting point seems based on facts: a
university-educated person is more familiar with reading and
writing than a plumber who left school in his teens. Yet who
holds the pen is inessential. Marx’s writings were an expression
of the struggle of the proletariat. Even if communist thought was
articulated by “bourgeois intellectuals” (and by highly educated
workers like Joseph Dietzgen, a selftaught tanner who developed
his own materialist conception of history), it was spawned by class
confrontation. In the twentieth century, theoreticians as important
as Paul Mattick and Jan Appel were both manual workers.

Instead of explaining “class consciousness” by class experience,
Kautsky and Lenin derived experience from consciousness. Lenin
knew perfectly well that revolution was made by spontaneous
mass action (in that sense, he was no bureaucrat), but thought it
could only succeed with proper leadership built from outside.

5 At the same time (1969) as our informal group was writing this critique
of councilism, we published The “Renegade” Lenin & His Disciple Kautsky, now in
English on the John Gray site.
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As principles, democracy and dictatorship are equally wrong: they
isolate a special and seemingly privileged moment. Communism is
neither democratic nor dictatorial.

The essence—and limit—of political thought is to wonder how
to organise people’s lives, instead of considering first what those
to-be-organised people do.

Communism is not a question of inventing the government or
self-government best suited to the social reorganisation we want.
It is not a matter of institutions, but of activity.

What members of society have in common or not depends on
what they are doing together. When they lose mastery over the ma-
terial basis of their conditions of existence, they lose their mastery
over the running of their personal and group life.

In sum, communisation will deprioritise the power question, by
stressing the nature of the change: revolution will be born out of a
common refusal to submit, out of the hope of getting to a point of
no return where people transform themselves and gain a sense of
their own power as they transform reality.27

13) Break on through (to the Other Side)

The world of commodities and value is activated by us, yet it
lives a life of its own, it has constituted itself into an autonomous
force, and the world at large has to submit to its laws. Communism
challenges this submission and has opposed it since the early days
of capitalism, so far with no chance of success.

The communist revolution is the continuation as well as the
surpassing of present social movements. Communism will grow
out of struggles, out of real interest and desires which are now al-
ready trying to assert themselves, and cannot be satisfied because
the present situation forbids it. Today numerous communist ges-

27 For more on democracy, see our “A Contribution to the Critique of Politi-
cal Autonomy,” 2008, www.troploin.fr.
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tures and attitudes expressmore than a refusal of the present world:
they express an attempt to get to a new one. Whenever they suc-
ceed, they are confined to a social fringe, and tolerated as long as
they do not antagonise wage-labour and State: otherwise, they are
“recuperated,” stifled or suppressed. Public opinion only sees their
limits, only the tendency and not its possible development, and “ex-
tremism” or “alternativism” always present these limits as the true
aims of the movement. In the refusal of assembly-line work, in the
struggles of squatters, the communist perspective is present as the
social energy spent to create “something else,” not to escape the
modern world, but to transform it. In such conflicts people sponta-
neously try to appropriate goods, or even make goods and invent
new types of goods, against the logic of value exchange, and this
process helps the participants to change themselves in the event.

However, that “something else” is present only potentially in
these actions, whatever the people involved think and want, and
whatever activists and theorists may do and say. Communisation
is not embryonic in any strike, riot, or looting, and trying to radi-
calise them is tantamount to trying to change something into what
it cannot be now. The only possible “autonomous” spaces in this
society are those allowed by capital and State, therefore politically
harmless. When the social experimenter sneaks into the cracks of
conformity, the crack closes in on him. Revolution is fun (besides
being other things): not all fun is revolutionary. The course of his-
tory is neither piecemeal nor gradual: revolution is a cut, a break-
through. “The gate is straight, deep and wide,” but we still have to
cross the gate to get to the other side.
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problem was to forge a “leadership” capable of leading the work-
ers to victory. On the basis of the rise of mass factory organisa-
tions in Germany, the German left said the working class needed
no leaders. Revolution would be made by self-organised workers’
councils and not under the guidance of professional revolutionar-
ies. The German Communist Workers’ Party (KAPD), whose aim
and tactic were probably best expressed by Gorter, regarded itself
as a vanguard whose task was to enlighten the masses, not to con-
duct them as in Leninist theory.

This conception was rejected by many ultra-leftists, who
opposed the dual existence of the factory organisations and the
party: revolutionaries must not try to organise themselves in a
body distinct from the masses. Part of the KAPD—Otto Rühle in
particular—called for the immediate abolition of the party organi-
sation, and logically left the KAPD. In the AAUD (General Union
of German Workers), which gathered together many Unionen, a
tendency developed against what it regarded as harmful leader-
ship by the KAPD, and created a new gathering, the AAUD-E, the
“E” (Einheitsorganisation) standing for unitary organisation, viz.
beyond the economic/political division. The AAUD-E reproached
the AAUD with being controlled by the KAPD in the same way as
the official CP controlled the trade-unions. Most council commu-
nists later adopted the same view as the AAUD-E. In France, ICO’s
present activity is based on the same principle: any revolutionary
organisation coexisting with the organs created by the workers
themselves, and trying to elaborate a coherent theory and political
line, must in the end attempt to take control over the workers.
Therefore revolutionaries do not organise themselves outside
the organs “spontaneously” created by the workers: they merely
exchange and circulate information, and establish contacts with
other revolutionaries; they never try to define a general theory or
strategy.

This is the exact opposite of Leninism. Lenin’s theory of the
party is based on a distinction common to quite a few socialist
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(which is, in the end, of the highest practical impor-
tance).4

By and large, we agreed with this critique, and still do.
Over the years, “Leninism and the Ultra-Left” has been

called “prototypal” or “seminal” (usually more a dismissal
than a compliment), and gone through several titles, ver-
sions, and editions: 1969, 1972, 1973, 1997, now 2013. Former
editions had sections on labour and value inspired byMarx’s
views, which we are now convinced need re-appraisal. For
clarity purposes, and to avoid repetitions, we have chosen
to delete those passages, and only to engage in a critique of
Marx in the following chapter.

(1997–2013)
The ultra-left was far from monolithic. As we will see, Herman

Gorter’sOpen Letter to Lenin (1920) formulates a theory of the party
which differs from Lenin’s, but still leaves room for a party, a con-
ception most council communists—Pannekoek among others—no
longer accept. On the two decisive points (“organisation” and the
content of communism), we shall only consider the ideas which
the ultra-left has retained throughout its development. The French
group ICO is one of the best examples of a present-day ultra-left
group.

1) Party or Council?

Ultra-left ideas are the product of a practical experience (mainly
the workers’ struggles in Germany) and of a theoretical critique
(the critique of Leninism). For Lenin, the supreme revolutionary

4 Reading ICO, SI no. 11, 1967; also What Makes ICO Lie?, no. 12, 1969. For
ICO/Echanges & Mouvement’s point of view: ICO & l’IS: Retour sur les relations
entre ICO et l’IS, 2007 (mondialisme.org; as far as we know, it has not been trans-
lated into English).
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2. The Class Struggle and its
Most Characteristic Aspects in
Recent Years

This essay was started soon after May ’68 and completed
in 1972. François Martin1 had worked years before in
an Algerian shoemaking factory under (State-controlled)
“self-management,” where he experienced how a spon-
taneous desire to get a grip on one’s fate could end in
self-exploitation. Apart from very few minor corrections,
his text has been left as it was: we have only integrated
Martin’s own notes within the text to distinguish them
from ours.

If this text was written today, historical data would be
different. Though it still retains strongholds, the French
CP has declined, partly through de-industrialisation of
traditional working class areas. Besides, one can no longer
speak of “Stalinism.” CPs were Stalinist not out of love for
Russia, but because State capitalism was a possible solution
for capital… usually with Red Army troops around. With
the downfall of the USSR, this backward form of capitalism
has outlived its usefulness, and CPs have evolved into
proponents of radical reforms, or simply disbanded. The
traditionally adaptable Italian CP had already gone this way

1 François Martin was the pen name of François Cerutti, who recently pub-
lished a book on that part of his life: ‘D’Alger à Mai 68. Mes années de révolution’
(Paris: Spartacus, 2010).
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for quite a while before the bulk of the party disappeared in
a centre-left party. After protected resistance, the die-hard
French CP is now following suit. The sixty-year-old sinister
Stalinist farce has been sent to the dustbins of history, alas
not by the proletariat, but by the overwhelming drive of
commodities. “If you want a picture of the future, imagine
a boot stamping on a human face,” Orwell wrote in 1984.
Sometimes, the credit card is mightier than the jackboot.

More importantly, such an essay today would take into
account the worker defeat in the West after the 1970s, and
the unrest and struggles that have recently swelled, espe-
cially but not only in Asia. Our Postlude will briefly examine
these changes.

(G.D., 2013)
The original purpose of this text was to try to show the funda-

mental reasons why the revolutionary movement of the first half
of the century took various forms (parties, trade and industrial
unions, workers’ councils) which now not only belong to the past,
but also hinder the re-formation of the revolutionary movement.
But only part of the project was carried out. This task still has to be
realised. But it would be a mistake to wait for a complete theoreti-
cal construction before moving on.The following text gives certain
elements which are useful for an understanding of new forms of
the communist “party.” Recent events (mainly strikes in the United
States, in Britain, in France, and Italy) clearly show that we are
entering a new historical period. For example, the French Commu-
nist Party (PCF) still dominates the working class, but it is under
strong attack. While for a long period of time the revolutionary
movement’s opposition to capital was deflected by the PCF, today
this mediation tends to disappear: the opposition between workers
and capitalism is going to assert itself more and more directly, and
on the level of real facts and actions, as opposed to the situation
when the ideology of the PCF was prominent among workers and
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of the ’68 general strike (as reflected in François Martin’s
analysis, for example), plus a growing interest in the Italian
left, convinced several members of this informal group
that council communism required serious re-examination,
the upshot of which was the first draft of this text, written
for a convention organised by ICO (Informations & Cor-
respondances Ouvrières), held near Paris, June 1969.3 In
fact, our essay targeted more ICO’s version of councilism
than councilism in general. We knew of the Situationists’
critique of ICO. While the SI’s eleventh issue wrote “we
strongly recommend reading [ICO] for an understanding of
the current workers’ struggles,” it added the rider:

There is, however, one fundamental opposition: we be-
lieve in the necessity of formulating a precise theo-
retical critique of the present society of exploitation.
We consider that such a theoretical formulation can
only be produced by an organised collectivity; and in-
versely we think that any present permanent liaison
organised with workers must attempt to discover a
general theoretical basis for its action. What ‘On the
Poverty of Student Life’ described as ICO’s choice of
non-existence in this domain does not mean that we
think that the ICO comrades lack ideas or theoretical
knowledge, but on the contrary that by intentionally
putting these diverse ideas in parenthesis, they lose
more than they gain in their capacity for unification

cellent short pamphlet Notes pour une analyse…”The interpretative framework of
worker v. bureaucratic power could only please the theorists of worker manage-
ment.

3 ICO later became and is still active as Echanges & Mouvement: mondial-
isme.org.
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The first French draft of this text (1969) originated from
a group with ultra-left roots. The essay’s main writer had
authored an analysis of the Russian revolution published a
couple of months before May ’68: the text made the point
that in 1917–21 the Russian working class had strived to
achieve worker control or even worker management, only
to be defeated by the Bolshevik party which finally replaced
the bourgeoisie as the new ruling class. The text equated
communism with worker management.2 The experience

van den Linden does not mention the SI-SoB connection.) Anselm Jappe’s good
biography, Guy Debord (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1999), says little
on Debord’s passage in the SoB group. To the best of our knowledge, the only En-
glish language articles that deal substantially with this relation are by Bill Brown,
on the notbored.org site.

This is not the time for an essay on the SI, but the situationist vision
differed greatly from the usual councilist approach. If daily life is given its real
broad sense, extending worker management to generalised self -management of
daily life meant a qualitative leap which exploded the concept of work and man-
aging… and therefore of workers’ councils: if you modify the whole of life, then
production, workplace, work, and the economy cannot exist as separate domains
anymore.

The SI indirectly addressed councilism when it criticised “a one-sided,
undialectical, and insufficiently historical manner by some of the radical groups
who are halfway between the old degraded and mystified conception of the work-
ers movement, which they have superseded, and the new form of total contesta-
tion which is yet to come. (See, for example, the significant theories of Cardan
and others in the journal Socialisme ou Barbarie.)” For the SI, “the very core of the
revolutionary project … is nothing less than the suppression of work in the usual
present-day sense (and of the proletariat) and of all the justifications of previous
forms of work.” (“Ideologies, Classes and the Domination of Nature,” Situationist
International no. 8 (1963): see Situationist International Online). The reference is
probably to On the Content of Socialism, by Cardan-Castoriadis, published in S ou
B in 1955, available at eagainst.com.

2 Our Notes pour une analyse de la Révolution russe was later integrated in
the book Communisme & Question russe, still available in the Editions Spartacus
catalogue, yet never translated into English. Two years later, the English group
Solidarity (which had been close to SoB) published The Bolsheviks and Workers’
Control: The State and Counterrevolution, by Maurice Brinton, who wrote in the
introduction: “That such an analysis might be possible was suggested in an ex-
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the revolutionary movement had to fight against the PCF mainly
on a theoretical level.

Today revolutionaries will be forced to oppose capital practi-
cally. This is why new theoretical tasks are necessary. It is not
enough to agree on the level of ideas; one must take positive ac-
tion, and first of all intervene in present struggles to support one’s
views. Communists do not have to build a separate party from the
one which asserts itself in practice in our society; yet they will
increasingly have to support their positions so that the real move-
ment does not waste its time in useless and false struggles. Organic
links (theoretical work for practical activity) will have to be estab-
lished among those who think we are moving towards a conflict
between the proletariat and capital. The present text tries to deter-
mine how the communist movement is going to reappear, and to
define the tasks of the communists.

1) May 1968, France

The general strike of May 1968 was one of the biggest strikes in
capitalist history. Yet it is probably the first time in contemporary
society that such a powerful working class movement did not cre-
ate for itself organs capable of expressing it. More than four years
of workers’ struggles prove this fact. Nowhere can we see organ-
isations going beyond a local and temporary contact. Unions and
parties have been able to step into this void and negotiate with the
bosses and the State. In 1968 a number of short-lived Action Com-
mittees were the only form of workers’ organisation which acted
outside the unions and the parties; the Action Committees opposed
what they felt to be treason on the part of the unions.

Either at the beginning of the strike, or in the process of the
sit-downs, or later, in the struggle against the resumption of work,
many thousands of workers organised themselves in one way or
another outside and against the will of the unions. But in every
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case these workers’ organisations fizzled out with the end of the
movement and did not turn into a new type of organisation.

The only exception was the “Inter-Enterprise” Committee,
which had existed since the beginning of the strike at the Censier
building of the “Faculté des Lettres” in Paris. It gathered together
workers—individuals and groups—from several dozen factories in
the Paris area. Its function was to coordinate actions against the
undermining of the strike by the PCF-controlled union, the CGT.
It was in fact the only workers’ organ which in practice went
beyond the narrow limits of the factory by putting into practice
the solidarity between workers from different firms. As is the case
with all revolutionary activities of the proletariat, this Committee
did not publicise its action.2

2 If the Censier-based committee had cared to publicise its action, it might
have made a name for itself and would now be as famous as the Situationist-
influenced CMDO, the Council for the Maintenance of Occupations. The CMDO,
described by the SI as “a link, not a power,” was active in the Sorbonne from
May 10 to 15, when it decided to break up and its participants moved to another
university building, ten minutes’ walk from both the Sorbonne and Censier.

In the situationist history of ’68, Enragés & Situationists in the Occupa-
tions Movement, (1968, English translation by Autonomedia, 1992) René Viénet
writes disparagingly about Censier: “Other ‘councilist’ tendencies (in the sense
that they were for the councils without wanting to recognize their theory and
their truth) appeared in the buildings of the Censier annex of the Faculté des Let-
tres, where they held, as the “Worker-Student Action Committee,” a somewhat
impotent discussion which could hardly progress towards a practical clarifica-
tion. Groups like “Workers’ Power” and the “Workers’ Liaison and Action Group,”
made up of many individuals from various enterprises, made the mistake of ac-
cepting into their already confused and redundant debates all kinds of adversaries
or saboteurs of their positions—Trotskyists and Maoists who paralyzed the dis-
cussion, and who even publicly burned an anti-bureaucratic program drawn up
by a commission assigned to the task. The councilists were able to intervene in
some practical struggles, notably at the beginning of the general strike, by send-
ing members to help in a work stoppage or to reinforce picket lines. But their
interventions often suffered from defects inherent in their very grouping: often
several members from a single delegation offered fundamentally conflicting per-
spectives to the workers.”
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4. Leninism and the Ultra-Left

As explained in the previous chapter, we will deal here
mostly with council communism, or what is known as the
German-Dutch left. Its invaluable merit was and remains
to hammer in the primacy of workers’ self-activity and
spontaneity: the potentialities of communism lie in prole-
tarian experience and nowhere else. This “ultra-left” has
therefore consistently appealed to the essence of the pro-
letariat against its numerous mistaken forms of existence.
From the 1920s, it has stood against all mediations, whether
State, party, or union, including breakaway unions, splinter
groups and even anarchist unions such as the CNT. If Lenin
can be summed up in one word: “party,” a single phrase
defines the ultra-left: the workers themselves… nothing
wrong with that. The question is: which workers’ “self” is
meant?

This issue must be faced, all the more so since council
communism, through the Situationist International, has
become quite influential. Guy Debord was a member of the
French group Socialisme ou Barbarie in 1960–61, a lot of
“social-barbarism” was incorporated in the SI, and the call
for workers’ councils became one of the prime Situationist
themes.1

1 Historians of the SI and Debord’s biographers tend to play down the influ-
ence Socialisme ou Barbarie exerted on the SI.What SoB s a group really tried, did,
and became is obscured by the celebrity of its “animating personality,” Cornelius
Castoriadis. For a good short account: Marcel van der Linden, Socialisme ou Bar-
barie, A French Revolutionary Group (1949–65), 1997, www.left-dis.nl. (Regrettably,
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genesis (1944). Both thought there was a lot more in capitalism
and class struggle than capitalism and class struggle. In spite of
councilism and party-ism, or via a councilist bias and a party bias,
they broached communism and proletariat in all their dimensions.

Today, and only today, as the next two chapters will argue, we
can understand why the attempt to define communism made by
the GIK, Mattick, and Pannekoek later was basically flawed. And
our re-examination of Marx will help get a clearer picture of the
German-Dutch left.

All in all, it will prove a lot more than a trip down failed revo-
lution memory lane.

(G.D., 2013)
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The Committee continued to organise meetings after the strike
and disappeared after its members realised its uselessness. Of
course the hundreds of workers who had taken part in its activity
soon stopped coming to its meetings. Many of them continued
seeing each other. But while the purpose of the Committee during
the strike had been to strengthen the fight against union and party
manoeuvres, it later turned into a discussion group studying the
results of the strike and trying to learn its lessons for the future.
These discussions often dealt with communism and its importance.

This Committee gathered a minority. Yet its daily “general as-
semblies” at Censier, as well as its smaller meetings, allowed sev-
eral thousand workers to meet. It remained limited to the Paris
area. We have heard of no such experiment in other regions, or-
ganised outside all unions (including “left-wing” unions: the town
of Nantes, in the west of France, was more or less taken over by
the unions during the strike).

Onemust add that a handful of people sharing communist ideas
(a dozen at most) were deeply involved in its action and function-
ing. The result of this was to limit the influence of the CGT, the

Viénet is as self-satisfied about the CMDO (hence, the SI and himself)
as dismissive of Censier. He conflates the undeniable deficiencies of councilism
with what the Censier Action Committees really did. Ironically, the Situationists
owed a lot more to councilism than they ever realised, and a large part of the
critique of ultra-leftist ideology developed in the next text would apply to the SI:
see chap. 4, note 1.The CMDO certainly had posters and leaflets widely circulated,
in France and abroad, whereas Censier was a lot more connected to workplaces,
but the truth is, both were among the best radical aspects of ’68.

On our critique of the SI: Critique of the SI (1979); Back to the SI (2000),
available at www.troploin.fr; The SI, extract from The Story of Our Origins, La
Banquise #2, 1983. All available on the johngray site. Also And the SI?, from La
Banquise no. 4, 1986, available at thesinisterquarter.wordpress.com.

For an active participants’ view of Censier: Fredy Perlman, R. Gregoire:
Worker-Student Action Committees: France, May ’68 (Detroit: Black & Red, 1969),
and Lorraine Perlman’s biography Having Little, Being Much: A Chronicle of Fredy
Perlman’s Fifty Years (Detroit: Black & Red, 1989), available on the Anarchist Li-
brary site.
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Trotskyists, and the Maoists, to a minimum. The fact that the Com-
mittee was outside all traditional union and party organisations, in-
cluding the extremist ones, and that it tried to go beyond the limit
of the factory, foreshadowed what has been happening since 1968.
Its disappearance after the fulfilment of its tasks also foreshadowed
the fading away of organisations that have appeared since then, in
the most characteristic struggles of recent years.

This shows the great difference between the present situation
and what happened in the 1930s. In 1936, in France, the working
class fought behind the “workers’” organisations and for the re-
forms they professed. So the forty-hour week and two weeks of
paid vacation were regarded as a real victory of the workers, whose
essential demand was to get the same conditions and position as
salaried groups. These demands were imposed on the ruling class.
Today the working class is not asking for the improvement of its
conditions of life.The reform programmes presented by unions and
parties closely resemble those put forward by the State. It was De
Gaulle who proposed “participation” as a remedy forwhat he called
the “mechanical” society.

It seems that only a fraction of the ruling class realised the ex-
tent of the crisis, which it called a “crisis of civilisation” (AndréMal-
raux). Since then all organisations, all unions and parties, without
any exceptions, rallied to the great reform programme in one way
or another. The PCF itself includes “real participation” in its gov-
ernmental programme.The other large union, the CFDT, advocates
self-management, which is also supported by ultra-left groups who
are in favour of “workers’ councils.”TheTrotskyists propose “work-
ers’ control” as a minimum programme for a “workers’ govern-
ment.”

What lies at the heart of all this concern is an attempt to end the
separation between the worker and the product of his work.This is
an expression of a “utopian” view of capital, and has nothing to do
with communism. The capitalist “utopia” tries to do away with the
bad side of exploitation. The communist movement cannot express
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In a nutshell, Bordiga supported Lenin but was no Leninist: his
conception of the party was different in theory and practice. He
did not think “socialist (or communist) consciousness” had to be
introduced into the working class from an outside group of revolu-
tionaries who would then organise a party based on workers’ cells
centralised around a theory-providing leadership. Unlike some of
his comrades within the Italian left, in particular after 1945, Bor-
diga was no party-builder at all costs. He never subscribed to Trot-
sky’s theory that “The historical crisis of mankind is reduced to
the crisis of the revolutionary leadership” (Fourth International’s
Transitional Programme, 1938).

However, his belief that Lenin’s options for Western commu-
nists were tactical mistakes, and above all his inability to see the
reality of what had happened to the Russian workers and peasants
soon after 1917, show how he conceived the proletariat. He never
understood that the Russian revolution had failed as early as 1919–
21, because he thought it possible for a fully-committed communist
minority to seize power, keep it for years, and serve as a support
point that would hold the fort until revolution erupted elsewhere.
To put it bluntly, revolution from above: though Bordiga never ig-
nored proletarian self-activity, he did not regard it as a necessary
condition of communist revolution.

5) The Salient Point

Now the polemical dust has settled, and our purpose is not to
deal out blame or merit.

Both Pannekoek and Bordiga had a much broader perspective
and world-view than most. Though Bordiga kept disclaiming
adding any novelty to pure and simple theory of the proletariat,
he was an innovative thinker, particularly after 1945, on ecology,
Marx’s early works, community, ancient society… Pannekoek
showed similar, if lesser, interest, for instance in his Anthropo-
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Like Pannekoek, who had fought against reformism before the
war and even split the Dutch Socialist Party to create a new one,
Bordiga belonged to the left of his party. But Italian radicals did not
venture as far as the Dutch ones. At the time of the FirstWorldWar,
Italian socialism kept a somewhat radical outlook, so there was
little opportunity for or desire of a split. The party even opposed
Italy’s joining in the conflict in 1915, albeit in a passive way.

At the end of the war, the Abstentionist faction led by Bordiga
prevailed among the radicals who founded the Italian CP in 1921.
Contrary to what was happening in France and Germany at the
same time, the new party was born out of a break not just with the
right of the old party, but also with its centre. This was the exact
opposite of what the Comintern wanted. In any case, the proletari-
ans found themselves in an intractable challenge, locked between a
parliamentary regime they could not overthrow and a rising fascist
movement, and the party was unable to reverse the downhill trend.
After Mussolini took power, the party leadership went to Gramsci
in 1923, forcing Bordiga into minority and opposition, until he was
expelled from the Italian CP in 1930.

The Italian left’s attitude on the parliamentary question, the
united front tactics, the workers’ government policy and, last but
not least, on anti-fascism, is well documented enough for us not to
deal with those issues here. The books and sites mentioned in our
note are also very informative on what the so-called Bordigists did
in the 1930s and later, especially in Italy, Belgium, and France. Let
us just say that, at least until 1926, and unlike the German left, Bor-
diga refused to explain the Bolsheviks’ and the International’s po-
sitions in terms of the degeneration of the Russian State and party.
He felt the Comintern was wrong, but was still communist. At the
Executive Committee of the Communist International in 1926 and
in Stalin’s presence, Bordiga harshly criticised the Russian leaders:
this was probably the last time a revolutionary openly attacked
them from within at such a high level, and lived to tell the tale. Yet
at that time Bordiga still failed to define Russia as capitalist.
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itself in a formal criticism of capital. It does not aim to change the
conditions of work, but the function of work: it wants to replace the
production of exchange values with the production of use values.
Whereas unions and parties carry on their debates within the con-
text of one and the same programme, the programme of capital, the
proletariat has a non-constructive attitude. Apart from its practical
political activities, it does not “participate” in the debate organised
about its case. It does not try to do theoretical research about its
own tasks. This is the time of the great silence of the proletariat.
The paradox is that the ruling class tries to express the aspirations
of the workers, in its own way.

A fraction of the ruling class understands that the present con-
ditions of appropriation of surplus-value are a hindrance to the
total functioning of the economy. Its perspective is to share the
cake, hoping that a working class “profiting” from capital and “par-
ticipating” in it will produce more surplus-value. We are reaching
the stage when capital dreams of its own survival, as proved by
the 1972 MIT–Club of Rome report on The Limits to Growth. To
achieve this survival, it would have to get rid of its own parasit-
ical sectors, i.e. the fractions of capital which no longer produce
enough surplus-value.

Whereas in 1936 the workers tried to reach the same level as
other sectors of society, nowadays capital itself imposes on the
privileged salaried sectors the same general conditions of life as
those of the workers. The concept of “participation” (De Gaulle’s
phrase for what others call class collaboration) implies equality in
the face of exploitation imposed by the needs of value formation.
Thus participation is a “socialism” of misery. Capitalism must re-
duce the enormous cost of the sectors which are necessary to its
survival but which do not directly produce value.

In the course of their struggles workers realise that the possi-
bility of improving their material conditions is limited and on the
whole already planned by capital. The working class can no longer
intervene on the basis of a programme which would really alter its
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living conditions within capitalism. The great workers’ struggles
of the first half of the century, struggles for the eight-hour day, the
forty-hour week, paid holidays, industrial unionism, job security,
showed that the relationship between the working class and capi-
tal allowed the workers a certain range of “capitalist” action. Nowa-
days capital itself imposes the reforms and generalises the equality
of all in the face of wage-labour. Therefore no important section of
the working class is willing to fight for intermediate objectives as
was the case at the beginning of the century or in the 1930s. But it
should also be obvious that as long as the communist perspective
is not clear there can be no formation of workers’ organisations on
a communist basis.This is not to say that the communist objectives
will suddenly become clear to everybody. The fact that the work-
ing class is the only class which produces surplus-value is what
places it at the centre of the crisis of value, i.e. at the very heart
of the crisis of capitalism, and forces it to destroy all other classes
as such, and to form the organs of its self-destruction as a part of
capital, as a class within capitalism. The communist organisation
will only appear in the practical process of destruction of the bour-
geois economy, and in the creation of a human community without
exchange.

The communist movement has asserted itself continually since
the very beginning of capitalism. This is why capital is forced to
maintain constant surveillance and continual violence over every-
thing dangerous to its normal functioning. Ever since the secret
conspiracy of Babeuf in 1795, the workers’ movement has experi-
enced increasingly violent and longer struggles, which have shown
capitalism to be, not the culmination of humanity, but its negation.

Although the May ’68 strike had hardly any immediate positive
results, its real strength was that it did not give birth to durable
illusions. The May “failure” is the failure of reformism, and the
end of reformism breeds a struggle on a totally different level, a
struggle against capital itself, not against its effects. In 1968 every-
one was thinking of some “other” society. What people said rarely
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strove to achieve in the 1920s and ’30s. As our chapter 5 will argue,
the snag is that, value being the amount of social labour-time nec-
essary to produce an item, a rational accounting system in labour-
time would be equivalent to the rule of value without the medium
of money.

Worker self-activity is vital to proletarian emancipation: that is
the indispensable legacy of council communism. But when that es-
sential notion fostered the thesis that communism is self-managed
work, council communism reached a point which turned it into
ideology: councilism.

Besides, for a considerable number of council communists, the
(justified) opposition to union and party grew into a principle
above all else, and was interpreted as a rejection of any action
that risked impose itself on the working class. Revolutionaries,
the belief runs, only have to correspond, set forth theory, circulate
information, and describe what the workers are doing. Everything
has to come from the class. Communists must not organise to
define a strategy, or act accordingly, lest they become the new
leaders of the workers and later the new ruling class.

4) Bordiga

To make the most of the German-Dutch left, a few words on
the “other” Communist left, the Italian left, can be of assistance.
Whereas Pannekoek came to a complete rejection of Bolshevism
and from the 1930s interpreted the Russian revolution as an
anti-bourgeoisie capitalist revolution, Amadeo Bordiga (1889–
1970) always maintained he only had tactical disagreements with
Lenin, and even wrote in 1960 in defence of An Infantile Disorder.
So nothing looks further apart than “Bordigism” and “council
communism.”

The situation goes a lot deeper than that.
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is production for value accumulation, communism is production
for use value, for the fulfilment of people’s needs. Contrary to
bourgeois anarchy and bureaucratic planning, so the argument
goes, worker councils will organise an accurate system of labour
time bookkeeping, without the mediation of money, in order
to keep track of the amount of labour time contained in every
produced item.

In Workers’ Councils, started during the war and completed in
1947, Pannekoek epitomised the councilist vision where worker
councils became the means and the end of revolution and of the
future society:

How will the quantities of labour spent and the
quantities of product to which [every worker] is en-
titled be measured? In a society where the goods are
produced directly for consumption there is no market
to exchange them; and no value, as expression of the
labour contained in them establishes itself automati-
cally out of the processes of buying and selling. Here
the labour spent must be expressed in a direct way
by the number of hours. The administration keeps
records of the hours of labour contained in every
piece or unit quantity of product, as well as of the
hours spent by each of the workers. In the averages
over all the workers of a factory, and finally, over
all the factories of the same category, the personal
differences are smoothed out and the personal results
are inter-compared. (Part 1, section 4)

This crucial issue will be dealt with at more length in chapter 5
in connection with Marx. For the moment, suffice it to say that it
was an immense breakthrough to try and define communism and,
above all, to do it by investigating value which hardly anybody else
bothered about at the time. And that pursuit would have been im-
possible without the practical breakthrough that the proletarians
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went beyond the notion of general self-management. Apart from
the communist struggle which can develop only if the centre, the
class which produces surplus-value, leads it, other classes can only
act and think within the capitalist sphere, and their expression can
only be that of capital—even of capital reforming itself. Yet behind
these partial criticisms and alienated expressions we can see the
beginning of the crisis of value which is characteristic of the his-
torical period we are now entering.

These ideas do not come from nowhere; they always appear be-
cause the symptoms of a real human community exist emotionally
in every one of us. Whenever the false community of wage-labour
is questioned, there appears a tendency towards a form of social
life in which relationships are no longer mediated by the needs of
capital.

Since May ’68, the activity of the communist movement has
tended to be increasingly concrete.

2) Strikes and Workers’ Struggles Since 1968

Whereas in the years after World War II strikes—even im-
portant ones—were kept under control and were not followed
by constant political and monetary crises, the past few years
have seen a renewal of industrial riots and even insurrections in
France, Italy, Britain, Belgium, West Germany, Sweden, Denmark,
Spain, Portugal, Switzerland. In Poland the workers attacked the
headquarters of the CP while singing “The Internationale”. The
process was the same in nearly every case. A minority starts a
movement with its own objectives; soon the movement spreads
to other categories of workers in the same firm; people get or-
ganised (strike pickets, workers’ committees in the shops, on the
assembly lines); the unions manage to be the only ones capable
of negotiating with the management; they finally get the workers
to resume work, after proposing unitary slogans which no one
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likes but everyone accepts because of the inability to formulate
anything else. The only movement which went beyond the stage
of the strike as it now exists was the movement of riots and strikes
in Poland in December 1970–January 1971.

What happened in a brutal way in Poland exists only as a ten-
dency in the rest of the industrial world. In Poland there is nomech-
anism of “countervailing” power capable of keeping social crises in
check. The ruling class had to attack the working class directly in
order to maintain the process of value formation in normal con-
ditions. The Polish events prove that the crisis of value tends to
spread to all industrial areas, and demonstrate the behaviour of
the working class as the centre of such a crisis.

The origin of the movement was the need to defend the aver-
age selling price of labour power. But the movement found itself
immediately on another field: it had to face capitalist society itself.
At once the workers were forced to attack the organs of oppres-
sion. Party and union officials were assaulted and the party build-
ing was stormed. In some towns the railway stations were guarded
in case they might be used to bring troops. The movement was
strong enough to give itself an organ of negotiation: a workers’
committee for the town. The very fact that Edward Gierek had to
go to the shipyards in person must be regarded as a victory of the
working class as a whole.3 A year later Fidel Castro had to go to
Chile in person to ask the tin miners to cooperate with the (“social-
ist”) government. In Poland the workers did not send delegates to
the central power to propose their demands: the government had
to come to the workers to negotiate… the inevitable surrender of
the workers.

Facing the violence of the State, the working class formed its
own organs of violence. No leaders had anticipated the organisa-
tion of the revolt: it was the product of the nature of the society

3 Gierek was the Polish party leader and ruler of the country from 1970 to
1980.
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The social waves ebbed and flowed, soon the real proletarian
element faced an uphill battle, and various large non-communist
Communist Parties developed in the West. Many workers believed
Leninism was providing them with a fire-tested doctrine, when it
was actually consolidating a new variant of reformism. After 1921,
KAPD membership quickly declined. The same happened in Bul-
garia. Sylvia Pankhurst gradually drifted away from communism.
The Worker Communist International launched in 1923 was still-
born. Nothing could revitalise a proletariat caught between social-
democracy and Leninism (soon Stalinism).The die was cast. The af-
tershocks of the early 1920s rumbled on, the ’29 crash radicalised
social strife with little revolutionary content, the communist left
was reduced to small groups divided into different factions, and
only a few hundred members were still active in Germany when
Hitler took power.

The German left’s perception of union and party bureaucracies
as forms that channelled and chained worker selfawareness and
activity went parallel to its analysis of post-1917 Russia as a soci-
ety led by a new exploitative class. As early as 1920, after a stay in
Russia, Otto Rühle wrote that the workers were as much oppressed
there as in Germany. In Western countries, union and party lead-
ers acted as the representatives of the workers within capitalism:
in the so-called “land of the soviets,” the Bolshevik leadership was
fulfilling the task that the traditional bourgeoisie had proved in-
capable of achieving. In Lenin as Philosopher (1938), Pannekoek
went further: not only had the Russian revolution been made by
the workers for the benefit of a bureaucratic ruling class, but basic
Bolshevik tenets owed more to bourgeois philosophy and outlook
than to proletarian Marxism.

Of special interest to us is how the German-Dutch left en-
visaged communism. In the early 1930s, the Dutch group GIK
(with further developments by Paul Mattick) set forth what has
become the classic “councilist” view, in The Fundamental Principles
of Communist Production and Distribution. Whereas capitalism
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itself a minority in the KPD and split to create the KAPD: the “A”
(Arbeiter) emphasised that the new party claimed to be the authen-
tic expression of working class interest, against bourgeois and bu-
reaucrats alike. Meanwhile in the Netherlands, the “left” socialist
party gave birth to a communist party in 1918, only to split in 1920,
which resulted in a CommunistWorkers’ Party similar to but much
smaller than its German equivalent.

Political events reflected amomentous social change. In the Ger-
man rampant civil war from 1919 to 1923, the most active work-
ers had created new forms of organisation, Unionen, which did not
mean trade-unions (Gewerkschaften in German): the Unionen actu-
ally fought the trade-unions. A major difference between the Unio-
nen and previous forms was the will to go beyond the union/party
or economy/politics differentiation. For a couple of years, the Unio-
nen gathered several hundred thousand workers.

This evolution was made explicit in Pannekoek’s essay “World
Revolution and Communist Tactics” (1920), one of the most far-
sighted writings of that period. Pannekoek saw that the failure of
the Second International was not due to the failure of its strategy,
but that the strategy was rooted in the function and form of the
Second International: the parties and unions that collapsed in 1914
had been adapted to a precise stage of capitalism, in which workers
fought for economic and political reforms… andwere granted some.
Tomake the revolution, the proletariat had to build organs of a new
type, which would go beyond the old party/union dichotomy. A
conflict with the Bolshevik-led Comintern was unavoidable. First,
because the Russians had never fully understood what the old In-
ternational had been, and believed in organising the workers from
above, without seeing the connection between Kautsky’s “social-
ist consciousness” introduced into the masses, and Kautsky’s pas-
sive radicalism. Secondly, because the Russian State needed mass
worker parties in Europe, capable of putting pressure on their gov-
ernments to come to terms with Russia as a reborn power.
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the revolt tried to destroy. Yet leaders (the workers’ committee for
the town) only appeared after the movement had reached the high-
est point which the situation allowed. The negotiation organ is an
expression of nothing more than the realisation by both sides that
there is only one solution left. The characteristic of such a nego-
tiation organ is that it implies no delegation of power. It rather
represents the outer limit of a movement which cannot go beyond
negotiation in the present situation. Reforms, once again, are pro-
posed by capital, whereas the working class expresses itself in prac-
tical refusal; it must accept the proposals of the central power so
long as its practical activity is not yet strong enough to destroy the
basis of that power.

Workers’ struggles tend to directly oppose their own dictator-
ship to that of capital, to organise on a different basis from that
of capital, and thus to pose the question of the transformation of
society by acts. When the existing conditions are unfavourable to
a general attack, or when this attack fails, the forms of dictator-
ship disintegrate, capital triumphs again, reorganises the working
class according to its logic, diverts the violence from its original
aims, and separates the formal aspect of the struggle from its real
content. We must get rid of the old opposition between “dictator-
ship” and “democracy.” To the proletariat, “democracy” does not
mean organising itself as a parliament in the bourgeois way; for it,
“democracy” is an act of violence by means of which it destroys
all the social forces which prevent it from expressing itself and
maintain it as a class within capitalism. “Democracy” cannot be
anything but a dictatorship. This is visible in every strike: the form
of its destruction is precisely “democracy.” As soon as there is a
separation between a decision-making organ and an action organ,
the movement is no longer in the offensive phase: it is being di-
verted to the ground of capital. Opposing workers’ “democracy” to
the union’s “bureaucracy” means attacking a superficial aspect and
hiding the real content of workers’ struggles, which have a totally
different basis. Democracy is now the slogan of capital: it proposes
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the self-management of one’s own negation. All those who accept
this programme spread the illusion that society can be changed by
a general discussion followed by a vote (formal or informal) which
would decide what is to be done. By maintaining the separation be-
tween decision and action, capital tries to maintain the existence
of classes. If one criticises such a separation only from a formal
point of view, without going to its roots, one merely perpetuates
the division. It is hard to imagine a revolution which begins when
voters raise their hands. Revolution is an act of violence, a process
through which social relations are transformed.

We will not try to give a description of the strikes which have
taken place since 1968. Though a large number of books and pam-
phlets have been written about them, we still lack too much in-
formation. We would only like to see what they have in common,
and in what way they are the sign of a period in which communist
prospects will appear more and more concretely.

We do not divide industrial society into different sectors—
“developing” and “backward.” It is true that some differences can
be observed, but these can no longer hide from us the nature
of the strikes, in which one cannot see real differences between
“vanguard” and “rearguard” struggles. The process of the strikes
is less and less determined by local factors, and more and more
by the international conditions of capitalism. Thus the Polish
strikes and riots were the product of an international context; the
relationship between East andWest was at the root of these events
where people sang “The Internationale” and not the national
anthem. Western and Eastern capital have a common interest in
securing the exploitation of their respective workers. And the
relatively under-developed “socialist” capitalisms must maintain
a strict capitalist efficiency to be able to compete with their more
modern Western neighbours.

The communist struggle starts in a given place, but its existence
does not depend on purely local factors. It does not act according to
the limits of its original birthplace. Local factors become secondary
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provides an infinity of answers (with thousands more added every
hour); only the questions are missing. The Net-surfer is a traveller
equipped with a map the size of the country he wishes to explore.
What we lack is not data: it is the angle, the approach.

3) The German-Dutch Left

To this day, the 1917–37 years remain a historical watershed.
At the end of the 1914–18 war, millions felt they were taking part
in the birth of a new era, “when Communism like the morning
dawns,” in the words of Sylvia Pankhurst (Writ on Cold Slate, 1920–
21: she led the first CP created in Britain in 1919). Anton Pannekoek
(1873–1960), Herman Gorter (1864–1927), Otto Rühle (1874–1943)
and later Paul Mattick (1904–1981) had expressed (and contributed
to organise) some of the most profound features of this post-1917
epoch-making movement.

Though they were mostly active in Germany, some major con-
tributors were Dutch-born, hence the word “German-Dutch.” So-
cialists in the Netherlands were among the very few before 1914
who kept alive a revolutionary spirit: when the left split in 1909
to form its own party, it was the first split of that kind in Western
Europe (only the Russians and Bulgarians had done so).

During the war, what later became the German left took a firm
anti-patriotic stand, as the Russian and Serbian socialist parties did,
as well as small minorities like the Irish Trades Union Congress
led by J. Connolly, the Jewish Bund, or the “Narrow” Bulgarian
socialists.

At the end of 1918, at its founding congress, the German CP
(KPD) refused to take part in the forthcoming elections, against
the opinion of Rosa Luxemburg who thought possible some revo-
lutionary parliamentary action. A few months later, the left found

Bordiga on Capitalism and Other Disasters (London: Antagonism, 2001). Unfortu-
nately, most of Bordiga can only be read in Italian and French.
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Front policy. In the 1930s, Trotsky called some of his critics “ultra-
left phrase mongers,” and used the term in his polemic on the Span-
ish question against the Belgian-Italian group which published Bi-
lan. It was also a Stalinist label applied to Trotskyists. Today it has
become a media blanket term for violent radicals. The word is a
condensed story in its own right, which begets as much confusion
as communism or anarchism.

“Leninism and the Ultra-Left” will deal mostly with “German-
Dutch” councilism, but we will have to say a few words on the
“Italian” left.

The German-Dutch left and the Italian left had a lot more in
common than is usually thought… and than either of them believed.
Anton Pannekoek regarded Amadeo Bordiga as a weird sectarian
pro-Lenin Marxist, and Bordiga viewed Pannekoek as a miscon-
ceived mixture of Marxism and anarcho-syndicalism. Neither took
any real interest in the other, and like strangers who share the same
story the “German” and “Italian” communist lefts largely ignored
each other. Both did for a reason, and our purpose is not to recon-
cile them: each to his own mistakes.

Since the first draft of “Leninism and the Ultra-Left” (1969), a
wealth of information has been made public, first in print and now
a lot more online.1 Yet the world web is like an endless book that

1 For a good start, Philippe Bourrinet’s in-depth historical studies: The Ital-
ian Communist Left; The Bordigist Current 1919–1999: Italy, France, Belgium; and
The German-Dutch Communist Left, all on left-dis.nl.

Gilles Dauvé and Denis Authier, The Communist Left in Germany, 1918–
21, English translation available on libcom, libcom.org.

Two extracts from The Story of Our Origins, published in La Banquise
no. 2, 1983: “From the German Left to Socialisme ou Barbarie,” and “The Italian
Left & Bordiga,” on the johngray site.

As there is a dark legend on Bordiga during the fascist era, to get the
record straight, we recommend “An Important Book on Bordiga Unknown 1926–
46,” available at www.left-dis.nl.

Philippe Bourrinet’s very informative studies do not deal muchwith the
theoretical work of the “late” Bordiga: see Bordiga’s Murdering the Dead: Amadeo
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to the objectives of themovement. As soon as a struggle limits itself
to local conditions, it is immediately swallowed up by capitalism.
The level reached by workers’ struggles is not determined by local
factors, but by the global situation of capitalism. As soon as the
class which concentrates in itself the revolutionary interests of so-
ciety rises, it immediately finds, in its situation, and without any
mediation, the content and object of its revolutionary activity: to
crush its enemies and take the decisions imposed by the needs of
the struggle; the consequences of its own actions force it to move
further.

We shall not deal with all strikes here. There is still a capitalist
society in which the working class is just a class of capitalism, a
part of capital, when it is not revolutionary. Party and union ma-
chines still manage to control and lead considerable sections of the
working class for the sake of capitalist objectives, such as the right
to retire at sixty in France.4 General elections and many strikes are
organised by unions for limited demands. However, it is increas-
ingly obvious that in most large strikes the initiative does not come
from the unions, and these are the strikes we are talking about here.
Industrial society has not been divided into sectors, nor has the
working class been divided up into the young, the old, the natives,
the immigrants, the foreigners, the skilled, and the unskilled. We
do not oppose all sociological descriptions; these can be useful, but
they are not our aim here.

We shall try to study how the proletariat breaks away from capi-
talist society. Such a process has a definite centre. We do not accept
the sociological view of the working class because we do not anal-
yse the working class from a static point of view, but in terms of its
opposition to value. The rupture from capital abolishes exchange
value, i.e. the existence of labour as a commodity.The centre of this

4 In 1983, the French socialist government granted labour the right to a
full pension at 60 (on the condition of a 37.5 year contribution). Needless to say,
since then, things have repeatedly changed for the worst, under left and right
governments.
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movement, and therefore its leadership, must be the part of soci-
ety which produces value. Otherwise it would mean that exchange
value no longer exists, and that we are already beyond the capitalist
stage. Actually the profound meaning of the essential movement is
partially hidden by the struggles on the periphery, on the outskirts
of the production of value. This was the case in May 1968, when
students masked the real struggle, which took place elsewhere.

In fact the struggles on the outskirts (the new middle classes)
are only a sign of a much deeper crisis which appearances still hide
from us. The renewal of the crisis of value implies, for capital, the
need to rationalise, and therefore to attack, the backward sectors
which are least capable of protecting themselves; this increases
unemployment and the number of those who have no reserves.
But their intervention must not make one forget the essential role
played by production workers in destroying exchange value.

3) The Two Most Characteristic Aspects of
the Strikes

On one hand, the initiative of the strike comes from selforgan-
ised workers; on the other, the initiative to end the strike comes
from the fraction of the workers organised in unions. These initia-
tives are contradictory since they express two movements which
are opposed to one another. Nothing is more alien to a strike than
its end. The end of a strike is a moment of endless talks when the
notion of reality is overcome by illusions; many meetings are or-
ganised where union officials have a monopoly of speech; general
assemblies attract fewer and fewer people and finally vote to re-
sume work. The end of a strike is a time when the working class
again falls under the control of capital, is again reduced to atoms,
individual components, destroyed as a class capable of opposing
capital. The end of a strike means negotiation, the control of the
movement, or what is left of it, by “responsible” organisations, the
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3. A Crash Course in
Ultra-Leftology

1) Out of the Past

Palmiro Togliatti, long-time Stalinist and long-time leader
of the Italian CP, once called Amadeo Bordiga an iguanodon.
Though dinosaurs roamed the Earth for much longer than the
human species probably will, one may ask: Why bother about the
Communist left?

A good enough reason is that it was the most acute expres-
sion of the proletarian movement in the twentieth century, even
if the historical situation prevented it from implementing its op-
tions and solutions: only at the end of the 1960s were left Commu-
nist deeds and ideas revived when a period emerged that needed
to re-appropriate the past and pick up historical threads.

2) Beyond Words and Beyond Belief

Ultra-left is nearly always a derogatory term. In the early
1920s, the Communist International called “ultra-leftists” those
communists who were anti-union and anti-parliament, mainly the
German-Dutch opposition (the KAPD), less so the “abstentionist”
Italian CP led by Bordiga. Lenin’s Left-Wing Communism: An
Infantile Disorder (1920) advocated “utmost flexibility” as a remedy
against ultra-leftist “rigid doctrinairism.”

The word was later applied to the Third International for its
class against class “sectarian” period (1929–34), before the Popular
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with right-wing programmes, right-wing governments with
left-wing programmes.13

13 Like the SI roughly at the same time, this text regarded Italy as a research
lab of proletarian action and capitalist counter-offensive. In the 1970s, Italy was
to display a rich variety of workers’ autonomy: indiscipline, absenteeism, meet-
ings on the shop floor without notice, demos on the premises to call for a strike,
wildcat picketing, blockade of goods… A permanent feature was the rejection of
hierarchy: equal pay rise, no privileged category, free speech… Another aspect
was the attempt to go beyond the distinction between representation and action
in the functioning of the rank-and-file committees. Such self-organisation was
essential as a means of collective action, but when it failed as an organ of a social
change that did not come about, it disappeared with the rest of the proletarian
surge.

It was no accident that the big factory committees of northern Italy
were only loosely connected: resisting the boss can be a local matter, whereas
reorganising production and social life means going out of one’s workplace.
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unions. The beginning of a strike means just the opposite: then the
action of the working class has nothing to do with formalism. All
those who do not support the movement are pushed aside, whether
they are executives, foremen,workers, managers, shop stewards, or
union officials. Managers are locked up, union buildings attacked
by thousands of workers, depending on local conditions. During
the strike in Limbourg (Belgium, Winter 1970), the union head-
quarters were stormed by the workers. Everything acting as a hin-
drance to the movement tends to be destroyed. There is no place
for “democracy”: on the contrary, everything is obvious, and all
enemies must be defeated without wasting time on discussions. A
considerable amount of energy appears during the offensive phase,
and it seems that nothing is able to stop it.

At this stagewe cannot avoid stating an obvious fact: the energy
at the beginning of the strike seems to disappear totally by the time
of the negotiations. What is more important, this energy seems to
have no relation to the official reasons given for the strike. If sev-
eral dozens of men bring about a strike of thousands of workers on
the basis of their own demands, they do not succeed just because
of some sort of solidarity, but because of an immediate community
in practice. We must add the most important point, that the move-
ment does not put forward any particular demand.The question the
proletariat will ask in practice is already present in its silence. In its
own movements the proletariat does not put forward any particu-
lar demand: this is why these movements are the first communist
activities in our time.

What is important in the process of breaking away from capital-
ism is that the working class no longer asks for partial and particu-
lar reforms.Thus theworking class ceases to be a class, since it does
not defend its particular class interests. This process is different ac-
cording to the conditions. The movement which went the farthest,
in Poland, showed that the first step of the process is the disinte-
gration of the capitalist organs of repression within the working
class (mainly the unions); the working class must next organise to
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protect itself against the organs of repression outside the working
class (armed forces, police, militia), and start destroying them.

The specific conditions in Poland, where the unions are part of
the State apparatus, forced the working class to make no distinc-
tion between the unions and the State, since there was none.5 The
fusion between unions and State only made obvious an evolution
which does not appear as clearly in other countries, such as France
and Italy. In many cases the unions still play the role of a buffer
between the workers and the State. But a radical struggle will in-
creasingly attack the unions and the sections of the working class
dominated by the unions. The time is gone when workers form
unions to defend their qualifications and their right to work.

The conditions of modern society compel the working class not
to put forward any particular demand. The only community or-
ganised and tolerated by capital is the community of wage-labour:
capital tends to forbid everything else. Capital now dominates the
totality of the relations men have with one another. It becomes in-
creasingly obvious that every partial struggle which is limited to a
particular relation is forced to insert itself into a general struggle
against the entire system of relations among people: capital. Oth-
erwise it is integrated or destroyed.6

5 This was true of Poland in the early and mid-1970s. Whereas in demo-
cratic countries, only a minority of the labour force rejected the unions, in bu-
reaucratic regimes, the mass of workers distrusted unions which were part of the
State apparatus. But when Solidarnosc was born in 1980 as a grassroots militant
union, it had a large genuine working class support. Solidarnosc combined so-
cial and national-democratic demands, which was to be expected in the context
of a popular revolt against a dictatorial regime backed and controlled by a for-
eign power (the USSR). With the benefit of hindsight, it is now easy to realise
that the 1970s Polish worker resistance and rebellion were not part of an ascend-
ing communist movement. Solidarnosc eventually became legal, helped form the
first post-bureaucratic government, and its leader and symbol, Lech Walesa, was
elected President of the Republic.

6 After 1972 in France, and in the late ’70s in Italy, the revolutionary tide
that François Martin and the rest of us expected to rise started to fall. Since then,
unionism has gone downhill, without fading away completely. While in the West
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Belgium. At the same time, serious efforts are being made to reach
an agreement on amerger between the biggest unions: the Socialist
UIL, the Christian-Democrat CISL, and the Italian CP-led GGIL.12

The Italian example clearly shows the tendency of unions to
become monopolies which discuss the conditions of production of
surplus-value with other fractions of capital. Here are quotations
from Petrilli, president of the State-owned IRI (State Holding Com-
pany), and Trentin:

Trentin: “Job enrichment and the admission of a higher degree
of autonomy in decision-making by the workers’ group concerned
(in each factory) are already possible… Even when, because of the
failure of the union, workers’ protests lead to irrational and illu-
sory demands, the workers express their refusal to produce with-
out thinking, to work without deciding; they express their need for
power.”

Petrilli: “In my opinion it is obvious that the system of the as-
sembly line implies a real waste of human capacities and produces
a very understandable feeling of frustration in the worker. The re-
sulting social tensions must be realistically understood as struc-
tural rather than conjunctural facts… Greater participation of the
workers in the elaboration of production objectives poses a series
of problems having to do less with the organisation of work than
with the definition of the power balance within the firm.”

The programmes are identical and the aims are the same:
increased productivity. The only remaining problem is the sharing
of power, which is at the root of the political crisis in many
industrial countries. It is likely that the end of the political crisis
will be accompanied by the birth of “workers’ power” as the power
of wage-labour, under various forms: self-management, “popular”
coalitions, Socialist-Communist Parties, left-wing governments

12 Themerger failed to materialise: in 2013, UIL, CISL, and CGIL still exist as
three separate union federations.
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power of the unions, which in practice compelled them to have no
illusions about the boundaries of the factory. Insofar as the general
situation did not allow them to go any further, they disappeared. In
Italy, on the other hand, workers’ committees were at first able to
organise themselves inside the factories. Neither the bosses nor the
unions could really oppose them. Many committees were formed
in the factories, in isolation from each other, and they all began to
question the speed of the assembly line and to organise sabotage.

This was in fact an alienated form of critique of wage-labour.
Throughout the Italian movement the activity of far-left groups
(gauchistes) was particularly noteworthy. Their entire activity con-
sisted of limiting the movement to its formal aspects without ever
showing its real content. They bred the illusion that the “auton-
omy” of workers’ organisations was in itself revolutionary enough
to be supported and maintained. They glorified all the formal as-
pects. But since they are not communists, they were not able to
express the idea that behind the struggle against the rhythm of
the line and the working conditions lay the struggle against wage-
labour.

The workers’ struggle itself met no resistance. This was in fact
what disarmed it. It could do nothing but adapt to the conditions of
capitalist society.The unions, for their part, altered their structures
in order to control the workers’ movement. As Trentin, one of the
leaders of the CGIL, said, they decided to organise “a thoroughgo-
ing transformation of the union and a new type of rank-and-file
democracy.” They reshaped their factory organisations according
to the pattern of the “autonomous” committees which appeared in
recent struggles.The ability of the unions to control industrial strife
made them appear as the only force capable of making the work-
ers resume work. There were negotiations in some large concerns
like Fiat. The result of these negotiations was to give the union
the right to interfere in the organisation of work (time and motion,
work measurement, etc.). Themanagement of Fiat now deducts the
union dues from the workers’ pay, which was already the case in
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In a strike of the Paris bus and subway workers (RATP) at the
end of 1971, the resolute attitude of the subway drivers turned the
strike into a movement quite different from the strike of one partic-
ular category of workers.The content of themovement does not de-
pend on what people think.The attitude of the drivers transformed
their relation to the management of the RATP and the unions, and
clearly revealed the true nature of the conflict. The State itself had
to intervene to force the drivers back under the pressure of the
unions. Whether the drivers believed it or not, the strike was no
longer theirs; it had turned into a public trial where the unions
were officially recognised as necessary organs of coercion against
the workers, organs charged with the task of restoring the normal
order of things. It is impossible to understand the importance of the
“silence” of the working class unless one first understands the pow-
erful development of capitalism until now. It is nowadays consid-
ered normal that the end of strikes should be controlled by unions.
This does not imply any weakness on the part of the revolutionary
movement. On the contrary, in a situation which does not allow
partial demands to be achieved, it is normal that no organ should be
created to end the strike. Thus we do not see the creation of work-
ers’ organisations gathering fractions of the working class outside
the unions on a programme of specific demands. Sometimes work-
ers’ groups are formed during the struggle, and they oppose their
demands to those of the unions, but their chances are destroyed by
the situation itself, which does not allow them to exist very long.

If these groups want to maintain their existence, they must act
outside the limits of the factory, or they will be destroyed by capital
in one way or another. The disappearance of these groups is one

and Japan, blue collar unionisation in the manufacturing and mining sectors has
considerably declined, union density has sometimes increased in the service and
public sector, particularly in the United States. In Asian, Latin American, and
South African factories, unions can be very active, and new ones are born. As
long as capitalism exists, as long as labour confronts capital, labour will resist
and organise one way or another.
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of the signs of the radical nature of the movement. If they went
on existing as organisations, they would lose their radical charac-
ter. So they will always disappear and later come to life again in
a more radical way. The idea that workers’ groups will finally suc-
ceed, after many experiments and failures, in forming a powerful
organisation capable of overthrowing capitalism, is similar to the
bourgeois idea that a partial critique will gradually turn into a rad-
ical one. The activity of the working class does not proceed from
experiences and has no other “memory” than the general condi-
tions of capital which compel it to act according to its nature. It
does not study its experiences; the failure of a movement is itself
an adequate demonstration of its limitations.

The communist organisation will grow out of the practical need
to transform capitalism into communism. Communist organisation
is the organisation of the change from capitalism into communism.
Here lies the fundamental difference between our time and the for-
mer period. In the struggles which took place between 1917 and
1920 in Russia and Germany, the objective was to organise a pre-
communist society. In Russia the radical sections of the working
class tried to win over other sections of workers, and even the poor
peasants. The isolation of the radical elements and the general con-
ditions of capitalism made it impossible for them to envisage the
practical transformation of the entire society without a programme
uniting all the exploited classes. These radical elements were even-
tually crushed.

The difference between our time and the past comes from the
vast development of the productive forces on nearly all continents,
and the quantitative and qualitative development of the proletariat.
The working class is now much more numerous and uses highly
developed means of production.7 Today the conditions of commu-

7 This 1972 statement may sound odd forty years later, still we hold it to be
valid. Growing unemployment in theWest goes together with a global increase in
the number of wage earners, not only in the United States but also in France, and
even more so on a world scale, where millions of people have been forced into the
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5.4

This is how we can understand the relationship between the
working class and the unions. When the process of breaking away
from capitalist society begins, the unions are immediately seen
through and treated in terms of what they are; but as soon as the
process ends, the working class cannot help being re-organised
by capital, namely by the unions. One may say that there are no
“unionist” illusions in the working class. There is only a capitalist,
namely “unionist,” organisation of the working class.

5.5

The development of the current relationships between unions
and bosses in Italy illustrates what has been said. The evolution
of Italian unions should be closely watched. It is normal that in
relatively backward areas (from an economic point of view) such
as France and Italy (compared to the United States), the effects of
the modernisation of the economy are accompanied by the most
modern tendencies of capital. What happens in Italy is in many
ways a sign of what is maturing in other countries.

The Italian situation helps us understand the French one. In
France the CGT and the PCF put up a reactionary resistance in
the face of workers’ struggles, whereas in Italy the CGIL and the
PCI have been able to re-shape themselves in terms of the new
situation. This is one of the reasons for the difference between the
French “May” and the Italian “May.” In France, May 1968 happened
suddenly and could be easily misunderstood. The Italian situation
proceeds more slowly and ultimately reveals its tendencies.

The first phase lasted from 1968 to the winter of 1971. The main
element was the birth of workers’ struggles independent of the in-
fluence of unions and political organisations. Workers’ action com-
mittees were formed as in France, with one essential difference:
the French ones were quickly driven out of the factories by the
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5.2

The unions developed at the end of the nineteenth and the be-
ginning of the twentieth century as organisations defending skilled
labour power. This was particularly clear with the rise of the AFL
in the United States. Until World War II (or until the birth of the
CIO in the 1930s in the U.S.) unions grew by supporting the rela-
tively privileged sections of the working class. This is not to say
that they had no influence on the most exploited strata, but this
influence was only possible if it was consistent with the interests
of the qualified strata. With the development of modern and au-
tomated industry, highly skilled workers tend to be replaced by
technicians. These technicians also have the function of control-
ling and supervising masses of unskilled workers. Therefore the
unions, while losing important sections of workers whose qualifi-
cations fade away, try to recruit this new stratum of technicians.

5.3

The unions represent labour power which has become capital.
This forces them to appear as institutions capable of valorising
capital. The unions have to associate their own development pro-
gramme with that of industrial and finance capital if they want
to keep “their” labour power under control. The representatives
of variable capital, of capital in the form of labour power, sooner
or later have to associate with the representatives of fractions of
capital who are now in power. Government coalitions consisting
of liberal bourgeoisie, technocrats, left-wing political groups, and
unions, appear as a necessity in the evolution of capitalism. Cap-
ital itself requires strong unions capable of proposing economic
measures which can valorise variable capital. The unions are not
“traitors” in the sense that they betray the programme of the work-
ing class: they are quite consistent with themselves, and with the
working class when it accepts its capitalist nature.
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nism have been developed by capital itself. The task of the pro-
letariat is no longer to support progressive sections of capitalists
against reactionary ones. The need for a transitional period be-
tween the destruction of capitalist power and the triumph of com-
munism, during which the revolutionary power creates the condi-
tions of communism, has also vanished.Therefore there is no place
for a communist organisation as a mediation between the radical
and non-radical sections of the working class. The fact that an or-
ganisation supporting the communist programme fails to emerge
during the period between major struggles is the product of a new
class relationship in capitalism.

For instance, in France in 1936, the resistance of capital was
so strong that a change of government was necessary before
the workers could get what they wanted. Today governments
themselves initiate the reforms. Capitalist governments try to
create situations where the workers organise themselves to
achieve what are in fact necessities of production (participation,
self-management). Contemporary economy entails more and
more planning. Everything outside the plan is a menace to social
harmony. Every activity outside this planning is regarded as
non-social and must be destroyed. We should keep this in mind
when analysing certain activities of workers during periods when
there are no mass struggles like strikes or attempted insurrections.
The unions must (a) take advantage of workers’ struggles and
control them, and (b) oppose a number of actions such as sabotage
and “downtime” (stopping the line), if they want to stay within
the limits of the plan (productivity deals, wage agreements, etc.).

hardship of modern labour in the last decades, all over Asia in particular. As for
France, although the proportion of “manual workers” has decreased in relation to
the whole working population, in absolute figures they are more numerous than
they were in 1972. We do not live in a post-industrial society.
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4) Forms of Action Which Cannot Be
Recuperated: Sabotage and “Down-timing”

Sabotage has been practised in the United States for many years
and is now developing in Italy and France. In 1971, during a railway
strike in France, the CGT officially denounced sabotage and “irre-
sponsible” elements. Several engines had been put out of order and
a few damaged. Later, in the Renault strike in the Spring of 1971,
several acts of sabotage had damaged vehicles which were being
assembled. Sabotage is becoming extremely widespread. Stopping
the line (“downtiming”), which has always existed as a latent phe-
nomenon, is now becoming a common practice. It has been con-
siderably increased by the arrival of young workers to the labour
market, and by automation. It is accompanied by a rate of absen-
teeism which causes serious trouble to some firms.

These events are not new in the history of capitalism. What is
new is the context in which they take place. They are indeed the
superficial symptoms of a profound social movement, the signs of
a process of breaking away from the existing society. At the be-
ginning of the century, sabotage was used as a means of exert-
ing pressure on the bosses to force them to accept the existence
of unions. The French revolutionary unionist Pouget studied this
in a pamphlet called Sabotage. He quotes the speech of a worker at
a workers’ congress in 1895: “The bosses have no right to rely on
our charity. If they refuse even to discuss our demands, then we
can just put into practice the ‘Go Canny’ tactics, until they decide
to listen to us.”

Pouget adds: “Here is a clear definition of ‘Go Canny’ tactics, of
‘sabotage’: BAD PAY, BAD WORK. This line of action, used by our
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5) Parties and Unions in the Face of the
Communist Perspective

5.1

On the labour market, unions increasingly become monopolies
which help buy and sell labour power. When it unified itself, cap-
ital unified the conditions of the sale of labour power. In modern
conditions of production, the individual owner of labour power is
not only forced to sell it to be able to live, but must also associate
with other owners in order to be able to sell it. In return for so-
cial peace, the unions got the right to control the hiring of labour.
In modern society workers are increasingly compelled to join the
union if they want to sell their labour power.

At the beginning of this century, unions were the product of
gatherings of workers who formed coalitions to defend the aver-
age selling price of their commodity. The unions were not at all
revolutionary, as was shown by their attitude inWorldWar I, when
they supported the war both directly and indirectly. In so far as the
workers were fighting for their existence as a class within capital-
ist society, the unions had no revolutionary function. In Germany,
during the revolutionary upheaval of 1919–1920, the union mem-
bers went to organisations which defended their economic rights
in the general context of the struggle against capitalism, such as
the Shop Stewards’ Movement in Britain, the French Revolutionary
Syndicalist Committees, and the German General Workers’ Associ-
ation (AAUD). Outside of a revolutionary period, the working class
is nothing but a fraction of capital represented by the unions.While
other fractions of capital (industrial and financial capital) are form-
ing monopolies, the working class as variable capital also form a
monopoly, of which the unions are the trustees.
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Both activities, “down-timing” and sabotage, require a certain
amount of agreement among the people working where these ac-
tivities take place. This shows that, although no formal or official
organisation appears, there exists an underground network of re-
lations with an anti-capitalist basis. Such a network is more or less
dense according to the importance of the activity, and it disap-
pears with the end of the anti-capitalist action. It is normal that,
apart from the “subversive” practical (and therefore theoretical)
action, the groups gathered around these subversive tasks should
dissolve. Often the need to maintain an illusion of “social commu-
nity” results in an activity which is secondarily anticapitalist but
primarily illusory. In most cases these groups end up by gather-
ing around some political axis. In France nuclei of workers gather
around such organisations as the Trotskyist “Lutte Ouvrière,” a
number of CFDT union branches, or Maoist groups. This does not
mean that some minorities with Trotskyist, Maoist, or CFDT ideas
are gaining ground among theworkers, but simply that somework-
ers’ minorities are trying to break their isolation, which is quite
normal. In all cases, the dissolution of the anti-capitalist network
and activity means the re-organisation of the working class by cap-
ital, as a part of capital.

In short, apart from its practical activities, the communist move-
ment does not exist. The dissolution of a social disorder with a
communist content is accompanied by the dissolution of the en-
tire system of relations which it organised. Democracy, division
of struggles into “economic” and “political” struggles, formation
of a vanguard with a socialist “consciousness,” are the illusions of
days gone by. These illusions are no longer possible to the extent
that a new period is beginning. The dissolution of the organisa-
tional forms which are created by the movement, and which dis-
appear when the movement ends, does not reflect the weakness of
the movement, but rather its strength. The time of false battles is
over. The only conflict that appears real is the one that leads to the
destruction of capitalism.
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English friends, can be applied in France, as our social position is
similar to that of our English brothers.”8

Sabotagewas used byworkers against the boss so that hewould
admit their existence. It was a way of getting freedom of speech.
Sabotage took place in amovement trying to turn theworking class
into a class which had its place in capitalist society. “Down-timing”
was an attempt to improve the conditions of work. Sabotage did not
appear as a blunt and direct refusal of society as a whole. “Down-
timing” is a fight against the effects of capitalism. Another study
will be necessary to examine the limits of such struggles and the
conditions in which capital could absorb them. The social impor-
tance of these struggles makes it possible to regard them as the
basis of “modern reformism.” The word “reformism” can be used
to the extent that these actions could in theory be completely ab-
sorbed by the capitalist system. Whereas today they are a nuisance
to the normal activity of production, tomorrow they might well be
linked to production. An “ideal” capitalism could tolerate the self-
management of the conditions of production: as long as a normal
profit is made by the firm, the organisation of the work can be left
to the workers.

Capitalism has already carried out some concrete experiments
in this direction, particularly in Italy, in the United States, in Swe-
den (Volvo): the Taylor system as we know it is being transformed,
and the assembly line has already partly disappeared in some fac-
tories.9 In France, one may regard left-wing “liberal” organisations

8 Two writings by Émile Pouget (1860–1931) can be read under the title
“Sabotage,” a short 1898 text (www.marxists.org) and a 1912 book (theanarchistli-
brary.org).

9 “Job enrichment” was to prove more ideological than real. In the 1970s,
in the old industrial metropolises, bosses failed to promote worker participation
in the running of the shop floor. Since then, ruthless neo-Taylorism in the “New
Industrialized Countries” has made a sham of worker participation. Instead of
motivating labour by giving it minor responsibilities, business operates on the
“Do as you’re told” principle. Whatever “job enrichment” there is takes the form
of compulsory multi-tasking.
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such as the PSU, the CFDT and the left of the Socialist Party as the
expression of this capitalist tendency.10 For the time being, this
movement can be defined neither as exclusively reformist nor as
anti-capitalist. It should be noted that this ‘“modern reformism”
has often been directed against the unions. It is still difficult to de-
scribe its consequences on capitalist production. All we can see
so far is that these struggles attract groups of workers who feel
the need to act outside the traditional boundaries imposed by the
unions.

Although the “down-timing movement” can be defined as we
have just done, sabotage is different. There are two kinds of sabo-

10 The Parti Socialiste Unifié (PSU) was an odd mixture of people disillu-
sioned by the old official socialist party (called SFIO, which was in office many
times after 1945, supported colonial wars, repressed strikes, etc.), and of younger
elements in search for a militant modern social democracy. At the same time, a
prominent PSU member, Pierre Mendès-France, was a long-time politician, ex-
minister and even head of state in 1954–55. Unlike the “workerist” CP, the PSU
stood for a “new working class” where technicians and white collar employees
would be able to take part in managing the firm. Various PSU members became
famous among the spokespersons of May 1968, and later influential in the CFDT.
Some leaders later joined the new Socialist Party (PS). After several splits, the
PSU disbanded in 1990.

TheConfédération Française Démocratique du Travail was born in 1919
as the CFTC (second “C” for Christian): an anti-CGT, anti-socialist union, until it
gave up the religious reference in 1966 and became the CFDT, a more open, more
“democratic,” more tolerant federation than the CGT. Though it organised far less
factory workers than its rival, it had a few local strongholds in industry. After
1968, the CFDT developed a pro-self-management discourse which attracted a
number of young militant workers and was in tune with the spirit of the time. A
decade later, social utopian well-wishing paled before hard economic reality: the
CFDT’s demands and policy became even more “class accommodationist” than
those of the CP-controlled CGT.

Both PSU andCFDT stood at the crossroads of the old declining “worker
movement” and a rising modernist broader “social movement.” Both had their
heyday in 1973–74 when the LIP watch-making plant was occupied and partly
self-managed by the labour force. For a while, LIP was a symbol of fraternal
worker mutual creativity, as opposed to bureaucratic undemocratic statist social-
ism favoured by the CGT and CP.
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tage: (a) sabotage which destroys the product of the work or the
machine; (b) sabotage which partially damages the product so that
it can no longer be consumed. Sabotage as it exists today can in no
way be kept in check by the unions, nor can it be absorbed by pro-
duction. Yet capital can prevent it by improving and transforming
its system of supervision. For this reason sabotage cannot become
the form of struggle against capital. On the other hand, sabotage is
a reflex of the individual: he submits to it, as to a passion. Although
the individual must sell his labour power, he goes “mad,” i.e. irra-
tional compared to what is “rational” (selling one’s labour power
and working accordingly).This “madness” consists of the refusal to
give up the labour power, to be a commodity. The individual hates
himself as an alienated creature split into two; he tries, through de-
struction, through violence, to re-unify his being, which only exists
through capital.

Since these acts are outside the boundaries of all economic plan-
ning, they are also outside the boundaries of “reason.” Newspapers
have repeatedly defined them as “antisocial” and “mad”: the dan-
ger appears important enough for society to try to suppress it.11
Christian ideology admitted the suffering and social inequality of
the workers; today capitalist ideology imposes equality in the face
of wage-labour, but does not tolerate anything opposed to wage-
labour. The need felt by the isolated individual to oppose physi-
cally his practical transformation into a being totally subjected to
capital, shows that this submission is more and more intolerable.
Destructive acts are part of an attempt to destroy the mediation of
wage labour as the only form of social community. In the silence
of the proletariat, sabotage appears as the first stammer of human
speech.

11 The French CP’s general secretary made it perfectly clear in 1970: “There
are workers we’ll never defend: those who smash machines or cars they manu-
facture.”
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which created value, commodity, and wagelabour, and spread
them all over the planet. Marx insisted on substance, Lenin and the
ultra-left on forms: form of political organisation, form of social
management. This, too, was a historical product: the situation
of the period prevented revolutionary struggles from having a
communist content.

When they kept repeating that the masses needed leaders,
the Bolsheviks expressed the impossibility of revolution in their
time. Councilism expressed its necessity, without situating ex-
actly where its possibility lay. This was an era of large reformist
organisations, social-democrat and Stalinist ones: it took little
time for “communist” parties to sink into another variant of
reformism. The post-1917 revolutionary wave did not go deep
enough for a communist perspective to emerge, so everywhere,
in Germany, in Italy, in France, in Britain, in the United States,
the working class soon fell back under the control of “worker”
leaders. Reacting against this situation, at the same time as they
affirmed an indispensable and still valid critique of unionism,
parliamentarianism, “worker’“ parties and vanguardism, council
communists were driven to the point where they feared to become
the new bureaucrats. Instead of understanding Leninist parties
as a product of proletarian defeat, they theorised diametrically
opposed organisational forms and, like Lenin, ignored the Marxian
conception of the party. As for the content of communism, no
social movements, except in Spain for a short time after 1936,
really endeavoured to overthrow capitalism.9 In such conditions, it
was unlikely for any segment of the Communist left to come close
to a profound critique of Leninism. Misinterpreting the content of
revolution was all the more inevitable as actual struggles hardly
manifested that content.

Revolution has, but is not a problem of organisation. The main
point is not that unions or political parties are inadequate vehicles

9 On Spain: Gilles Dauvé, When Insurrections Die, 1998, www.troploin.fr.
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for proletarian emancipation. Indeed they are. Communist revo-
lution being an altogether different phenomenon from bourgeois
revolution and implying a break with bourgeois society, it requires
completely different modes of organisation: O. Rühle was perfectly
right to explain in 1920 that “The Revolution Is Not a Party Affair.”
Yet the heart of the matter is that autonomous proletarian bodies
only retain their autonomy if they engage in tasks which tear away
the social fabric, if self-organised collectives initiate value-less and
work-less means and ways of life, which force them to confront the
State, etc, and it is this process we have to shed light on.

Councilism replaced the Leninist fetishism of the party and
class-consciousness with the fetishism of workers’ councils. The
critique of both Leninism and ultra-leftism is now possible because
the development of capitalism, and the struggles that question
it, give us a better understanding of what communist revolution
means.

Holding on to such basic ultra-left notions as fear of party-
building and workers’ management would turn them into mere
ideology. When these ideas first appeared around 1920, they
were not “mistakes,” they were the highest possible level of
consciousness of hundreds of thousands of strikers and insurgents
embarked on a dramatic combat with the bourgeois State, social
democracy and Leninism. But things have changed a great deal
since 1920. Turning limits into theory is a regression. A new revo-
lutionary workers’ minority is in a slow process of formation, as
was revealed by the 1968 events in France, and by other struggles
in several countries.

There exist billions of proletarians. There also exist what
could best be called revolutionary groups. In socially quiet times,
little interaction occurs between the two. In socially troubled
times, revolutionaries are part of proletarian struggles. Prolier-
than-thou behaviour and (as a symmetrical complement) guilt
at not-being-working-class inevitably appear: if these attitudes
develop, they are an unmistakable sign of weakness. A truly deep
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revolutionary movement tends towards social unification and
theoretical coherence.

Until such times come, revolutionaries never hesitate to act col-
lectively to propagate their critique of the existing society. Commu-
nists represent and defend the general interests of the movement.
Whenever and however they can, they express the whole meaning
of what is going on and make practical proposals. If the expression
is right and the proposal appropriate, they become part of prole-
tarian struggle and contribute to build the informal, and possibly
sometimes not so informal, “party” of the communist revolution.
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5. Value, Time and
Communism: Re-Reading
Marx

This chapter is not about digging into layers of thought
and balancing merit: abstract notions—work, time, labour
time, and productivity—indicate what we wish to change in
this world, and how.

1) The Origin of Value1

Capital Volume I does not begin with a definition of what cap-
italism is, but how it “presents itself”: “an immense accumulation
of commodities”. This approach points to a particular choice of per-
spective. Marx broaches the issue with the encounter of indepen-
dent producers who meet on the market to exchange their wares.
Since capital/labour is the heart of the matter, as Marx himself
points out, and since he is not writing a history book, why not
start with the encounter of the wage-earner and the capitalist? His
enquiry into wage-labour is initiated from the point of view of a
division of labour between self-employed producers (farmer meets
cloth-maker), and proceeds to analyse the dual nature of labour:
concrete (labour has use value) and abstract (it produces exchange
value).

1 Several essential points made in this chapter derive from Bruno Astarian’s
stimulating Feuilleton (serial) on value, chapters 1 and 2 (on the Hic Salta site, so
far only in French).
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Please regard this letter as only a letter, and not as a “text” prop-
erly speaking.

Fraternally,
Jean Barrot
Taken from the For Communism website.
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According to Marx, use value takes up the character of ex-
change value once it enters the market. He describes the process
as if value, instead of being born out of a very specific type of
production, came after the productive moment and imposed itself
upon work as an exterior constraint. It follows that the task of
revolution would be to free the producers from this constraint.

Though Marx constantly relates value to labour, he does not
insist upon its origin in production. Yet value results from a cer-
tain type of production, in which each item is made for and accord-
ing to the labour time necessary to make it. Therefore communism
as Marx sees it is a moneyless world based on communal work:
the trouble is, work is a lot more than people getting together in
a workshop to manufacture objects. Work includes time-counting
and time-saving, which in turn implies quantifying average labour
time necessary to produce this or that item: in other words, what
Marx rightly calls value. Marx treats use value like a natural result
of human activity, and would like to have use values without ex-
change value. But use value is an analytic category both opposed
to and encompassed by exchange value: it is impossible to do away
with one without doing away with the other.

“Marx has offered much more than was directly essen-
tial for the practical conduct of the class war. […] It
is not true that Marx no longer suffices for our needs.
On the contrary, our needs are not yet adequate for
the utilisation of Marx’s ideas.”2

That not-so-obvious idea suggested by R. Luxemburg over a cen-
tury ago is even more relevant than she thought. Because of the
historical limits of the proletarian movement in his time, because
“mankind always sets itself only such tasks as it can solve,”3 Marx

2 Rosa Luxemburg, Stagnation and Progress of Marxism, 1903,
www.marxists.org.

3 Preface to A Contribution to the Critique of Political Economy, 1859.
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could not take his own intuitions to their ultimate conclusions. He
gave all the elements to understand that value originates in pro-
duction and manifests itself in exchange, but he still presented ex-
change – the market – as if it determined the whole process: there-
fore a market-less production, namely associated work, would be
the key to emancipation. Hence the variations in Marx’s critique
of work:

2) Work Abolished, or Work as Our Prime
Want?

In 1846, Marx argued that “the communist revolution is
directed against the preceding mode of activity” and “does away
with labour” (German Ideology, Part I, D).

This was a long way from identifying man as Homo faber, or a
“toolmaker” (B. Franklin).

Twenty years later, there is a shift in emphasis: “So far therefore
as labour is a creator of use value, is useful labour, it is a necessary
condition, independent of all forms of society, for the existence of
the human race; it is an eternal nature-imposed necessity, without
which there can be no material exchanges between man and Na-
ture, and therefore no life.” (Capital, 1867, Chap. 1, 2).

Capital’s first chapter regards labour (not wage-labour, labour
in general) as something that has existed since the dawn of
mankind and in nearly every society. As the “man and nature”
metabolism becomes an object of enquiry under the category of
“labour”, labour turns work into an eternal natural fact. We are left
with the idea that work, not work as we know it now, but what it
may have been in very old times, before private property, before
money, classes, etc., and what it could become in communism, i.e.
work without a labour market, is positive and necessary.

The Critique of the Gotha Programme (1875) described “a higher
phase of communist society, after the enslaving subordination of
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the extreme-left have a monopoly of expression (see below). This
may be hard to explain, and I realise that what I am writing is very
abstract. I will try to give my view from a different approach.

One of the strengths of capital is that people – even the prole-
tariat – just do not imagine how far the State will go in civil war.
Many future events will surprise them. It is very useful to point out
now the important aspects of the future civil war. We would most
likely come into contact with radical (and even “liberal”) elements
within the army itself. At first such actions seem to be totally ex-
ternal to the present state of the social movement. But this is not
the case: there are many radical workers who already think about
the military question.

I do not believe that the Angry Brigade, Baader, and others,
were “wrong.” (They were victims of a kind of delirium, where the
inner logic of violence and social isolation bred violence and social
isolation.) I have only expressed partial views. However, nothing
good can be done if we don’t connect our activity now with what
we can already know about revolution in the future. I reject self -
destruction. Complacency on that issue is irresponsible and crimi-
nal.

You must have heard about the agitation which developed in
France on the question of conscription in the lycées and univer-
sities. You can hardly imagine the ideology of the Trotskyist and
Maoist groups (the Communist Party is of course nationalist, as it
has been since 1934). A few days ago I read a Maoist text asking for
popular control over the army!The leftists refuse to say: downwith
military service, since they believe that the existing army is at least
a bit more democratic and popular than an army of volunteers.The
more radical ones went so far as to say: down with the army. But
no one said a word about civil war.The details are even worse.This
is why we made a leaflet which is highly dogmatic: at least it states
the principle that the military question is a necessary part of rev-
olution. But it is amazing to see that even genuine revolutionaries
adopt such a naive attitude in these matters.
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communists is not to gather others. They organise themselves to-
gether with others while undertaking tasks which come from their
own needs – personal and social, immediate and theoretical.

This is expressed in a very awkward way, unfortunately. What
I would like to stress is that our main objective cannot be to act
upon people’s consciousness so as to change it. There is an illusion
in propaganda, whether it is made by texts or by deeds. We do
not “convince” anyone. We can only express what is going on. We
cannot create a movement in society. We can only act within a
movement to which we ourselves belong.

Dealing with the military question, the same principle is valid.
It is obvious that it is necessary to explain the military program of
the revolution, by means of texts, leaflets, etc. In practice there are
many things to do. But they must always aim at something which
is already under attack in one way or another, or which is resented,
or where there is an active contradiction, however small it may be.
I will give an example. If some person has been particularly vicious
to workers (a capitalist, a high official), it does not necessarily fol-
low that one should attack him personally, as if he were a symbol.
It may be useful or dangerous, according to the context. It would
be childish to assume that the proletariat will realise the meaning
of the act and change its mind and attitude accordingly. This will
only be the case if the proletariat is already engaged in some sort
of violent action. Otherwise such an attack will just strengthen the
State.

On the other hand, if a minority organises an action against
the army, against a decisive aspect of its function and its future
counter-revolutionary role, this may have an impact, although no
social force seems to be working against the army in our countries
at the moment. An activity of this type will help show – even to a
few people – that revolutionaries are already “at war” against the
army.The condition for this is our ability to explain the meaning of
our acts, which requires at least some capacity for expression. At
the moment we are very weak – you and we. The official left and
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the individual to the division of labour, and therewith also the an-
tithesis between mental and physical labour, has vanished; after
labour has become not only a means of life but life’s prime want;
after the productive forces have also increased with the all-around
development of the individual, and all the springs of cooperative
wealth flow more abundantly”.

Here Marx launched what was to be the ABC of Marxism: the
proletarian ceases to be a proletarian (i.e. a wage-earner exploited
by a boss) when everyone works. Now, which work? Wage-labour?
Marx proceeds as if the question was irrelevant: as soon as we all
belong to the work community and there are no bourgeois, extend-
ing work to everyone solves the social question. Getting rid of cap-
italism is not perceived of as abolishing the capital/labour reunion,
but as liberating work from capital, from its alienated prison.

In the 1840s, Marx started from a radical standpoint that was
utterly unacceptable in his time (and has remained so up to now).
Thirty years and a few proletarian defeats later, by labour becom-
ing “life’s prime want”, he certainly meant a complete reconfig-
uration of creative activity. But for him, achieving this goal re-
quired more development of “the productive forces”. The historical
thread Marx was weaving in the 1840s proved in contradiction to
the working class movement as it was really developing (unions,
parties, parliamentary action, etc.). Sadly but logically, Marx’s late
vision remained hampered by capitalist pictures of the future: only
a worker-led economic growth would ultimately free mankind.

3) Time as Measure

According to Capital, “In all states of society, the labour time
that it costs to produce the means of subsistence, must necessarily
be an object of interest to mankind, though not of equal interest in
different stages of development.” (Vol. I, chap.1, 4)
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The 1857–58 manuscripts (the Grundrisse) are reputed to be
quite different from Capital. In many respects they are, especially
because they link exploitation to alienation. Still, one can read
in those pages the same contradictions as in Marx’s published
writings, on work as well as on time, and both concepts are indeed
interlocked.

“Real economy—saving—consists of the saving of
labour time (minimum, and minimisation, of pro-
duction costs) […] The saving of labour time [is]
equal to an increase of free time, i.e. time for the full
development of the individual […]”4

“It goes without saying […] that direct labour time it-
self cannot remain in the abstract antithesis to free
time in which it appears from the perspective of bour-
geois economy. Labour cannot become play, as Fourier
would like, although it remains his great contribution
to have expressed the suspension not of distribution,
but of the mode of production itself, in a higher form,
as the ultimate object.”

True, life, and of course productive acts, require “practical use
of the hands and free bodily movement”, and imply effort and ex-
ertion, and we must bear this in mind, especially against the myth
of automation-induced freedom. Nevertheless, the work v. play op-
position is a dead-end: these are historical, not natural, categories.

Not everything can be turned into fun. Quite. But the neces-
sity of effort does not mean that it has to take the form of work. It
is not always more pleasant to eat than to cook. And what about
washing up? It only becomes a chore because of the mechanical
nature of housework (80% of which are still performed by women

4 All Grundrisse quotes are taken from Notebook VII, “Contradiction be-
tween the foundation of bourgeois production (value as measure) and its devel-
opment. Machines, etc.”
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that is, that communisation is possible and is a real danger to its ex-
istence. It will try to isolate revolutionary elements with the help of
the official organisations (unions, Communist Parties, socialist and
labour parties, even most of the left-wing groups). Its strategy will
probably consist of separating revolutionary areas from the others.
Its ultimate tactics will include systematic destruction in these ar-
eas, so as to prevent them from evolving towards communism by
destroying its material conditions: industry, power, transport, etc.
It will not hesitate to annihilate these areas if necessary, using the
samemethods it used in the secondworld war (whichwas imperial-
ist on all sides, just like the first). Before reaching that stage, it will
try to crush the revolutionary movement by using elite troops. If
we consider the problem from a simple material point of view, the
superiority of capital is remarkable: our only hope lies in a subver-
sion so general and yet coherent that the State will be confronted
by us everywhere.

I believe that one cannot just make general remarks like these.
There are things to do right now. If we look at the Tupamaros or
Baader, it seems that they chose military struggle so as to give a
sort of impulse to society, and also because they could not stand
using traditional methods any more. This second reason is not a
“mistake”: they just could not help it. They were fed up and dis-
gusted by this world. I do not reproach them for this “irrational”
element. But one must admit that such an attitude is close to mad-
ness. I have nothing against madness: what we call a “madman” is
only an individual produced by our society who is unadapted to it.
This society also gets rid of subversive elements by turning them
mad.

But they also started armed struggle in order to set the prole-
tariat in motion. They hoped to awaken it. This was pure illusion,
typical of politics. The political mind always tries to act first upon
the others, to organise or force them to do something, while it stays
outside of the social movement. Our task is political only in so far
as it deals with the destruction of political power. The main task of
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cally controlled capitalism, where the workers would apparently
be the new rulers… through the medium of their representatives,
of course. Hardly anyone in revolutionary groups understands rev-
olution as the emergence of new relations, for which the material
basis already exists. Those who officially support such views usu-
ally interpret them in the sense that such a change is possible now
and must begin now. This is of course a complete rejection of rev-
olution, as we find in the counter-culture and elsewhere.

All this may sound a bit confusing, but it is important to re-
alise that the use of violence – in the revolution and also before
– depends on the social program of the revolution. Basically, the
content of the movement is the same as it used to be, but the way
it will be carried out will be different. In Marx’s time, the prole-
tariat still had to develop productive forces; nowadays it will only
have to change them, to communise them, so to speak. In Marx’s
time, as in 1920, there was still an important petty-bourgeois frac-
tion of the population, even in countries like Germany. The party
could only appear as a separate body, as a formal organisation. Its
task was first to defeat the State and its army, and only then to
start transforming society. Now the communisation of society can
begin at once and is indeed part of the purely military action. We
can and must make the bourgeoisie and the State, i.e., the organs of
commodity capitalist economy, utterly useless, by destroying that
economy and replacing it with communism. From our own point
of view, military struggle now includes social weapons which did
not exist 50 years ago – or which existed to a much smaller degree.
On the other hand, from the point of view of capital, the State has
become much more efficient than it used to be. Surely you knowM.
Klare’s War Without End (Vintage Books, 1972). Although it deals
mostly with wars in under-developed areas, it provides useful in-
formation about the strategy of the big capitalist States preparing
for civil warwithin the developedworld (of course this includes the
USSR and China: the way China reacted in the face of the Ceylon
insurrection was typical). The State knows what the leftists ignore,
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in Western Europe and North America), that has to be done under
double pressure from time-saving and family life as we know it. Re-
appropriating and altering our conditions of existence involve new
relationships between man/woman, but also parent/child, adult/
youth, which call for another habitat, another education, etc.

What we read in the Grundrisse is as profound as ambiguous:

“Capital itself is the moving contradiction, [in] that it
presses to reduce labour time to a minimum, while it
posits labour time, on the other side, as sole measure
and source of wealth.”
“The more this contradiction develops, the more does
it become evident that the growth of the forces of pro-
duction can no longer be bound up with the appro-
priation of alien labour, but that the mass of workers
must themselves appropriate their own surplus labour.
Once they have done so—and disposable time thereby
ceases to have an antithetical existence—then, on one
side, necessary labour time will be measured by the
needs of the social individual, and, on the other, the de-
velopment of the power of social production will grow
so rapidly that, even though production is now calcu-
lated for the wealth of all, disposable time will grow
for all.”

Capitalism “is thus, despite itself, instrumental in creating the
means of social disposable time, in order to reduce labour time for
the whole society to a diminishing minimum, and thus to free ev-
eryone’s time for their own development. But its tendency is al-
ways, on the one side, to create disposable time, on the other, to
convert it into surplus labour.”

“For real wealth is the developed productive power of
all individuals. The measure of wealth is then not any
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longer, in any way, labour time, but rather disposable
time.”

By definition, disposable time has not been employed yet, is still
potential, therefore impossible to measure. There is a difference be-
tween saying: “I’ll work in your garden tomorrow from 2 to 4”, as
a local exchange trading system partner would say (as an interest-
free credit swap, LETS is based on labour-time count), and saying:
“I’ll help you gardening tomorrow afternoon”, as a friend might say.
So Marx’s disposable time seems to break with value. But the ques-
tion remains: in a future society, will this disposable time become
the totality of time, or will it be simply added to an always present
labour-time, even reduced to a couple of hours a day?… Further
on, Marx defines “free time” as “both idle time and time for higher
activity”, so we are not any wiser.

Marx posed the “time-count” issue (which is fundamental to the
question of work) but could not solve it because he was addressing
it on the basis of the notion of time itself.

Time is indeed the dimension of human liberation, providing
the measure of time does not turn into measuring the world and us
according to time.

4) Community Planning

“Let us now picture […] a community of free individ-
uals, carrying on their work with the means of pro-
duction in common, in which the labour power of all
the different individuals is consciously applied as the
combined labour power of the community. […] The to-
tal product of our community is a social product. […]
We will assume, but merely for the sake of a parallel
with the production of commodities, that the share of
each individual producer in the means of subsistence
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Appendix: Letter on the use of
violence

May 2, 1973
Dear Comrades,
The usual “Marxist” approach is of course non-revolutionary

(I mean pseudo-Marxist). The vast majority of extreme-left people
declare they fully support the necessity of armed action and civil
war in the future. To them, it is a mere principle.

One must not only say:
If you want peace prepare for revolution, but also
If you want revolution, prepare for war, i.e., civil war.
It is so easy to fall into delirium that one cannot be too careful

when dealing with this matter. On the other hand, the attitude of
most political groups which refuse to take the problem seriously
must be denounced as conservative.

I feel that most of the time so-called revolutionaries refer to vi-
olence from a purely political point of view, in the sense in which
Marx attacked politics as such: for example in his 1844 article on
the King of Prussia and social reform. The purpose of politics is
to change the system of government, not the very basis of soci-
ety; to change the way the system is managed, not the system it-
self. If we examine left-wing groups, whether Trotskyist, Maoist or
even anarchist, we see that their picture of a future society is not
very different from the one we live in now. Who really puts for-
ward the communist program?Who among them really talks about
the abolition of commodity production, the abolition of economics
and economy as separate fields? What they want is a democrati-
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ment of measure, as a useful concept, not as the reality of capital.
Council communism never quite saw capitalism as a social relation,
but more as a management system. In Marx and Keynes,8 Mattick
interprets the analysis of value as a critique of the superficial na-
ture of classical economics: he does not see the reality of value as
a social mechanism.

XIII
There are and will be many struggles in which the communist

element will remain very weak. An overly optimistic view would
lead us to believe that we are on the verge of revolution, and would
allow us to avoid the question of our own intervention. But one can-
not assume that communism is not active in cases where it does
not act positively. What radical workers do not do is just as impor-
tant as what they do. Nothing efficient can be done without a clear
communist perspective. The closest scrutiny of wildcat strikes or
of profit rates does not lead us to understand where we are going.

XIV
Some groups are a more “direct” expression of the proletariat.

Others may be more “dogmatic” as they try to grasp the whole his-
torical movement. Origins and experiences are very different. Rev-
olutionaries are able to understand and criticise each other. Com-
munication is vital. Those who are only interested in theory, as
well as those who are only interested in organising others’ activity,
stand outside the communist movement.

Le mouvement communiste
April, 1973

Taken from the For Communism website.

8 Porter Sargent, Boston, 1969. Reviewed in Internationalism, No. 2.
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is determined by his labour time.” (Capital, vol. I, chap.
1, 4)

If Marx assumes that labour time will regulate production,
“merely for the sake of a parallel with the production of com-
modities”, this is because the opposite assumption would be near
unthinkable. Though this is for the sake of a comparison, his
perspective is indeed to replace small private producers by social
work, bourgeois rule by community rule, and anarchy and waste
by democratic planning.

Thewhole plan hinges on transparency and self-understanding:
in future, human beings will be conscious of what they do. At
present, the bourgeois do not know what labour time amounts to,
and they don’t want to know, because an accurate reckoning of
labour time would reveal the extent of the exploitation of labour.
Exact opposite in communism: in Marx’s view, associated produc-
ers will be able to compute the labour time necessary to whatever
they manufacture.

Marx repeatedly refused to draw blueprints for the future. So it
is significant that when he did elaborate on the subject in his Cri-
tique of the Gotha Programme (1875), his suggestion for the “lower
phase” of communism, labour vouchers, amounted to value without
money.

5) Council Communism & Labour Time

We can now address the councilist project. The gist of it orig-
inated in 1930, when the GIK (Group of Internationalist Commu-
nists of Holland) published “Fundamental Principles of Communist
Production and Distribution.” Jan Appel had done the first draft,
and later the schemewas laid down inmore details, by PaulMattick
in particular.

Its main principle is the “introduction of the Average Social
Hour of Labour as a unit of economic regulation and control. […]
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all money will be declared worthless and only labour certificates
will give entitlement to social product. It will be possible to ex-
change this “certificate money” only at the cooperative shops and
warehouses. The sudden abolition of money will bring about a sit-
uation in which, equally suddenly, all products must have their ap-
propriate ASRT (Average Social Reproduction Time) stamped upon
them.”5

Now, if the GIK gave a key role to labour time counting, it was
not from an economist’s or a technician’s point of view, because
that method would be more efficient or better adapted to modern
industry. In a short autobiographical note, in 1966, Jan Appel made
it clear what the idea that underpinned the plan was:

“the most profound and intense contradiction in hu-
man society resides in the fact that […] the right of
decision over the conditions of production, over what
and how much is produced and in what quantity, is
taken away from the producers themselves and placed
in the hands of highly centralised organs of power. […]
This basic division in human society can only be over-
come when the producers finally assume their right of
control over the conditions of their labour, over what
they produce and how they produce it. […] It was like-
wise a wholly new conception to concentrate one’s at-
tention […] upon the exercise of power by the factory
organisations, the Workers’ Councils, in their assump-
tion of control over the factories and places of work;
in order that flowing from this, the unit of the average
social hour of labour, as the measure of the production

5 Fundamental Principles of Communist Production & Distribution, GIK, 1930,
Epilogue, section 2: “From Money to Labour-Time Computation.”
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question determines the answer; whoever organises the vote
carries the decision. This is no abstraction, since this problem is
present in every struggle. The revolutionary does not propose a
different form of organisation, but a different solution from that
of capital and the unions.

XI
Workers’ councils were a form of proletarian struggle whose

communist content did not fully appear in a positive way. Even
in Germany, the movement was unable to alter the social struc-
ture. “Council communism,” as opposed to “party communism,”
emphasised the form at the expense of the content. Pannekoek’s
Workers’ Councils defines communism as a democratic system
of book-keeping and value accounting. The trouble with Cardan
and Solidarity is not that they are wrong on the dynamics of
capitalism, but that they choose to ignore that there is one.
As early as 1926 the KAI (Communist Workers’ International)
described capitalism as developing into a sort of social pyramid
with no class distinctions, which is a view close to Cardan’s.
However, the analysis of capital as value accumulation explains
how competition breeds monopoly and how democracy breeds
bureaucracy. Capital turns bureaucratic as a result of its own
invariant laws. As principles, democracy and bureaucracy are
equally wrong. Both imply a separation between decision and
action. Decision becomes a seemingly “special” and privileged
moment, while it is actually pre-determined. In a period when
the proletariat was unable to act as a class, council communism
was still positive. The fundamental contradiction did not appear.
Hence, the search for another solution on a superficial level. It
is now increasingly reactionary. Communism will have to defeat
pseudo-workers’ management (UCS), and its ideology.

XII
Rejecting Cardan’s rejection of Marx is only one step. The evo-

lution of Socialisme ou barbarie (1949–65) was a logical process. In
his earlier texts, Cardan (= Chaulieu) regards value as amere instru-
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partly inevitable. Fifty years ago, the necessary existence of formal
groups created other dangers. There is no magic formula. Our own
attempt has not been totally adequate. However, the solution does
not lie in a new exclusively factory-oriented attitude, but rather in
the expression of the deeper aspects of the struggles. Of course we
run the risk of proposing mere “principles.” Abstraction is a sign of
social isolation. In any case, all true revolutionaries are now work-
ing together with workers in one way or another, and many of
them are workers themselves. A radical standpoint implies system-
atic activity in this direction, and not only “contacts.”

X
Oppositions between bureaucracy/rank-and-file, and minority/

majority, are quite real, but secondary. True, communism is the
movement of the vast majority, and workers must control their ac-
tion themselves. To that extent, communism is “democratic.” What
is wrong is to uphold democracy as a principle. The only subver-
sive position consists of putting forward first the content of the
movement, and then its forms. Bosses and union leaders take ad-
vantage of minority and majority actions when it suits them; so
does the proletariat. Workers’ struggles very often start from a mi-
nority action. Communism is neither the rule of a minority, nor
of a majority. Either democracy works as a normal process, with-
out being organised or even proposed; or it becomes an institution,
which acts in a conservative way like all other institutions. What
is basically wrong is to emphasise the moment and mechanism of
decision-making.

This separation is typical of capital.7 A radical initiative
includes decisions – its own decisions – without any formal
decision-making. The workers must decide for themselves: but
what is a decision? It always depends on what has already
happened. Whenever a revolutionary decision is reached demo-
cratically, it has been prepared previously. Whoever asks the

7 Marx,Theories of Surplus-Value, Vol. I, Lawrence andWishart, 1969, p. 409.
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times of all goods and services in both production and
distribution, might be introduced.”6

This highlights the prime purpose of the scheme: to make sure
all producers would be able to understand how production func-
tions, so they can take authentic collective decisions. Nobody else
but the producers is in the best position to know what produc-
tion implies in terms of material and human resources, and the
only way of synthesising all productive factors is to reduce them
to their common denominator: human labour, measured in time,
ASRT, the great and fair simplifier. So it will be necessary to “adopt
as the nodal point of all economic activity the duration of labour
time expended in the production of all use values, as the equivalent
measure replacing money values, and around which the whole of
economic life would revolve.”

As seen above in sections 1 and 3, Marx was in contradiction
with himself when he presented social labour time as something
different from and opposed to value, but his notes did not elabo-
rate the idea into a full definitive plan. Council communism’s ASRT
brings this contradiction to a stage where it is untenable:

The bourgeois does not know what value is: he only bothers
about profit, interest or rent, and when economists discuss value, it
is these three forms they are talking about, not Marxian value. Yet,
according to council communists, the associated producers would
be able to evaluate the individual and the collective physical-
mental energy necessary to produce objects, and to measure that
exertion in time. This is forgetting that labour time, because it is
a social average, is hardly computable for a specific task or object.
Value does exist, but not as a management technique instrument.

The money-less utopia goes a long way: whereas money is the
natural tool of the rich, the common people want a standard that

6 German-born Jan Appel (1890–1985) was active in the KAPD, then had to
move to Holland where he joined the Dutch council communist group GIK. His
1966 short autobiography is readable on libcom.
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comes from them, from those who do the real thing, who create
riches. After all, any effort can be reduced to a certain exertion
measurable in time (considering the intensity of the task and skill
involved). In order to expand “free” time, the aim is to locate “work-
ing hours” and reduce them as much as possible.7

Council communists proposed a proletarian variation on that
theme. To avoid utopia, the plan starts from three postulates: pro-
duction has to be done, cannot be turned into play, and its process
is so complex that it requires planning.The labour time-based econ-
omymeets all three requisites. It would make worker management
possible and exploitation impossible: gold, coins or notes can be
accumulated to hire labour, labour-time vouchers can’t. Besides, a
labour time-based economy would eliminate waste and reconcile
fairness with efficiency.

A 1994 essay describes “a society based on labour time”: “The
only way time can become ‘free’ is by making the products of that
time free as well. The products of our work can all be compared
with one another in terms of the time taken or spent producing
them. So now we can, if we choose, suppress prices, markets and
so on and make distribution of all products ‘free’ in exchange for
the ‘time’ of the producers. […] Only when the producers them-
selves know the true costs of production can they take control of
or manage the production process.”8

In such plans, in spite of complete political and economic
worker democracy, work is not abolished as such, as something
distinct from the rest of life.

7 Un monde sans argent: le communisme, published in France in 1975–76 by
the OJTR group. Available in English at libcom.org.

8 The Content of Socialism/Communism, by D.G., 1994 (www.left-dis.nl). If
the GIK and Mattick could have read the then-unpublished Grundrisse in the
1930s, it is likely that Marx’s pages would have fuelled their thesis rather than
thrown cold water on it. When they consider the Grundrisse, contemporary coun-
cilists like D.G. find confirmation in Marx’s passages on time.
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nism which had not been fully created by capital. An economic
and political mediation was required, as a separate organisation.4
Socialist parties soon lost their “revolutionary” impulse. Unitary
organisations were born out of a reaction against reformism: the
IWW, later the AAU and AAU-E in Germany.5 They aimed at a gen-
eral gathering of radical elements and rejected interference from
political groups. Their attitude was right and illusory at the same
time: the limits imposed by the factory are as dangerous as those
imposed by politics. When they attacked society, they were forced
to take a different form, as in the Ruhr uprising (1920). Eventually
they disappeared. Yet daily action for “reforms” had a revolutionary
impact. Movements like the CIO were attempts to fight for work-
ers’ demands in the most uncompromising way.6 This was the last
struggle before the victory of capital during the second world war.
Nowadays the situation is different. Reformism is planned by cap-
ital. The most significant strikes show that the workers strive for
something other than the official demands. Unofficial organisation
is not mainly a way of achieving specific demands, but a way of
creating new relations for another fight, which is not yet possible.
Permanent and formal organisations (both political and unitary)
are no longer created, or tend to organise only organisation. Rev-
olutionary organisation can no longer exist as such, as an instru-
ment which will be used later. It can only be the organisation of
tasks.

IX
This phenomenon corresponds to a crisis within the movement.

On the one hand, organisation is increasingly necessary; on the
other, permanent and established organisations, which exist inde-
pendently of their function, are either impossible or reactionary.
The result is the considerable weakness of the movement, which is

4 Marx’s Critique of the Gotha Programme (1875).
5 Workers’ Voice, The Origin of the Movement for Workers’ Councils in Ger-

many; Aberdeen Solidarity, The KPD, 1918–24.
6 Root and Branch, The Sitdown Strikes of the 1930s, 1971.
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rid of value as a social relation. One must bear this in mind when
considering unofficial strikes, riots, etc., even when these actions
fail to assume and express a communist perspective.

VI
Communism is not only a stage which will be achieved in the

future: it is also the driving force behind the present movement.
This helps one understand how the Watts, Detroit and Newark ri-
ots (1965–7) attacked the commodity,3 though they did not go be-
yond the sphere of distribution. It also helps one understand why
the UCS (Upper Clyde Shipyard) workers in Scotland were bound
to fail from the start: not because their action was not organised
in a democratic way, but because nothing decisive can change as
long as the workers stay within the sphere of the existing produc-
tion unit and its management. The proletariat remains the domi-
nant revolutionary force, but its action goes beyond the limit of
the factory. Revolution changes society as a whole.

VII
Crises cannot be studied apart from communism, and vice-

versa. This does not imply that all depressions have communist
potentialities. The 1929 crash was a crisis within the existing
economy and society, not a crisis of the economy and society. It
occurred at a time when the active social force – the proletariat
– had already been defeated. Such is not the case today. Civil
war is possible from now on, even though present struggles do
not show positive communist activity. A communist movement
which is extreme and violent has not yet grown out of the limited
situations which have taken place.

VIII
The form of the proletarian movement is always shaped by its

content, by what it can actually do in a given situation. In the past,
a revolution had to develop some of the foundations of commu-

3 Situationist International, The Rise and Fall of the Spectacular Commodity
Economy (1966).
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For the GIK, the company explicitly stood as an economic unit
at the centre of the system. Of course, council communists were
aware of the inescapable fact that some companies, and somework-
ers within each company, would be more productive than others:
they thought this would be compensated for by a complex regu-
lating mechanism detailed by Mattick.9 However, if the regulator
is labour time, this entails the imperative of being productive, and
productivity is no servant: it rules over production. The shopfloor
would soon lose control over its elected supervisors, and democrat-
ically designated co-organisers would act as bosses. The system of
councils would survive as an illusion, and workers’ management
result in capitalism, or rather… capitalism would never have disap-
peared. We can’t have it both ways: either we keep the foundation
of value, or we dispense with it. The circle can’t be squared.

Such a scheme goes as close as one can get to keeping the es-
sentials of capitalism yet putting them under full worker control.

6) Bordiga’s Critique

The GIK and Pannekoek’s vision was born as a counterpoint
to Leninist and then Stalinist Russia, and owed a lot to a prevail-
ing mood created by the 1930s Depression. Across the political
spectrum, Otto Rühle, Bruno Rizzi, dissident Trotskyists Burnham
and Schachtman, non-Marxists Berle and Means and many others
thought capitalism was on its way to planning, bureaucratisation
and nationalisation. During the war, J. Schumpeter announced the
end of the age of private entrepreneurs, and for him the question
was whether a new socialised economy would come under demo-
cratic or dictatorial rule.10 After 1945, this perception was rein-

9 Paul Mattick, What Is Communism?, International Council Correspondence
1 (October 1934): bataillesocialiste.wordpress.com.

10 In 1932, under the name of Carl Steuermann, Rühle published a book
(available in French, not in English) the title of which translates as: “World Crisis;
or, Towards State Capitalism.”
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forced by the growing power of the USSR and Mao’s victory in
China. Socialisme ou Barbarie is now well-known as an eminent
theorist of world bureaucratisation, but similar views were com-
mon at the time. Karl Korsch wrote in 1950:

“The control of the workers over the production of
their own lives will not come from their occupying
the positions, on the international and world markets,
abandoned by the selfdestroying and so-called free
competition of the monopolistic owners of the means
of production. This control can only result from a
planned intervention by all the classes today excluded
from it into a production which today is already tend-
ing in every way to be regulated in a monopolistic
and planned fashion.”11

For council communists, the revolutionary question became
how labour could take over the management of a more and more
“organised” capitalism and thereby transform it in a socialist/
communist economy. Russia played the part of a counter-model.
To quote one of the editions of the GIK’s text, the objective was

Although his 1939 book (first published in French) remained in obscu-
rity for thirty years, Bruno Rizzi (1901–77) was one of the first to theorise the
Bureaucratization of the World.

In 1939–40, in the American Trotskyist SWP, James Burnham and Max
Schachtman rejected Trotsky’s thesis of the USSR as a “degenerated workers’
State,” and demonstrated that the bureaucracy was an exploiting class and the
Russian State imperialist. Burnham soon turned arch-conservative and became a
dedicated ColdWarrior. Schachtman evolved towards a more and more moderate
social democracy.

Adolf Berle and Gardiner Means were among those who promoted the
theory of corporate governance (The Modern Corporation and Private Property,
1932). Berle was involved in the New Deal.

Joseph Schumpeter’s influential book was Capitalism, Socialism, and
Democracy (New York: Harper, 1942).

11 Karl Korsch, “Ten Theses on Marxism Today,” 1950, available at
www.marxists.org.
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Real communist theory, as expressed by Marx and later forgot-
ten by most Marxists, including many true revolutionaries, does
not separate “economics” from “class struggle.” Marx’s Capital de-
stroys specialised fields of knowledge. We can see communist po-
tentials within capitalism only if we understand modern society as
a whole.

III
It is useless to wonder if economic crises bring about proletar-

ian actions, or if workers’ combativity creates economic difficul-
ties. The proletariat is a commodity which tends to destroy itself
as such, both because the system attacks it and because its condi-
tions of life become unbearable. Capital tries to lower wages, and
expels part of the working class from production: both tendencies
are consequences of value accumulation. The proletariat is a value
which can no longer exist as such.

IV
The origin of the crisis lies neither in the exhaustion of the mar-

ket, nor in increased wages, but in the decline of the rate of profit,
which itself includes the action of workers. As a sum of value, capi-
tal finds it increasingly difficult to valorise itself at the average rate.
Overproduction and increased wages play an important part, but
they are only one moment of the process.

V
Revolution transforms all social elements (people, things, rela-

tionships, ideas, nature, etc.) into a community. The material basis
for such a society already exists, but all of these components are
still activated, controlled and socialised by value, either in the form
of capital, or in the earlier form of simple commodities. The labour
force is a commodity. Instead of enabling man to appropriate the
world on the material, intellectual and affective levels, labour is
now only ameans for producing objects in order to increase value.2
Subversion, since the time of Luddism, has been an attempt to get

2 Rubin, Essays on Marx’s Theory of Value, Black & Red, 1972.
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Appendix: Open letter to the
conference of revolutionary
groups to be held in Britain in
May, 1973

The following letter is being sent to groups which will attend
the conference, and to some other people in Britain and elsewhere.
We wrote it as a contribution to the discussion, and hope it will be
reproduced and criticised. It only gives a summary of a few essen-
tial points, which we had to over-simplify. We are fully aware of
the abstract character of this text. But it is only a starting-point for
further discussion. We are planning to produce a book in English
with the help of Black and Red in Detroit.

I
One must go back to the analysis of capital to fully grasp the

importance of present-day workers’ struggles, and also the nature
of revolutionary groups and our own problems. Revolutionary ac-
tion is neither a repetition of the past, nor is it totally different from
what it used to be. There is no need to dismiss relevant notions: we
must understand and develop them.

II
Conflicts between profits and wages are only one aspect of a

more generalmovement. Capital is an accumulation of value, i.e., of
crystallised abstract labour.1 The subversive character of the prole-
tariat arises from themovement of valorisation and de-valorisation.

1 Marx, Grundrisse (Pelican Books, 1973).
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that “once the workers have won power through their mass
organisations”, they “will be able to hold on to that power”.

Bordiga stood apart because he refused the concept of “bu-
reaucracy” as a new social agent which would play in the 20th
century an epochal role comparable to the bourgeoisie before.
(Please, reader, bear with me, this detour is no divagation, rather
a Situationist-like drift with a purpose.)

Our “Crash Course” (chapter 3) mentioned Bordiga’s constant
pro-Lenin stand (though his theory of the party differed from
Lenin’s). Such persistency paradoxically helped him grasp the
nature of capitalism and of communism. The main reason why it
took him so long to analyse Russia as capitalist and the Comintern
as anti-revolutionary, is for him the bureaucracy/rank and file
opposition was never a key issue. He rejected the theory of
“bureaucratic” capitalism: the Russian command economy run by
the party-State did not differ in nature from western bourgeois-led
capitalism. The enigma was not the bureaucracy, but the essential
economic laws which the bureaucracy had to obey, and he saw
these laws as described in Capital: value accumulation, exchange
of commodities, declining rate of profit, etc. Only relative back-
wardness prevented Russia from the “usual” manifestations of
over-production, which asserted itself anyhow, particularly by
waste. During the Cold War, when many a council communist
depicted bureaucratic regimes as the likely future of capitalist
evolution, Bordiga foresaw the US dollar would penetrate Russia,
and ultimately crack the Kremlin walls.

The German-Dutch Left was right to define the USSR as cap-
italist: the reason why it defined it as capitalist was flawed. Be-
cause there were no private bourgeois, no privately owned busi-
ness and because competition seemed inexistent, council commu-
nists believed that Stalin’s Russia had altered at least some of the
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fundamentals set down by Marx.12 It insisted on the control of the
economy by the bureaucracy, to which it opposed the slogan of
worker management. Bordiga said there was no need for a new
programme: worker management is a secondary matter, and work-
ers will only be able to manage the economy if market and value
relations are abolished.

The debate goes far beyond the analysis of bureaucratic or State
capitalism.

Because wage-labour and value were essential to Bordiga’s def-
inition of capitalism, he better understood what the USSR was. At
the same time, as he dismissed the bureaucratic or State capital-
ist theories, he missed the bureaucratic issue, which is a real one,
not in the German-Dutch sense which gives it pre-eminence, but
in the sense that there will be no revolution without proletarian
self-action. “The proletarian movement is the self-conscious, inde-

12 Needless to say, Bordiga’s cogent objections were left unanswered, partly
because they came from a staunch defender of Lenin.

In his Marxist days, Castoriadis (then writing as Pierre Chaulieu) re-
garded value as a mere instrument of measure, a useful concept, not as the reality
of capital. In Marx and Keynes (1969), Mattick interpreted the analysis of value as
a critique of the superficial nature of classical economics: he did not see it as a
social mechanism characteristic of capitalism.

One more word on value. In “Marx’s Critique of Socialist Labor-Money
Schemes and the Myth of Council Communism’s Proudhonism,” (available at lib-
com), David Adam rebuts my former critique of the councilist vision of commu-
nism on the ground that the GIK’s notion of value is the same as Marx’s. The
discussion is becoming rather tricky, no fault of Adam’s or mine, it is just that
the question is complicated. In the previous editions of “Leninism and the Ultra-
Left,” I wished to refute the GIK in the name of Marx’s analysis of value, with
reference to the Grundrisse especially. This 2013 chapter now makes the point
that there is something highly debatable in Marx’s vision itself, both in Capital
and the Grundrisse, and that the GIK did follow Marx’s footsteps and was wrong
to do so: far from being a useful and fair instrument of measure, labour time is
capitalist blood. This is more than a causative link: labour time is the substance
of value. Marx was indeed a forerunner of the councilist project. Let it be clear,
however, that our present critique of Marx is also possible because of what we
read in his writings.
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the proletarians together. Convergence will only take place against
wage-labour and the society based upon it.

There are better dreams.
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men perhaps will not live to see the coming revolution.” A few
weeks later, revolution broke out in Petrograd.

5) The Proletariat as a Contradiction

One last quote by Marx: “I do not claim to have discovered ei-
ther the existence of classes in modern society or the struggle be-
tween them.”7 It is no use endlessly proving the permanence of a
confrontation that is plain to see. Our concern is that it could end,
by a communist revolution that has to arise in a society shaped and
torn by the interaction of proletarians and bourgeois. Our “prob-
lem” is how class struggle will be able to produce something else
than its own continuation. Is there a contradiction here, and a ma-
jor one?

Is there a contradiction here, and a major one?
Yes. But the sole question is whether this contradiction

cannot be solved… or can be.
Up to now, most of the time, even in a combative way, prole-

tarians have fought to improve their lot within this society: labour
tries to get the most out of capital, not to abolish the labour/capital
couple. Acknowledging this is a primary condition to understand
what the communist movement has to face.

The proletarians are placed at the same time inside and outside
capitalism, and act accordingly. They straddle two worlds: they are
in this world and not of this world. The bourgeois live, prosper,
and stay inside a social logic which is beneficial to them. Only the
proletarians have the potential leverage to transform the present
order of things…

Which does not mean that they will. Resisting oppression and
exploitation is not the same as doing away with oppression and ex-
ploitation altogether. We are not dismissive about what is called
cash-and-hours agenda: we just say such demands fail to bring

7 Marx’s letter to J. Weydemeyer, March 5, 1852, www.marxists.org.
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pendent movement of the immense majority, in the interest of the
immense majority.” (Communist Manifesto, chap. 1: our emphasis)
The German-Dutch Left was among the few who took these words
seriously. In short, Bordiga thought communism could be achieved
top down. Councilism prioritised worker democracy (and some
like Castoriadis, in the end, just democracy). Bordiga prioritised
dictatorship. However, his consistency in defining communism nei-
ther as a matter of consciousness nor as a matter of management
remains valid and essential.

7) Does Value Abolish Itself?

One more episode in the value saga…
If revolution is a complete break with capitalism, this begs the

question of what causes it.The proletariat makes the revolution, no
doubt, but Marx often presents proletarian action as a side-effect
of industrialisation, as if the development of productive forces not
only contributed to revolution, but was its major cause.This is what
Marx suggests in relation to the first automated machines, with
special reference to computing pioneer Charles Babbage:

“As the basis on which large industry rests, the ap-
propriation of alien labour time, ceases, with its de-
velopment, to make up or to create wealth, so does
direct labour as such cease to be the basis of produc-
tion, since, in one respect, it is transformed more into
a supervisory and regulatory activity; but then also be-
cause the product ceases to be the product of isolated
direct labour, and the combination of social activity
appears, rather, as the producer.” (Grundrisse: see note
4)
“As soon as labour in the direct form has ceased to
be the great well-spring of wealth, labour time ceases
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and must cease to be its measure, and hence exchange
value [must cease to be the measure] of use value. […]
With that, production based on exchange value breaks
down, and the direct, material production process is
stripped of the form of penury and antithesis.”

In other words, when it becomes impossible to trace the per-
sonal contribution of an individual worker to wealth creation, the
law of value (the regulation of production and circulation of goods
by the amount of average labour time necessary to produce them)
hinders economic progress and mutates into an absurdity which
triggers historical change.

In the past, the growing merchant power had exploded feudal
shackles and replaced aristocratic by bourgeois rule. Soon the in-
dustrial thrust, the economic socialisation and the concentrated
masses of workers would prove incompatible with private prop-
erty and bourgeois domination. Proletarian revolutionwas thought
of on the model of democratic bourgeois revolution. The author of
Capital partook of his time’s belief in historical progress, and added
a revolutionary twist: capitalist development led to communism.

Marx cannot be simplified into this position, but there is enough
in his work towarrant it. Present in his analysis is the tension of the
time of bourgeois triumph. “Social labour” implies the possibility of
rejecting all forms of alienated practice, but the concept oscillated
between utopia in the 1840s and practical politics in later years. At
about the same time as the Grundrisse, he was writing that

“At a certain stage of development, the material pro-
ductive forces of society come into conflict with the
existing relations of production […] From forms of de-
velopment of the productive forces these relations turn
into their fetters. Then begins an era of social revo-
lution. The changes in the economic foundation lead
sooner or later to the transformation of the whole im-
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The highest level of 1960s and ’70s radicalism could be summed
up in one word: autonomy, i.e. the rejection of all mediations
(State, union, party, or ideology) by a militant proletarian minor-
ity, which tried to act outside and against mediators. Thirty-five
or forty years after the zenith of Italian autonomia, autonomy
has become the smallest common denominator of most social
movements: grassroots action, collective decision-making, max-
imum information circulation. With the 1999 Seattle riot, the
new “struggle cycle” picked up where the former one had left
off. Unfortunately, although self-activity is indeed a sine qua non
component of the communist movement, it is never enough to
create its content.

Let us put forward two hypotheses:

1. If the signs we perceive are anything to go by, while the
proletarians of the old industrial countries are fighting de-
fensive battles (and are usually defeated), the proletarians of
the emerging countries are waging militant reformist strug-
gles, and are often successful, with hardly any convergence
between the two. Besides, though the deepening of the crisis
leads to multi-fold reactions to unemployment and impov-
erishment and a sharpening of class unrest, nothing shows
that this radicalisation is taking a communist turn. There is
always more than one single way out of a major crisis. Let’s
remember the 1930s… We live epochal times: an epoch in-
cludes setbacks as well as advances.

2. Nevertheless, as a future communist revolution would be an
unprecedented phenomenon, its warning signs might well
be indecipherable, even to the most farsighted, so we can-
not neglect the possibility that some more or less near future
would come to us as a positive surprise.

A quantum of solace: forecasters are usually wrong, radical
ones no exception. In January 1917, Lenin declared: “We older
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and more prone to rebellion, often facilitate radicalisation. Socio-
logical barriers are divisive. Only interaction and mutual change
will enable categories to overpass their respective limits by deal-
ing with the heart of the matter. Only then will all (now distinct)
dimensions converge. Otherwise the proletarians will be defeated
if they fight as a collage of categories.

4) Surge

The current revival of worker militancy in Asia is not dissimilar
from what François Martin described in chapter 2, the frequency
of wildcatting particularly. However, (re)inventing forms of strug-
gle does not necessarily provide a radically new content and per-
spective. As Eric Hobsbawm pointed out, rioting can be a form
of collective bargaining: what the historian wrote about the Lud-
dites can be applied to modern factory workers as well as to dis-
enfranchised groups.5 The development of direct and bottom-up
action is a symptom of a worldwide crisis in the established politi-
cal and trade-union channels, yet we see mainly negative signs of
anti-capitalism, and this non-acceptance disrupts the existing or-
der with few attempts to create a new world. The undeniable fact
that the unions have hardly real wind in their sails is not enough
to create a qualitatively different proletarian movement.6

Up to now, the new cycle of struggles does not go beyond the
limit of collective bargaining by whatever means available (“peace-
fully if we can, forcibly if we must,” the Chartists used to say), even
when there is little to bargain.

5 Eric Hobsbawm, The Machine Breakers, 1952, libcom.org.
6 In the 1930s, some revolutionaries mistook the ascent of rank-and-file mil-

itancywith the emergence of an altogether different working class (Canne-Meijer,
The Rise of a New Labour Movement, 1938). The proletarian surge later gave birth
to the CIO’s industrial unionism, which complemented the old AFL craft unions
ill-adapted to modern industry. History surely does not repeat itself, but…
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mense superstructure.” (preface to his Contribution to
a Critique of Political Economy, published in 1859)

As explained in the conclusion of Capital volume I, “[…] capi-
talist production begets, with the inexorability of a law of Nature,
its own negation. It is the negation of negation.”

This “expropriation of a few usurpers by the mass of the people”
will be possible when capitalist development ( = the development
of productive forces) renders useless and absurd the coexistence of
exploiting and exploited classes.TheGrundrisse expounds the same
dialectic: “As the system of bourgeois economy has developed for
us only by degrees, so too its negation, which is its ultimate result.”

Many a thinker (their name is legion) has taken pains to demon-
strate how the “law of value” was tending to abolish itself (the word
law is typical of the decline of critique into science).These theorists
herald the advent of a time when the average social labour time
would mutate into an inadequate measuring rod and ineffective
regulator. Sooner or later, wage-labour’s own socialisation would
tear the system apart as an outmoded frame.

This amounts to revolutionary change without revolution.
No. There is no tipping point when the wage-labour system

would render itself null and void. Let us not expect capitalist con-
tradictions to solve those of the proletariat, because the proletariat
also is a contradiction: it is situated both at the inner heart and
outside of capitalism. Theories of (violent or gradual) capital self-
destruction dodge this contradiction, which has to do with class
struggle. In particular, as no expenditure of physical or mental ef-
fort can be accurately broken down to seconds and minutes, com-
plete submission of labour by capital is impossible. The proletari-
ans’ fight against capital is based on their resistance to what the
bourgeois turns them into: an activity bound in and forced into
productive time.
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8) Marx as a Marxist

In order to distinguish between Marx and his many non-
revolutionary successors, radicals have often contended that Marx
himself was the first and probably best critique of Marxism. (I did
it too.)

Sometimes the road to a mistake is paved with good intentions.
As soon as “Marxism” emerged, Marxists started looking over

Marx’s writings to find the demonstration that one day capitalist
socialiationwould prevent capitalism from perpetuating itself.This
might be a good definition of Marxism, actually: replacing proletar-
ian action by fairly peaceful evolution or by a beneficial catastro-
phe, but in any case a quasi-natural process. At the end of the 19th
century, this structural limit was perceived in the contradiction be-
tween bourgeois property and such a huge productive blossoming
that even cartels and trusts would be incapable of mastering it. As
volumes II and III of Das Kapital came out, they were read as proof
that enlarged reproduction of capital would inevitably reach break-
ing point.

Nowadays, the analysis shifts from the economic to the social
crisis, and from the worker to the people as an agent of change.
Thanks to the 1857–58 manuscripts being available,13 the limita-
tion is now said to be in the contemporary sources of wealth, which
supposedly exceed so much capitalist structure that they call for its
suppression, like a fabric bursting at the seams. Toni Negri will not
be the last one to read in the Grundrisse that value (the regulation
of production by labour time, by the hunt for minimal production
cost) is already ceasing to rule modern society: according to T. Ne-

13 Oddly enough first published in Moscow in the maelstrom of World War
II, the Grundrisse remained virtually unknown until the second German edition
(1953), it was made available in French only in 1967, and English readers had to
wait until 1973 for a full translation.
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Communist Manifesto’s definition of the revolutionary proletariat.
Berlin metalworkers in 1919 enjoyed a “better” life than Lancashire
textile workers in 1850, yet they rebelled against the bosses and the
State. In Europe or the United States as in Asia today, the problem
is the possible junction between protected labour and precarious
labour, between “privileged” workers and overexploited workers.
Revolution can only happen as a combination of a reaction against
capitalist-induced misery and of a reaction against the riches sold
by this same capitalism. Communist revolution is a joint rejection
of the worst actually imposed by capitalism and of the best it of-
fers and wants us to dream about. This fusion supposes a social
context where the two types of reality, misery and wealth, coexist
and face each other, so that the proletarians can attack both. This
is more likely to coalesce in Denver than in Kinshasa or Dubai,
or in Shanghai than in the remote corner of a Chinese province
where commodity and wage-labour have not yet turned society
into full-fledged capitalist relationships. (That does not mean that
rural or so-called “backward” areas are further from communism
than “modern” ones. In some ways, they might well be closer: as
the money world has penetrated them less, they will have less to
get rid of. See chap. 1, section 10).

Short and sweet, if we suppose, as we do, that communist revo-
lution means the abolition of work as such, of the economy as such,
of private property, of wage-labour, which implies the destruction
of the State, some proletarians have more impact on society than
others: a rail worker strike has more social leverage than a media
worker strike. Yet communisation will not be achieved or “led” by
factory-workers. Workers will not question work on their own: as
far as we can learn from the past, nothing serious would have hap-
pened in Italy in the 1970s without mass factory stoppages, and
factory-workers would not have started questioning wage-labour
andworkwithout a large deep unrest—outside theworkplace—that
went beyond labour issues. In those days as now, in-between cate-
gories (school-kids, casual labour, etc.), which are unstable, volatile,
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believe that in the old industrial countries, everybody is now teach-
ing, standing behind a shop counter, typing on a keyboard, commu-
nicating, programming… or living on the dole. Contemporarymod-
ern society is not divided between an ever-larger middle class and
an ever poorer dwindling ex-working class. It is no accident that
the notion of an underclass became popular at the same time as the
notion of a class society fell out of fashion: whereas the working
class was feared as (and was indeed) an agent of historical change,
the underclass is thought of as a sad remnant of a defunct past, to
be dealt with by welfare and riot police. The fading away of the
proletarians is not documented by facts. In France, manual work
and menial office work—jobs held by what can be called “proles”—
account for about 60 percent of the working population. Besides,
in the past, very few countries (Britain and Germany, for instance)
ever had a majority of factory workers.

Statistics, however, do not tell the whole story. The proportion
of workers is not a factor to be dismissed, but the big change re-
sides elsewhere. For the last thirty years, west European, American,
and Japanese labour has ceased to exert a major pressure on capi-
tal. This is not because they would have lost their economic func-
tion, but because they were defeated after their non-revolutionary
yet militant struggle between 1960 and 1980. Indeed, it is because
labour was defeated (on the shop floor and in the street) that the
bourgeois were able to outsource and transfer a lot of the man-
ufacturing. Hong Kong capitalists and mainland Chinese bureau-
crats did not force their way into Western markets: Asia only be-
came (some of ) the workshops of the world after the Western and
Japanese workers had lost out in the 1960s–70s. But the game is
not over.

The problem is not that in Canada or Italy the proles would
now have more than “their chains to lose,” because they would be
caught up in consumption and credit, and be therefore “integrated”
into capitalism, whereas in Bangladesh or China the proles would
have only their chains to lose and would therefore fit in with the
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gri, the world now depends on the general or social intellect.14 All
we (a we likely to include about 99% of the population) would have
to do is grow aware of this historical discrepancy, turn potential
evolution into effective change, and society would be transformed.

In plain English, in the 21st century as in 1900, productive forces
are portrayed as if theywere antagonistic to value andwage-labour,
and on the verge of spiralling out of bourgeois control.

This interpretation is biased but, as explained before, not un-
faithful to Marx’s letter and spirit.

There is more to it than simply contrasting young Marx to the
old. Contradictions abounded in (and drove forward) his writings
from beginning to end. He followed a consistent and discontin-
ued path from the 1840s unpublished manuscripts to the (often
equally unpublished) manuscripts of later years. In the 1860s, at
the same time as he was having far-reaching insights in what is
known as the Grundrisse, he was never-finishing his masterwork,
Capital.The title is significant ofMarx’s priority: a 20- or 30-year ef-
fort to immerse himself in the ins and outs of capitalism in order to
understand its possible overthrow. The means turned into an end:
the more he wanted to get to the essentials of the proletariat, the
deeper he went into studying capitalism. Procrastination is often a
sign that problem and solution are indissolubly mixed.

Undoubtedly, we criticise Marx with the help of Marx, and the
most enlightening comment remains the one Bordiga made more
than 50 years ago: Marxian texts have to be read as a “description
of the features of communist society”. That being said, what dom-
inated Marx’s life and work? Not only did he leave his literally
blinding intuitions aside, but even those insights mixed the super-
session of the economy with the project of a community economy
(see above section 4). Marx is more a critic of money and commod-

14 Antonio Negri, Marx beyond Marx: Lessons on the Grundrisse (Brooklyn:
Autonomedia, 1991). “Value form” theorists like Robert Kurz are equally wrong
to believe that capitalism by its own contemporary evolution would be dissolving
the substance of abstract labour that is the productive basis of capital.
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ity than of work and productivity. If he gave aminor place to a com-
munist revitalisation of the Russian peasant commune compared
to worldwide industrialisation, it was because capitalist headway
went along with an ascending worker movement which was essen-
tial to him.15

“the free trade system is destructive. It breaks up old
nationalities and pushes the antagonism of the prole-
tariat and the bourgeoisie to the extreme point. In a
word, the free trade system hastens the social revolu-
tion. It is in this revolutionary sense alone, gentlemen,
that I vote in favour of free trade.”16

We cannot set ourselves free from the limits of the period we
happen to live in, and we are as time-bound as Marx and Engels
were.

Understanding communism implies distinguishing Marx from
Marxismwithout denying the link between the two. Otherwise, we
would risk making upMarx in accordance to our wishes, or (worse)
with the winds of time. We can already read about a Marx who was
an ecologist before ecology. Maybe soon we will be told about an
esoteric Marx who theorised gender.

15 On Marx and the Russian mir, see his letter to Vera Zasulich, March 8,
1881: a quote from the first draft is in our chapter 1, section 10 on communisation;
and: “If the Russian Revolution becomes the signal for a proletarian revolution
in the West, so that both complement each other, the present Russian common
ownership of land may serve as the starting point for a communist development,”
(preface to the 1882 edition of the Communist Manifesto); also Engels’s prescient
remarks in his letter to Zasulich, April 23, 1885.

16 Speech on the Question of Free Trade, January 1848.
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she is a lessperson: jobless, landless, powerless, propertyless, mon-
eyless, homeless, and undocumented. As result, what is meant by
class is a boundless shapeless whole, disjointed not only from the
work place (which would stick to theMarxian definition: proles are
at work and/or jobless), but from the world of work altogether.

This is disregarding the fact that the present world is structured
by the capital/wage labour relation, even more so in the twenty-
first century than the nineteenth. Work has not become inessential.
We do not live in an un-structured commodified totality which ev-
erybody would be equally active in reproducing: the postal worker,
the psychologist, the schoolgirl doing her homework, the forklift
driver, the couple going to a show, the lawyer busy shopping…
Society has a centre: production, viz. value production, more pre-
cisely surplus-value production, and first of all the production of
material objects, be they T-shirts, tablets, or a VOD film bought on-
line. This is the main point, not the proportion of factory workers
in the working population, nor the evolution from an industrial to
a service society.

The question is not simply to have clerks barricading the streets
along factory workers, or how to connect Brazilian favelas with
Chinese industrial neighbourhoods, because if each group carries
on only its own specific fight, the addition won’t add up. Extend-
ing a workplace confined “class” to a quasi-universal “people” is
no solution. A mere juxtaposition of urban riots, strikes, occupied
squares, ecological activism, indigenous resistance, with no cross-
fertilisation between these categories, with no attempt to do away
with value production, to abolish work, to destroy State power,
would accomplish no more than past “class alliances” (workers +
farmers + intellectuals + …). A catch-all coalition of the deprived
won’t do any better than a workers’ bloc. The issue goes deeper
than the personnel of the revolution.

Neither should we be looking for safety in numbers.
No-one denies that there are fewer factory workers in Western

Europe, North America, and Japan than in 1960. Still, let us not be
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On the contrary, most of the time, the proletarian movement
identified with and acted as a worker movement, and this is one of
the reasons why it failed.

Only in its sharpest and deepest moments was the labour move-
ment capable of going at least partially beyond the issue of labour,
of becoming multi-dimensional, and logically it was at those peak-
times that it proved the strongest against capital and State: to give
just a few Eurocentric examples, the Paris Commune, some aspects
of the October Revolution, Germany 1919–21, Spain in the 1930s…

History has turned the page now. We still live in an industrial
society, but everyone does not work in a factory, and, although
half of all Earthlings are now towns-people, revolution will not be
achieved without the two or three billions of “semi-proletarians”
(those “without reserve,” a lot of whom are semi-rural)—let alone
against them. As they communise, the proletarians will change
their own condition by also bringing along and involving those
few billions without whom there will be no change. Communisa-
tion will neither be a class dictatorship nor a class alliance.The pro-
letarians will transform themselves at the same time as they will
transform other groups. Communisation will destroy and create. It
will reject and bring together. There is no point in counter-posing
the workers as a bloc against the rest, as Gorter theorised it.

Nearly a hundred years have passed since the post-1917 work-
ers’ insurrections.

Until the two or three last decades of the twentieth century,
most radical critique considered the working class as the social
pivot and revolutionary lever (metaphors highly revealing of a me-
chanical age mindset). Nowadays, in contrast with the apparent
simplicity of yesteryears, capitalism and contemporary struggles
are said to be devoid of centrality. When most radicals speak of
labour, they tend to overstretch the notion, with no significant
difference between a housewife, a student and an assembly-line
worker. The definition has moved from entirely positive to entirely
negative: the prole is no longer the pan-creator of wealth, he or
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6. The Bitter Victory of
Councilism

Needless to say, the “victory” we speak of here is not the sort
of achievement that past and present councilists were and are aim-
ing at: only a sad unavoidable ideological victory, Ideology is not
necessarily made of false data, nor does it put forward only wrong
ideas. It is a deformed consciousness of reality (and therefore usu-
ally incorporates hard facts), which provides people with a way of
(mis)understanding history and themselves in it.

Councilism is a mental mapping born as much out of pro-
letarian endeavours as out of their limits. While worker self-
organisation was (and remains) necessary, it was (and is) not
enough to overthrow capitalism. Instead of perceiving this
limit for what it is—a limit—ideology sets it as the objective
of the movement. Ideologisation is the process by which the
whole of proletarian history is re-interpreted as if this limitation
was its essence. Councilism is worker councils turned into the
be-all-and-end-all of revolution.

Like any other partial truth, it has fallen prey to “recuperation”.
The ability of modern society to integrate and digest radical cri-
tique is nothing new, or to be afraid of. Nowadays, because capi-
talism carries the day, as long as the essentials (private property,
wage-labour, the authority of the State) are respected, the allowed
margin of freedom is larger than before, and we are granted lots of
“discursive space”. I once saw a graffiti on a white wall in Vienna:

← freedom from here to here →
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Not only is “law and order” compatible with innocuous critique
and inoffensive social experiment, it also needs our active involve-
ment in the day-to-day running of society. In democratic countries,
providing you pay the rent and obey the cop, you’re free to ex-
tol Buddha or Bakunin. “Changing things so everything stays the
same”, as novelist Lampedusa wrote in The Leopard. Traditional
“bourgeois” culture has gone multicultural and nonconformity is
marketed. More harmless personal freedom, more leeway, more
community watch, more peer-control too. The most modern as-
pects of contemporary discourse have renounced a strict hierarchy,
and see no contradiction in promoting at the same time individual-
ism (self-empowerment) and collective values (the team spirit).

“Self-empowerment in its simplest form means taking
charge of your own life, in your work place, with your
colleagues, with your subordinates, with your superi-
ors, with your body, with your illness and for you car-
ing for yourself.” (Self-Empowerment & Development
Centre, 2013)

As a result, a consensus has emerged on the virtues of au-
tonomy: peer assessment in the classroom, power-sharing and
self-governance for local associations and public bodies, manage-
ment by agreed-upon objectives in the office, horizontalism in
the Occupy and the Squares movements, autonomous space for
alternativists in many cities, etc. Parliamentarianism is aging, let’s
revive it with strong doses of participatory or monitory democ-
racy.1 Communal goal-setting, self-development and networking
make the news. Leninist party builders are a joke. Partyism is
down, grassroots-ism prevails.

Secondly, “information first” has become part of dominant
ideology: maximum and fastest information! The assumption is,

1 In part 3 of The Life and Death of Democracy (New York: Pocket Books,
2010), John Keane is a stalwart defender of monitory democracy. Otherwise, a
well-documented and worth reading history book.
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ment proved a long way from creating an overwhelming worker
mass that would gradually absorb most other classes and incorpo-
rate them into a compact whole ready to fight for socialism.

As we know, after 1917, the vast majority of the working class
did not act in a revolutionary way.

When Hermann Gorter put the failure of German revolution af-
ter 1918 down to the social and political (dead)weight of the petit-
bourgeois, his explanation was perfectly coherent with his vision
of revolution. For him, as for most communists and a lot of anar-
chists at the time, revolution was the logical ultimate consequence
of the growth of the toilingmasses within a capitalist systemwhich
they were going to overthrow and replace by a community of as-
sociated producers.3

This is giving toomuch credit to the middle classes: the relevant
question is what gave them the capacity to stand in the way of pro-
letarian action. In post-1919 Germany, when Gorter stressed the
loneliness of the proletariat, by which he meant industrial workers,
he was acknowledging the inability of the revolutionary to offer to
the clerk, shopkeeper, or small farmer a better future under social-
ism other than to become a factory worker. In Germany, Gorter
wrote in 1920, “the proletariat stands alone.”4 Limiting the revolu-
tion to work and to the worker was making a virtue of necessity.
The insurgent workers had been incapable of achieving what the
bourgeois have done: in the nineteenth century, and to a lesser ex-
tent in the twentieth, the bourgeoisie has been able “to represent
its interest as the common interest of all the members of society …
to give its ideas the form of universality, and represent them as the
only rational, universally valid ones.The class making a revolution
appears from the very start … not as a class but as the representa-
tive of the whole of society.” (German Ideology, 1845–46, part 1, B)

3 See above, chap. 5, sections 7 and 8.
4 Herman Gorter, Open Letter to Comrade Lenin, 1920, conclusion,

www.marxists.org.
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Though the deterministic Marx was not the whole Marx, who
showed a long-standing interest in what did not fit within the lin-
ear succession of historical phases, Marxism was born as the ide-
ology of economic development: if capitalism gets more and more
socialised, there’s little need for revolution: the organised masses
will eventually put a (mainly peaceful) end to bourgeois anarchy.
In sum, socialism does not break with capitalism: it completes it.
Radicals only differed from gradualists in that they added the ne-
cessity of violence to the process. In Imperialism: The Highest Stage
of Capitalism (1916), Lenin made much of the fact that big Ger-
man konzerns and cartels were already organised and centralised
from the top: if bourgeoismanagerswere replaced byworking class
ones, and this rational planning was extended from each private
trust to the whole of industry, the general social fabric would be
altered. This was no breakaway from the commodity and the econ-
omy. Any economic definition of communism remains within the
scope of the economy, i.e. the separation of productive time-space
from the rest of life.

3) “Class”: What Class?

Defining class and proletariat appeared fairly simple in 1848:

The lower strata of the middle class—the small trades-
people, shopkeepers, and retired tradesmen generally,
the handicraftsmen and peasants—all these sink grad-
ually into the proletariat… Thus the proletariat is re-
cruited from all classes of the population… The other
classes decay and finally disappear in the face of mod-
ern industry; the proletariat is its special and essential
product. (Communist Manifesto, chap. 1)

As early as the end of the nineteenth century, revolutionary ac-
tivity ran into an unanticipated problem when capitalist develop-
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the more we know, the more we understand, but above all we
need facts, and correct understanding will comes from lots of
data : “Knowing is Doing”. Mainstream society is obsessed with
education and empowerment: community civic classes (learning
to be a community-minded citizen) now extends to global civics
(learning to be ecologically-concerned).

This universal trend is unfortunately reflected in the radical mi-
lieu. ICO (and now Echanges & Mouvement) claimed to have no
theory except the theory that only the proletarians could determine
their ownmethods and aims. Likewise, thousands of infokiosks and
indymedia collectives profess to have no specific doctrine (Marxist,
anarchist, ecologist, feminist, whatever), and say their sole purpose
is to serve as a meeting place and communication centre meant to
promote social struggles, with the difference that the “historical
subject” is no longer the working class, but the people (the famous
99%). They act as if ICO’s “choice of non-existence” (IS, # 11) had
been inverted into the choice of 24/7 on-line presence, yet infor-
mation first remains the priority, too often with similar features as
“bourgeois” media: constant data flow, information overload and
obsolescence, sensationalism… Radicalism is reduced to a descrip-
tion and exaltation of manifold struggles.

The autonomy principle and the information fascination can
best be seen at work in the world wide web: the Internet is the uni-
versal dispenser, accelerator and multiplier of data and ideas. The
“chattering classes” have expanded far beyond the readership of the
Guardian or the New York Times: everyone is an opinion giver and
receiver now. For those who believe that social change will come
out of ever more global knowledge and discussion, cyber-activism
is ideal. A planetary critical sub-society is waging a permanent war
of the words.

This is all happening in the realm of ideology. In reality, we
do not live in a bottom-up society. Far from it. 19th century fac-
tory despotism has not gone. Today’s boss tells you what to do and
punishes you if you misbehave, and not just in dictatorial China. In
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Amazon’s Europeanwarehouses, the company lords over the life of
its labour force to the point of telling employees how to park their
cars: trespassing over the white line separating the parking spaces
gets you a “warning”. And democratic America offers a wide range
of societal and cultural arch-conservatives whomanage to put back
the cultural societal clock.

So, as far as ideas matter, a mere ideological victory, miles away
from Anton Pannekoek’s writings or ultra-leftist summer camps.
At the end of the 19th century, Marxism watered-down Marx to
an apologist of worker productivism. Later, hundreds of millions
were oppressed in his name, and North Koreans still are. More re-
cently, Debord has been transmogrified into an anti-art artist: he
no longer has a “bad reputation”. Amadeo Bordiga would prove
too much to chew for academia pundits, but who knows? The old
Neapolitan’s insights on ecology, his cutting sharp-worded style
and scathing wit could add a much wanted provocative flavour to
current discourse.There is no doctrine that info-tainment is unable
to feed on. No-one is innocent. Everybody is liable to prosecution
or recuperation.

The German-Dutch Left indeed had a strong point in 1920 and
later, when it rejected the mass parties of the 2nd and 3rd Interna-
tionals in the name of radical worker self-activity. The conundrum
was that the call for worker power conflicted with the communist
perspective of the abolition of work, when only the abolition of
work could get rid of capitalism. In 1920, the proletarians stood at
the crossroads, stayed there, did not meet the challenge that their
own uprising had created, and were defeated. As the perspective of
going beyond work and the commodity had hardly emerged in the
1920s or ‘30s, and only began to assert itself in the ‘60s, the con-
tradiction was inevitable at the time and lingered on in the way
the radical minority could understand itself. Recuperation always
feeds on such inner contradictions, by prioritising some aspects of
theory and deflecting others.
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the revolutionary movement between what became stultified as
Marxism and anarchism. Later of course the split got worse. As
readers can see for themselves, we are not adding little bits of
Bakunin to big chunks of Marx: we are only trying to assess both
Marx and Bakunin as Marx and Bakunin themselves had to assess,
say, Babeuf or Fourier.

There was a progressivist dimension in Marx: he shared the
nineteenth century’s belief in evolution as a succession of logi-
cally necessary steps on the way to a happy future, with the cer-
tainty that today was better than yesterday, and tomorrow surely
brighter. He held a linear view of history, and built up a determin-
istic continuity from primitive community to communism, which
can be summed up like this:

In early history, when human groups were able to produce more
than was necessary for immediate survival, this surplus created the
possibility of exploitation: a minority forced the majority to work and
grabbed the riches. Thousands of years later, thanks to capitalist in-
dustrialisation, the huge expansion of productivity makes the end of
exploitation possible. Goods are so plentiful that it becomes absurd
to have a minority monopolise them. And production is so socialised
that it becomes pointless (and counterproductive) to have it run by a
handful of rulers each managing his own private business. The bour-
geois were historically necessary: now their own achievement (mod-
ern economic growth) turns them into parasites. Capitalism makes
itself useless.

True, such an intellectual pattern was never actually written
down by Marx, but it is the underlying logic beneath a lot of his
texts and (what’s more important) a lot of his political activity. It
was no accident or mistake if he tactically supported the German
national bourgeoisie and was often tolerant of openly reformist
union or party leaders: he regarded them as agents of the positive
change that would eventually bring about communism. By con-
trast, he looked down on such insurrectionists as Bakunin whom
he thought stood outside the real movement of history.
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push. We wished to stress that the proletarians do more than
resist exploitation and oppression: they have an inner ability
to self-organise and eventually revolutionise the wage-labour
and statist world into communism, because their condition itself
carries this possibility.

Presenting a possibility as a historical necessity always contains
the risk of cultivating a mapped-out vision, as if the proletariat
were fulfilling a destiny, as if we were prophets of the ultimate
meaning of history: determinism is teleology for the materialist.
The formula

Capitalism → Proletariat → Communism
is only valid if the middle term acts revolutionary. Communist

theory has certainty of purpose, not of success (see below, sections
3 and 5).

2) What Heritage Do We Renounce?

We have seen in chapter 5 that Marx’s analysis of value was
open to dispute. More generally, how does the vision of people
like Marx relate to social-democrat watered-down Marxism, and
to the monstrosities that labelled themselves “communist” in the
twentieth century?

In the late 1960s and in the ’70s, “going back to Marx” was im-
perative if we wished to understand what we were experiencing.1
Our return to revolutionary history included the left opposition
to the Third International (the “Italian” and “German-Dutch”
lefts), but also pre- and post-1914 anarchism. Contrary to Marx’s
1872 anti-Bakunin pamphlet (one of his weakest writings2), a
veritable split happened in the mid-nineteenth century within

1 For more on that period and our background, see The Story of Our Ori-
gins (translated from La Banquise, 1983), www.reocities.com/~johngray. And our
What’s It All About?, 2007, www.troploin.fr.

2 Marx & Engels, Fictitious Splits in the International, 1872.
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“Recuperation” is the normal process by which society recovers
parts of what tried to negate it, so there is nothing here to reproach
councilists with. What is objectionable, though, is a persistent fail-
ure to realise how and why such a specific ideologising diversion
could take place. Some basic councilist tenets have been incorpo-
rated within dominant ideas, because they were based on histori-
cal limits, and it is these limits that we must comprehend. Ideology
only trivialises and sterilises theoretical aspects by separating the-
ory from the practice where it originated.

“The emancipation of the working classes must be conquered
by the working classes themselves.” These were the Rules of the
International Workingmen Association, approved by its Geneva
congress in 1866. Autonomy is indispensable, not just to initiate
revolution, also to accomplish it: who else but the self-organising
proletarians could do away with the proletariat? But it’s not
enough. It is not the principle on which everything can or must be
based. Autonomy means giving oneself one’s own law (nomos). It’s
based on the self (auto). As far as the proletarians are concerned,
what self are we talking about? Praising worker autonomy is
mistaking the part for the whole, fragment of a frozen totality.

The same obviously applies to the most recuperated of all, Karl
Marx: we cannot be content with repeating that the dictatorship of
the proletariat he wrote about had absolutely nothing in common
with Trotsky’s militarisation of labour or Stalin’s Five Year Plan. As
we hope to have shown in the previous chapter, there is no point
for us reading Marx unless we care to see how much he owed to
his time.
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7. Postlude

“When you have eliminated the impossible, whatever remains,
however improbable, must be the truth.” (The Sign of the Four, 1890)

Three editions in forty years. Not much to be proud of. When
radical critique is republished, it is proof that a whole generation
(author included) failed to achieve the overall change that genera-
tion was aiming at. It also reminds us that revolution is not made
by books, magazines, leaflets, or online postings: words are blank
bullets.

New editions are only a good omen if writer and reader under-
stand how much the republished texts were relevant… and still are.
In our case, this implies some appraising of the current situation.
The Black & Red (1974) and the Antagonism (1998) editions con-
tained prefaces dealing with periods as different from each other
as both were from the present situation.The contemporary crisis is
probably deeper than that of the 1970s, but more difficult to grasp.

1) Revolutionary Optimism and Historical
Determinism

Our 1973 belief that “counter-revolution is finally coming to a
close, a new movement is rising…” was clearly mistaken. In fact,
what followed the 1970s is hardly comparable with the interwar
counter-revolution, because there was no serious insurrectionary
attempt in the ’60s and ’70s, so in spite of bloodshed and repression,
in Latin America and Asia particularly, Western and Japanese cap-
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italism could afford to be less violently antirevolutionary than in
the days of Hitler and Stalin.

Such a sequence of events is enough to cast doubt on a deter-
minist undercurrent that flows through some parts of this book
that were written in the early ’70s. This raises the question of why
and how radicals are tempted to turn history into a pre-conditioned
one-way road to revolution:

It is not a question of what this or that proletarian, or
even the whole proletariat, at the moment regards as
its aim. It is a question of what the proletariat is, and
what, in accordance with this being, it will historically
be compelled to do. Its aim and historical action is visi-
bly and irrevocably foreshadowed in its own life situa-
tion as well as in the whole organisation of bourgeois
society today. There is no need to explain here that a
large part of the English and French proletariat is al-
ready conscious of its historic task and is constantly
working to develop that consciousness into complete
clarity (The Holy Family, IV, 4, Critical comment no. 2).

This was written in 1844: we now know that the last sentence
did not agree with facts. But there is more here than meets the
eye. Marx and Engels wished to distance themselves from utopians
(who relied on consciousness, morals, or the generosity of bour-
geois kind enough to finance their dreamland schemes), as well
as from reformists (who hoped for gradual evolution). On the con-
trary, Marx and Engels contended that, however weak, defeated,
or non-revolutionary the proletarians may be, their success was
rooted in the implacable condition that capital forced upon labour:

Capitalism → Communism
More than a century later, radicals like us would take up

this quote and similar ones as ammunition against Leninist
party-building, and against activism: trying to give history a
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